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The University of North Georgia’s annual Strategic and Security Studies Symposium is intended to examine some of the most challenging political, international, and military affairs issues of our time. Often, these are issues fraught with significantly competing opinions even to the point of actual conflict among various constituents. The 2018 Institute for Leadership and Strategic Studies (ILSS) Symposium, *Leadership in a Complex World: Private Military Security Companies’ Influence on International Security and Foreign Policy*, is no less so.

This symposium brought together some of the world’s most recognized private security company (PSC) practitioners and policy experts to review and discuss the role of and issues related to PSC involvement around the globe. Often, the discussions were heated but also valuable to an understanding of not-so-new but resurgent dynamics at play upon the world stage in unstable countries and regions.

PSC’s, more commonly but not always accurately associated with the word mercenary, have historically been a significant participant in conflict for centuries. From Xenophon’s “Ten Thousand” in Greece, to the Italian *condottieri*, and the English “White Company” this has been the case. More modern examples such as “Mad Mike” Hoare’s mercenary unit in Africa, loosely portrayed in the 1978 film
The Wild Geese, depict the continuity of their role in warfare.

Their presence has traditionally been less evident in the American experience until the advent of the “Global War on Terror.” The debut of PSC’s in American active military theaters of operation over the last two decades has brought with it a significant number of issues such as roles and missions, cost and competition for US military trained talent, accountability, and command and control among others.

Given the US defense establishment’s penchant for contracting or “outsourcing” so many of the functions associated with military operations – including those traditionally done in previous wars by a more robust military – these are issues that must be addressed. It is our hope that these proceedings will serve as an opening dialogue for those involved in examining these challenges and developing the policies necessary to confront the associated issues.

Dahlonega, GA
August 9, 2019
Introduction

The focus of this year’s symposium, *Leadership in a Complex World: Private Military Security Companies’ Influence on International Security and Foreign Policy*, highlights the leadership challenges private military security companies (PMSCs) pose to the international community. While the reality of PMSCs is not a new phenomenon—they have been with us since time immemorial—we have little consensus on the application of PMSCs in conflict areas. This series of papers attempts to address the employment, moral, and health consequences; asynchronous nature of warfare; and role of supply and demand for PMSCs in conflict areas. This year’s theme allows for a closer look at these aspects and the papers offer fresh insights into new, emerging areas of research with empirically-rich material offered by the authors. The symposium highlights the inevitable role of PMSCs in conflict areas and the leadership challenges that these non-state actors present to nation states when they are being considered as part of a resolution to an armed conflict.

The overarching theme of these papers addresses the complex nature of the inevitable role that PMSCs play on the international security and foreign policy stage. They raise the following questions: what are the moral issues nation states face when deploying PMSCs; do PMSCs offer nation states an alternative to state military force; how has insecurity fueled the growth of PMSCs and how is it a factor of supply and demand; is there a growing private cyber offensive threat; have PMSCs become a permanent element of US force structure; and how are the mental and physical health issues
of PMSC contractors being addressed?

These papers address the moral risk of nation states using PMSCs in combat advisory and direct combat roles and the conditions for moral concerns and ways to resolve them. PMSCs offer nation states solutions to address problems of instability and conflict to promote foreign policy objectives as an alternative to state military force commitment. The flood of South African skills and capabilities after the democratization of South Africa has fueled the appetite for the employment of PMSCs in conflict zones. Moreover, the complex nature of the battlespace and cyberspace provides further opportunity for private offensive cyber operations and the leveling of the battlefield between otherwise overmatched adversaries. PMSCs have become a permanent element of US force structure and its continued use will depend on effective governance. PMSC operators who return home at the end of their contract are sometimes challenged with mental and physical health issues. Without having a healthcare safety net, they find it difficult to obtain government support for their post-conflict physical and mental well-being. The complex nature of these combined factors present leadership challenges that these papers attempt to address and will be of interest to practitioners and researchers involved in this domain.
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In August of 2017, Erik Prince, the founder of the private military company (PMC) Blackwater, proposed a plan for privatizing the war in Afghanistan, where he would replace approximately 23,000 multinational forces currently serving there with 2,000 special-forces and 6,000 security contractors. Despite widespread rejection of the proposal, it is not entirely without merit nor historical precedent. Having said that, recent experience suggests that employing PMCs in combat advisory and direct combat roles comes with significant moral risk. Solutions to these risks usually take the form of separating governmental from private-sector support functions or limiting employment of PMCs to humanitarian crises. Neither solution is satisfying or stable. Moving forward, we can understand these risks as well as mitigate them by understanding how the state-PMC proxy relationship sets conditions for these moral concerns but also provides a way to resolve them.
In August of 2017, Erik Prince, the founder of the private military company (PMC) Blackwater, proposed a plan for privatizing the war in Afghanistan, where he would replace approximately 23,000 multi-national forces (of which 15,000 are United States (US) troops) and 27,000 contractors with 2,000 special-forces and 6,000 security contractors who would embed with the Afghan Army. Though the administration apparently rejected the plan at the time, multiple media outlets have since reported that there may be renewed interest, especially given the US’s continued inability to resolve the conflict despite adopting a new, more aggressive strategy. Predictably, and justifiably, this interest has sparked a great deal of concern. In fact, both former Secretary of Defense James Mattis and Chief of Staff John Kelly were reportedly opposed to the idea, as were also a host of others (Copp, 2018).

Still, the proposal is not entirely without merit nor historical precedent. The US has frequently throughout its history relied on private military expertise. In its struggle for independence, the new American government hired professionals such as the Marquis de Lafayette of France, Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben of Prussia, Count Casimir Pulaski of Poland, and several others to aid the cause (Spall, 2014, pp. 351–352). In fact, the contributions of these paid contractors transformed George Washington’s forces from militia bands to a “small standing army based on the model of eighteenth-century European militaries” (Underwood 2012: 326). Without such an army, it is unlikely that the US would have achieved its independence.

There are, of course, more recent examples. South African-based Executive Outcomes (EO) was instrumental in ending a civil war in Sierra Leone in the 1990s, though how it did so sparked some controversy (Singer, 2003, p. 218). More recently, Specialized Tasks,
Training, Equipment and Protection International (STTEP), was reportedly essential in the Nigerian government’s success against the terrorist group Boko Haram (Smith, 2018). Furthermore, a number of stakeholders, including Prince, have argued that PMCs could conduct peace-making and peace-keeping operations, especially in places like Darfur, where the international community has so far been unable or unwilling to intervene effectively (Johnson, 2018).

Despite the potential good PMCs represent, moral opposition to them is widespread. This opposition arises largely out of just war concerns: that only legitimate authorities, such as states, should be empowered to use violent force. Even then, to kill people for reasons of self-interest—especially when that interest is financial—is always wrong (Pattison, 2014, pp. 38–40). There are, of course, other problems. A number of PMC critics raise concerns about legal and moral accountability, lack of transparency, and the fact that, while the use of PMCs lowers the political and physical costs of war, it also lowers the threshold for war. Inferred in these objections is the idea that privatizing the provision of a public good, like security, is illegitimate. It is one thing for private companies to complement police and military forces to provide security for individual persons and places; however, it is another thing when they provide such services in lieu of those forces. The former does not seem to challenge the government’s monopoly on force; the latter does, or at least it can.

Given the potential utility PMCs represent, it makes sense to avoid general policies that prohibit their use. However, if we are to take Prince’s proposal seriously, we have to have policies and norms in place that permit more than just logistical or other service support that frees up soldiers for warfighting. We have to have policies and norms that permit PMCs to potentially, at charges were never substantiated and, in fact, EO received an award for its care for child soldiers. Members of the organization disarmed, cared for, and transported these children to facilities where they could receive long-term care and rehabilitation. (Barlow, 2007, p. 522; Carmola, 2010, p. 2).
least, use force on behalf of the state. By taking on an advisory role with the Afghanistan military, Prince’s contractors will likely find themselves involved in the warfighting themselves as well as making life and death decisions on behalf of the US government. In this role, these contractors would not be simply supporting the US effort in Afghanistan. Rather, they would be acting as *proxies* for US military personnel who would otherwise be serving in that role. By viewing PMCs through the lens of state proxy, we can develop a more useful framework for discerning the use of PMCs in direct action roles, where they would employ force on behalf of the state.

For the purposes of this discussion, I will only be discussing PMCs that would provide lethal services and capabilities. Such services would include the provision of both combatants and advisors to host nation military forces or anyone who might be in a position to use or make decisions about the use of lethal force. Thus, this discussion would exclude private military contractors who provide non-lethal combat support and service support. This exclusion does not suggest that the conclusions drawn here would not apply to them. However, PMCs that provide lethal services are the “hard-cases.” If there are conditions where it is permissible to employ these companies, then there will certainly be conditions where it permissible to employ the others. To determine what these conditions are, I will first address the major objections described above and then describe how a well-regulated proxy relationship can provide a robust set of norms to govern PMC use.

**PMCs and Inherently Governmental Functions**

One way to dispense with the problem of PMCs is to identify “inherently governmental” functions (such as the use of violent force in service to political objectives) and keep them with the state while utilizing PMCs to serve support functions where the use of force, if permitted at all, is strictly for self-defense. (Pattison, 2014, p. 188). Kellogg, Brown & Root’s operations in Iraq and Afghanistan
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and DynCorp’s operations in Bosnia serve as an example of such support (Dickinson, 2011, p. 16). However, if Prince’s proposal is a more effective option than continuing on with “business as usual,” then maintaining such a distinction prevents the full realization of the good PMCs can do. By itself, it does not represent a stable answer to the question regarding the ethical employment of PMCs. The cause of this instability is the fact that PMCs often operate where governments are weakest. Whether because of will (as in the case of Darfur) or capability (as in the case of Nigeria) PMCs find a role where governments should act but do not.

Objections to Employing PMCs

James Pattison argues that, broadly speaking, there are two kinds of objections to PMC employment: contingent and “deeply problematic” (Pattison, 2014, p. 9). Contingent objections are those that apply only to some PMCs yet could apply equally to state-sponsored military forces. For example, concerns regarding the ethical use of force would not apply to PMCs that do not either violate or are in a position to violate jus in bello norms. However, they would also apply to state-sponsored militaries: soldiers are just as likely to commit war crimes as their private-sector counterparts. These objections can, in principle at least, be addressed through new regulations or improved enforcement. Despite being vulnerable to these concerns, states may still employ their militaries to the extent the government is both committed and able to upholding international humanitarian law (IHL) and the law of armed conflict (LOAC). Thus, if it is permissible to employ state-sponsored militaries under such conditions, the same should be true for PMCs.

On the other hand, “deeply problematic” objections apply uniquely to PMCs and not to the regular armed forces associated with a state (Pattison, 2014, p. 9). For example, Pattison argues legitimacy is a concern endemic to all PMC use—especially regarding those
that employ lethal force—which state-sponsored military forces do not share. As will be discussed in the following section, there may be other examples. Resolving deeply problematic objections cannot be done by applying regulations meant for state-sponsored militaries. Rather, new norms need to be in place before their employment would be permissible.

**Contingent Objections**

As noted earlier, contingent objections include matters such as ethical use of force, accountability, transparency, and lowering the threshold for war. Of course, saying that both PMCs and state-sponsored militaries are equally vulnerable to these objections does not entail that they are vulnerable in the same way. As Laura A. Dickinson observes, even where there are mechanisms to hold contractors accountable for violations, they are often inconsistently applied, including violations where force was involved (Dickinson, 2011, pp. 178–179; Barnes, 2011, p. 63). Moreover, this inconsistency, in at least some cases, can create a climate of permissibility that encourages additional rule-breaking, of not only just rules of engagement but also rules regarding over-billing and misappropriation of funds, as was reportedly the case with DynCorp International in the early years of the war in Iraq (Dickinson, 2011, pp. 104–106). Perhaps more to the point: such a climate also incentivizes a lack of transparency as contractors’ ability to maintain current contracts as well as gain new ones depends on ensuring bad practices never see the light of day.

The fact that the nature of PMC employment lends itself to potentially bad practices in ways that state-sponsored military employment does not makes these objections no less contingent. As the Fat Leonard scandal—where dozens of naval officers have been prosecuted or otherwise censured—has demonstrated, the public sector can be equally incentivized to violate the rules. Of course, as Dickinson noted and the Fat Leonard scandal
demonstrated, the military has rules regarding such behavior and does hold its members accountable (Dickinson, 2011, p. 179–180). This point suggests that if it is permissible to employ state-sponsored militaries given the current measures for accountability and transparency, then it should be permissible to employ PMCs when similar measures are in place.

The good news is that there have been a number of measures introduced to fill the accountability and transparency gap. Most notable is probably the Montreux Document in 2008, which, though non-binding and not universally accepted, represents a collection of relevant legal norms as well as best practices that states can employ in the regulation of PMCs (Dunigan, 2011, p. 205; Carmola, 2010, p. 105). In short, the document makes clear that PMCs are accountable to the law of armed conflict (LOAC) and international humanitarian law (IHL) where applicable. In response to this document a number of PMCs, in cooperation with the Swiss government, signed on to a code of conduct for private security service providers that accounts more fully for PMC legal and ethical obligations towards clients (Swiss Confederation, 2010). Furthermore, the International Stability Operations Association (ISOA) has also established a code of conduct as well as a standards committee that is responsible for investigating reported infractions by member companies and recommending appropriate actions in response (Dunigan, 2011, p. 167). While these standards are only binding on a voluntary basis, they do illustrate how the industry can benefit from regulation and can serve as a basis for more robust regulation in the future.

For those PMCs subject to US jurisdiction, a number of laws can also now apply to regulating PMC operations. In some cases, these laws only apply to contractors working for the US government. They include the US Patriot Act (which extends the jurisdiction of US federal courts to crimes committed by or against a US national on lands or facilities designated for use by the US government)
and the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA), which allows prosecution in US courts of individuals employed by or accompanying the US military who commit an act that would constitute a federal criminal offense with a sentence of at least one year. Furthermore, the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) was broadened in 2007 to apply to private contractors and other civilians supporting US forces in declared wars or contingencies. Specifically addressing uses of force, the War Crimes Act also makes it a felony under US law to commit grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions if the crime was committed by or against a US national or member of the US Armed Forces. Casting a wider net, the Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA) allows foreign nationals to sue non-state actors, including corporations, in US courts for certain violations of international law (Caparini, 2008, pp. 176–179; Pattison, 2014, p. 147; Witte, 2018, 2007).

While the increased regulation is welcome, certainly, much more needs to be done. Even though there have been improvements in the US system of accountability and enforcement, internationally, there are few binding norms beyond international humanitarian law and almost no capability to enforce their violations (Kinsey, 2008, p. 81; Carmola, 2010, pp. 104–107). As a result, PMCs such as Russia’s Wagner Group operate in places like Ukraine—where they obscured Russia’s involvement in the separatist movement—and Syria, where they attacked US troops (Taylor, 2018). The “fix” here, of course, is not to abandon the use of PMCs but to continue working to improve regulations, oversight, and enforcement internationally. I will discuss specific norms and measures later.

Non-Contingent Objections

As noted earlier, non-contingent objections are those unique to the employment of PMCs that would have to be addressed through the creation of new norms before employment of PMCs would be permissible.
**Right Motive.** Augustine famously argued that it was not sufficient to wage war for a just cause, one also had to wage it for the right reasons. Killing out of hatred, envy, or—more importantly for this discussion—personal gain is wrong, regardless if it also constitutes an act of defense (Orend, 2006, pp. 12–13). Kant echoes this sentiment when he argues that, in general, for an act to be truly moral it must not only conform to the moral law but also be performed for the sake of that law (Kant, 1959, p. 6).

While practically it is difficult to assess an individual’s motive, motive is nonetheless important to moral assessment, especially in war. When it comes to matters of life and death, even the suspicion of self-regarding motives can undermine the trust placed in those who wield lethal force. For this reason, to have a “mercenary motive” is to invite concern that one will not only fight effectively but also fight well, especially in face of the kind of extreme risk that comes with warfighting. Avoiding such risk may result both in failure to achieve military objectives and the unjust loss of innocent lives. It is unsurprising then that the use of mercenaries fell out of favor over time and was eventually banned by international law (Percy, 2007, pp. 167–169).²

It is, of course, unfair, to ascribe such motives to private military contractors in general. Contractors are just as likely to be motivated by other-regarding reasons such as patriotism and ideology as are soldiers (Steinhoff, 2008, pp. 20–21). Moreover, soldiers can be motivated to fight purely out of such self-regarding motives as financial gain. For example, soldiers in state-sponsored militaries sign contracts with the state for a variety of motives, often

² Percy observes that international law prohibiting employment of mercenaries is encompassed in United Nations General Assembly and Security Council resolutions; the Organization of African Unity Convention for the Elimination of Mercenaries in Africa; Article 47 of Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions; and the United Nations International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing, and Training of Mercenaries. She also observes that much of this law relies on ascribing motive to establish the status of mercenary, making these rules difficult to enforce.
exclusively associated with self-interest (Evans, 2015). The US Army, for example, provides a number of financial and educational benefits exclusively for the purpose of attracting recruits and not as a reward for service.

Of course, any particular individual’s motives are beside the point. While contractors and soldiers may be equally motivated by financial gain, by the nature of their role, soldiers are much more limited in how they can act on that motivation. As David Barnes observes, soldiers swear an oath of allegiance that places on them the moral obligation to provide security—in the form of an adequate defense—to their clients, namely the citizens of the state they defend (Barnes, 2017, p. 61). Security, in this context, is a public good. Public goods are non-excludable and non-rival: no one should be excluded from their benefit, and the benefit should not be reduced by adding additional customers (Pattison, 2014, p. 161). Thus, the nature of public goods places obligations on the soldiers to perform their role even at great sacrifice. In fact, such sacrifice and selfless service are well-establish norms associated with military service and codified in the warrior ethos (Snider, Nagl, Pfaff, 1999, pp. 27–30). Perhaps more to the point, soldiers do not get to charge extra even when the client increases or alters the demand for their services.

When the provision of a public good is managed according to the rules of the private market, however, its cost and availability are then subject to the laws of supply and demand that could restrict its availability and raise its costs. Barnes refers to this dynamic as “commodification” and, when governments allow public goods to be exchanged in this way, they undermine their own legitimacy. When the state commodifies security, it risks losing its monopoly as well as corrupting the ideal of military service on which state-sponsored militaries depends (Barnes, 2017, pp. 69–75).

3 Of note, this campaign emphasized the educational and other benefits that would enhance a prospective recruit’s civilian employment prospects in exchange for a limited number of years of service.
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The problem here, however, is not just that the likelihood of improper motivation may be higher among contractors than soldiers or that contractors may not be willing to bear substantial costs and risks to “get the job done.” Neither claim is true. Rather, the concern is how the nature of the contract itself can violate the Kantian injunction against using persons as “mere means.” For Kant, persons have a special dignity by virtue of the fact they possess the capability to make moral decisions (Kant, 1959, p. 46).\(^4\) Respecting that dignity, then, entails treating persons as ends in and of themselves. In fact, Kant makes the point that in the realm of ends, everything has a price or a dignity. Whatever has a price can be replaced by something else its equivalent; on the other hand, whatever is above all price, and therefore admits of no equivalent, has a dignity. (Kant, 1959, p. 53)

Because humans have a unique, unconditional moral worth, it is wrong to treat them in ways to which they have not consented. This constraint does not mean one must treat others as they desire; rather, it simply means treating them in ways they deserve by virtue of the moral decisions they have made. It is not unjust, according to Kant, to imprison thieves, for example. By stealing, they treat others as mere means so holding them accountable is a necessary response (Kant, 1991, pp. 140–141).

For these reasons, Kant was opposed to the hiring of not only mercenaries but standing armies as well. While he found no objection to the periodic training of citizens to fight in the common defense, he found objectionable the “practice of hiring men to kill or be killed” (Kant, 1983, p. 108). We can set aside his objection to standing armies if we accept that, given the demands of modern warfare, standing armies are the only way to adequately provide for the common defense. That may not assuage all of Kant’s particular concerns; however, it seems that there is a qualitative moral difference

---

\(^4\) Specifically, they have the ability to legislate the moral law through the application of the categorical imperative.
between service to a cause and service to a contract such that, whatever problems standing armies do have, in this case they are not comparable to the PMCs.

In the context of PMCs, what is objectionable about their employment is that it sets conditions for moral violations on the part of both the contracting party and contractors. By exploiting the contractors’ desire for financial gain to place them in harm’s way, the contracting party uses these persons as mere means. On the other hand, since contractors can choose whether to go to war in the first place, they use the people they kill merely as means towards that financial gain (Barnes, 2017, pp. 58–59). Thus, bad motive and intent are not contingent on the actual mental states of individuals involved but are embedded in the structure of a security system that employs PMCs.

One may point out that, since soldiers and contractors both kill for the same cause, soldiers too may be accused of using the enemy as mere means. However, as Tamara Meisels argues, soldiers’ aims would be better served if enemy combatants never showed up to a fight. She observes that if soldiers were using the enemy as a mere means, they would not want the enemy to be present (Meisels, 2017, pp. 214). On the other hand, the presence of the contractor is justified by the enemy whom they are hired to kill. The point here is not that contractors are more or less cynical about killing than are soldiers. The point is the structure of the system places the contractor and the client in positions where they are using persons merely as means, regardless of their actual intent.

Pattison argues that, as there does not seem to be an adequate moral response to this concern, it is unclear how significant a concern it is. While motives do matter when it comes to moral evaluation, from the perspective of policy, what sometimes matters more is behavior. Pattison makes this argument when he observes “the intrinsic importance of individual’s having a right motive is outweighed by the much higher moral consequences at stake”
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(Pattison, 2014, p. 45). If contractors are providing an important service that meets humanitarian goals, and they do so in a way that conforms to the relevant domestic and international law, then it would take a very callous individual to turn those services down on the suspicion these contractors were improperly motivated, especially if there were no alternative. Thus, the important moral question regarding the employment of PMCs is not about their motivations but about whether it is permissible to employ PMCs in the service of a just cause regardless of their actual motives.

Further undermining the significance of this objection is that public goods are not entirely immune to the laws of supply and demand. In cases where the current state-sponsored force is inadequate to meeting defense requirements, the military leadership can—and often does—increase the cost to the government for security. When that shortcoming is personnel, governments may then choose to provide extra pay, benefits, or bonuses in order to attract and retain talent. However, unlike the private sector, soldiers typically cannot negotiate their personal compensation in ways contractors can, nor can soldiers take advantage of specific increases of demand in order to generate more personal income. While they can “profit” in a sense from increasing security challenges, they are neither able nor incentivized to seek ways to impose additional costs on the client. Certainly, they can leave the military after their contract is up, but while in, they have little ability as individuals to directly influence their own profitability. This point has good and bad aspects. There is certainly a utility in having a private sector incentivized to rapidly identify and provide for gaps in defense requirements. However, when it comes to life and death decisions, it is generally better that profit not serve as an incentive, even if mixed with other morally permitted ones.

Ultimately, Pattison’s point regarding the significance of motive is compelling. It may be impermissible to kill for money; however, since motives are inscrutable, it is reasonable to argue that what
matters more is that one kills justly for the right cause and, in the event one does not, that there are mechanisms to hold one accountable. The motive objection alone should not preclude the permissible employment of PMCs in the provision of lethal force. First, it implies that conditions for that employment will be unique. Force can be a commodity, especially in under- or ungoverned areas where no authority can or will adequately address everyone’s security needs. Darfur is a paradigmatic case, where millions have been displaced and thousands murdered despite the presence of 20,000 UN peacekeepers—who often stood by while rebels kidnapped, tortured, and murdered civilians (Lynch, 2014).

Second, in situations where state-sponsored militaries have been unsuccessful in the provision of security, PMCs may be able, as Prince’s Afghanistan offer suggests, to fill critical capability gaps necessary to successfully resolve a conflict. I will discuss these points in more detail later; however, there is one more non-contingent objection to consider before fully specifying the permissible space for PMC employment.

**Legitimacy.** The “deep” problem for Pattison is one of legitimacy. In his account, security providers attain legitimacy through the cumulative assessment of four key qualities. First, they would have to be effective at both fighting just wars and deterring unjust ones, where effectiveness is not understood simply in terms of military competence but rather its ability to promote the enjoyment of basic human rights. Second, security providers would have to be subject to democratic control, where not only the government but also its citizens have a say in if and how PMCs are employed, whether directly through referendum or indirectly through elected representatives. Third, PMCs must treat their personnel properly. For example, a company that puts profit over properly equipping its contractors before placing them in situations where their lives are at risk would, justifiably, fail this latter test. Finally, PMCs, like their
state-sponsored counterparts, would have to have a positive effect on communal bonds, in that participation in such organizations would have to reinforce bonds with the community it defends. Pattison’s idea here is that when citizens are willing to defend their state, their bonds to that state—and to other members of that community—deepen (Pattison, 2014, pp. 73–84). Meeting these conditions is not “all or nothing.” Militaries can meet each to some degree and still claim to be a legitimate force (Pattison, 2014, p. 73).

Pattison, in general, recognizes that, as an objection to the employment of PMCs, each of these conditions is contingent. Cumulatively, state-sponsored militaries are always going to be in a better position than PMCs to meet them, thus, state-sponsored militaries enjoy a presumption of legitimacy that PMCs do not (Pattison, 2014, p. 114). This presumption is more practical than conceptual. Nothing in the concepts employed here preclude legitimate states with legitimate aims employing unprofessional militaries whose incompetence and unethical behavior fail all of Pattison’s conditions. In such cases, the employment of a PMC that could better meet those conditions would arguably be preferable from the standpoint of legitimacy. But if one accepts that legitimacy, to some degree at least, is something granted by the society, state, and soldiers it employs serve, then it is reasonable to ask whether a society prefers its security needs be outsourced in such a manner.

As Andrew Krieg argues, from a normative point of view, militaries exist to execute the state’s obligation to protect society, as derived from the social contract (Krieg, 2013, p. 345). In general, states should seek to meet their obligations under the social contract by employing militaries that behave professionally and ethically. When they do not or cannot do so, the legitimacy of the state is compromised. This point suggests that, in those situations where PMCs might be preferable to a state-sponsored military, other moral obligations exist that the state has yet to meet. It is likely in such cases that the state should meet those obligations before
any military response is fully legitimate. Practically speaking, it may still make moral sense to employ PMCs when militaries fail to meet Pattison’s conditions; however, such situations are clearly not the ideal. Thus, a presumption of legitimacy still exists where militaries either match or exceed the professional and ethical standards of any PMC alternative.

This point does not suggest that no conditions may exist where PMCs may not be preferable to professional (in the normative sense) militaries. In fact, Kreig argues that PMCs are often preferable in what he refers to as “non-trinitarian” warfare, where the state may wish to employ military force in situations where the social contract—as described by the relationship between the trinity of society, the state, and the soldier—is not under threat but where some other interest or benefit could be achieved. To the extent the larger society would not accept risk to soldiers in service to such ends, the use of PMCs allows the state to avoid engaging the larger society on the issue of the action’s legitimacy. It does not follow that such an action is necessarily illegitimate, only that society would not accept the risk, as is often the case with humanitarian interventions (Krieg, 2013, p. 349).

Pattison also recognizes situations where PMC employment, even in direct combat, may still be permissible despite the presumption of legitimacy towards professional militaries. Such situations require that the employment of PMCs have “extremely beneficial consequences” in terms of promoting individuals’ enjoyment of human rights (Pattison, 2014, p. 12) and must meet three conditions: (1) conform to conditions of jus ad bellum; (2) contingent objections should not apply; and (3) the use of PMCs should be better than the public alternatives (Pattison, 2014, p. 185).

Pattison is right: the public provision of public goods is generally preferable to the private provision of public goods. Moreover, Pattison makes a strong case that, given the range of situations in which states might use military force justly, state-
sponsored militaries will generally be preferable. However, by basing his argument for a non-contingent, deeply problematic objection on contingent ones, he opens up the possibility that there could be individual situations where PMCs meet those conditions better than do state-sponsored militaries, including a subset of those situations where PMC use may generally be preferable. For example, while there may be no PMCs that can compete with a democratic, state-sponsored military for this kind of cumulative legitimacy, PMCs can often compete with the militaries of fragile states. It would not be hard to imagine a PMC that is more effective, more democratic, more responsible in the treatment of its own personnel, and more contributive to communal bonds than the Afghan Army’s treatment of their soldiers. If Prince’s company meets those conditions, then it may be preferable to engage its services, especially if it contributes other benefits the US Army cannot, such as ensure continuity of personnel.

By way of precedent, consider STTEP’s assistance to the Nigerian government against Boko Haram. When the Nigerian government hired STTEP to recover the more than 200 girls kidnapped by Boko Haram at Chibok, the Nigerian government had already received security assistance and training from the US and Britain, who also offered assistance to retrieve the girls. The fact that the government turned to STTEP raised questions even at the time regarding the effectiveness of US and British assistance (Freeman, 2015). Within thirty days, STTEP’s mission expanded to assisting Nigerian Army units that were fighting Boko Haram forces near Maiduguri (Pfaff & Mienie, 2019R).

Over the next three months, STTEP tailored tactics, training, and doctrine to reflect both the threat and capabilities of the Nigerian forces. For example, STTEP provided live-fire weapons training, which the Nigerian troops they were working with had never done, and assisted in mounting heavy weapons onto vehicles already in the Nigerian inventory. They then provided assistance in developing
a campaign strategy and operational designs, as well as command and control for the subsequent operation. Though their contract was not renewed by the Nigerian government, in one month of fighting, STTEP helped the Nigerian Army free a Belgium-sized swath of territory from Boko Haram control (Barlow, 2018).

Part of what made STTEP effective was its ability to hire contractors with specific skills the Nigerian forces could use and who could also effectively integrate into Nigerian units in ways more conventional militaries would find difficult. STTEP contractors became a part of the Nigerian armed forces, to the point of wearing their uniforms, living and eating with the soldiers they advised, adopting their rank structure, and submitting to their disciplinary code. Doing so greatly improved their ability to positively influence Nigerian military operations.

This example suggests that cumulative legitimacy as an enabling principle may generally permit weak states with developing militaries to hire private military companies that can transfer expertise more effectively than can state-sponsored militaries. While they may not be as effective at fighting and deterring as a modern state-sponsored military, PMCs can draw on a range of expertise and resources that can allow them to more effectively tailor their support to improving those capabilities in developing perhaps better than state-sponsored militaries. Of course, in building those capabilities, PMCs will have to do so with client legitimacy in mind, which includes not only committing to international law but also developing a healthy civilian-military relationship between the government and its armed forces.

While Pattison’s concept of “cumulative legitimacy” provides useful insights when applied to state-sponsored militaries, it seems intended to fail when applied to PMCs. The reason is simple: given Pattison’s four conditions, public militaries have a presumption of legitimacy with which PMCs have to compete and with fewer resources. Thus, accounting for PMC legitimacy this way seems
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self-defeating. So, rather than viewing legitimacy through a lens of what they are not (state-sponsored militaries), it seems more fruitful to investigate the legitimacy of PMCs through a lens of what they are: proxies for state action.

**Proxy Relationships**

Proxy relationships involve the use of a surrogate to replace, rather than simply augment, the assets or capabilities of a benefactor (Mumford, 2013, p. 11). This surrogacy is not simply about providing a service the government also provides. The fact that UPS and FedEx also deliver mail does not make them proxies for the US Postal Service, it just makes them alternatives. For an organization or other entity to be a proxy, it must perform a function that its benefactor cannot or will not perform but which the benefactor still benefits from. The problem for such relationships is that the introduction of the benefactor introduces moral concerns and hazards that otherwise would not exist (Pfaff, 2017, pp. 307–310).

**Conditions for Proxy Permissibility**

This point suggests the following framework for private provision of public goods: (1) the private company is subject to public norms rather than simply market forces, and (2) measures are in place to manage moral hazards that arise from this kind of public-private interaction. Regarding the first point, in the context of warfighting, the relevant norms are broadly captured by the just war tradition (JWT), which encompasses not only international norms codified in the IHL and LOAC but also a number of deeply held intuitions regarding what conditions should hold to justify the use of military force. By saying these norms govern the private enterprise rather than “simply” market forces, I only mean that, while private companies should not ignore market forces, they should submit to public norms even at some cost. Doing so will better align their incentives with the demands of providing a
public good. Regarding the second point, the mismatch between public and private suggests there may be residual incentives or conditions that give rise to bad behavior. In the context of proxies fighting wars, these are divergent interests, under-estimating the cost of violence, diffusion, and dirty hands.

**The Just War Tradition**

The purpose of the JWT is to prevent war and, failing that, limit the suffering war causes. It traditionally divides moral concerns regarding war-fighting into two distinct but related parts: *jus ad bellum*, which governs reasons to go war, and *jus in bello*, which governs conduct in war. The full set of *jus ad bellum* norms are just cause, legitimate authority, public declaration, just intent, proportionality, last resort, reasonable chance of success, and the end of peace. Traditional *jus in bello* norms are discrimination and proportionality, which requires combatants to avoid intentional harm to noncombatants and, where such harm is unavoidable, to only do so much harm as is proportionate to the value of the military objective (Cook, 2004, pp. 28, 32–34).

In the context of military force, the employment of a PMC will not make an unjust cause just, an illegitimate authority legitimate, or a wrong intention right. However, the involvement of PMCs can potentially make the disproportionate proportionate; make alternatives to fighting less appealing, impacting what counts as last resort; and certainly affects a state’s calculations regarding its costs and chances for success. So while not all JWT norms will bear directly on this discussion, those that are associated with cause, cost, and transparency should.

**Just Cause**

Most conceptions of just cause permit military force for the purposes of self-defense, defense of others, and humanitarian interventions (Walzer, 1992, pp. 52–54). It goes without saying that
 PMC use would only be permitted in support of these causes. What differs for the contractor from the soldier is the burden of determining the justice of any particular cause. Traditional conceptions of JWT, like Walzer’s, place the blame for war onto the political leaders who declared it and not on the soldiers who fight it, since most soldiers are in a position to neither know the real reasons any particular leader makes the decision for war nor influence that decision even if they did. There are revisionists, however, like Jeff McMahon, who challenge that division of responsibility and argue that soldiers are just as liable for the cause of the wars they fight as their conduct. If they do have strong reasons to object to a particular war, then they should then refuse to fight it. However, he also acknowledges that most soldiers are excused from this liability because duress, epistemic limitations, and diminished responsibility entail a level of uncertainty that are unable to overcome their obligations as soldiers to fight (McMahon, 2009, pp. 115–122).

Even if one accepts the revisionist view, what differentiates soldiers from contractors is that, for the soldier, the decision to go to war is forced. By virtue of their role, soldiers have a prima facie obligation to obey orders to fight. Contractors do not. They have no obligation to fight even for a just cause. Contractors can avoid conditions of uncertainty by simply walking away. For that reason, the excuses that apply to the soldier do not apply to the contractor. This point suggests that PMCs, as well as their individual members, have an obligation to consider the justice of a particular cause before determining whether to provide any services to support it.

**Costs of War: Reasonable Chance of Success, Proportionality, and Last Resort**

The conditions of reasonable chance of success, proportionality, and last resort require judgments about future costs and alternatives that are difficult, if not impossible, to anticipate. Thus, governments
are incentivized to not only reduce costs in the present but also find ways to hedge them in the future. In this context, the introduction of PMCs can allow a government to avoid human and material costs to public institutions, as well as political costs in the event a particular effort fails. While there often is substantial financial costs associated with hiring PMCs, from a government perspective, these costs are typically less than the combined human, material, and political costs of direct intervention. Because they have the effect of lowering the cost of intervention in this way, PMCs make it more likely.

As Sean McFate observes, where deploying large numbers of troops would otherwise be politically unacceptable, contractors can cause “mission creep” because they do not count against troop caps, thus allowing the government to deploy more people than it reports. Additionally, contractors can declare information proprietary and avoid complying with Freedom of Information Act requests. The reduction in both risk and transparency, as McFate states, “effectively lowers the barriers of entry into conflict, inviting moral hazard” (McFate, 2016). To underscore this point, McFate observes an increase in PMC activity in places as diverse as Yemen, Nigeria, Ukraine, and Syria. In fact, the Emirati government reportedly hired Latin American, mostly Colombian, soldiers to fight in Yemen, given their experiences fighting guerilla movements like the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) (Hager & Mazetti, 2015). Thus, the use of PMCs does not just permit larger operations than what might otherwise be acceptable, it permits more of them.

Of course, solely the appearance of covert employment of PMCs can impose its own political costs. The British government’s alleged support for Sandline International’s intervention in Sierra Leone is a case in point. In the late 1990s, ousted President Ahmed Kabbah hired the British company Sandline International to restore him to power after he was removed in a coup.5 Since Sandline president Tim

---

5 It is worth noting that the Sierra Leone government had employed Executive
Spicer was a British citizen, his taking on the contract placed Spicer in violation of British law, which prohibited providing weapons to any party in the Sierra Leone conflict (Legg, 1998, p. 1). When that relationship was exposed, Spicer claimed that British officials had full knowledge of Sandline’s efforts, of which they had also approved (Buncombe, 1998). A subsequent investigation found that while the high commissioner for Sierra Leone, Peter Penfold, had given a degree of approval to Sandline, he did not have the authority to do so (Legg, 1998, p. 3; Dunnigan, 2011, pp. 111–112; Percy, 2007, pp. 210–211). Nonetheless, the ensuing scandal proved embarrassing for the British government and nearly led to the ousting of then Foreign Secretary Robin Cook in what became known as the “Arms for Africa” and “Sandline” Affairs. (Singer, 2008, p. 115).

It is easy to see from this example that the presence of PMCs does not so much lower costs as make their calculation more complicated. Though the British government did not hire Sandline, their objectives aligned and created the appearance of collusion. After the investigation absolved the government of collusion, this appearance was reinforced when it came to light that British intelligence officials had also met with Spicer and encouraged his efforts to return Kabbah to power (Abrams & Lashmar, 1998). Whatever the actual relationship with the British government, Sandline’s efforts did not increase chances of success as much as lower the cost of failure, which reduced any supportive governments’ exposure to risk. Moreover, by circumventing the UN sanctions, Sandline avoided engagement with the international community that may have required Kabbah to consider perhaps less desirable but non-violent alternatives. Of course, once the relationship was uncovered, they incurred a different set of costs, probably most important of which was

Outcomes to assist in its fight against the Revolutionary United Front. President Kabbah did not renew the Executive Outcomes contract. With the loss of that support, he was overthrown by military officers sympathetic to the rebels a few months later (Percy, 2007, p. 210; Singer, 2008, p. 114).
undermined trust in the government.

Another concern regarding costs is that PMCs have an incentive to downplay actual costs and risks associated with any particular contract. Again, this point is not to say PMCs do downplay costs; however, the fact the incentive exists invites distrust of the relationship. This concern is especially acute when the employment of a PMC allows states to address more distant security threats, especially when the urgency for the state to engage directly lags (Krieg, 2016: 109–110). The problem, of course, is when actual costs reach a certain point, the state has to choose between spending more money on an uncertain outcome, ending the contract, or engaging directly itself. This point suggests two remedies: (1) PMCs should err on the side of caution, calculating the high end of costs and risks when making a proposal, and (2) states should consider the cost if the PMC failed to deliver on the contract and they had to go in alone before entering into a contract.

**Public Declaration**

The purpose of public declaration is to give an opportunity for the enemy to redress wrongs prior to the initiation of hostilities as well as to give one’s own people a chance to decide if any particular military intervention is worth the sacrifice they may be required to bear. In this sense, this criterion corresponds to Pattison’s condition of democratic control and relates directly to concerns regarding transparency already discussed. As such, it also relates to the above discussion on costs as the whole point in not publicly declaring an intervention is to avoid any associated political costs. The Sandline case is not alone in serving as a case in point; DynCorps and MPRI’s involvement in Colombia in the 1990s allowed the executive branch of the US government to circumvent Congressional restrictions on support to the Colombian police, who had a questionable human rights record. Moreover, DynCorp, because they technically worked for the Colombian National
Police, were not held to rules prohibiting US military personnel from participating in counterinsurgency operations (Singer, 2003, pp. 207–209). In fact, Singer notes, current US law allows groups to work for the US government abroad without any Congressional notification if the contract is under $50 million (Singer, 2003, p. 210). While the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) requires any business transferring a range of security and defense related items and services to notify the US government, it is administered and enforced by the executive branch and does not entail Congressional notification (Department of State, 2019).

However, having some latitude in when, how, and where governments are able to introduce military force can have positive effect. In the 1990s, the US government arranged for the hiring of MPRI in Bosnia to manage the “Train and Equip” program to build up the Bosnian Army’s effectiveness. This effort was critical to the implementation of the Dayton Peace Accords, which were under negotiation at the time. In order to maintain its position as an “honest broker,” the US military could not perform this function, nor was it in the interest of the US government to publicize its relationship with MPRI. So, while US government support for the fledgling Bosnian military was not exactly kept secret, it was not submitted to public discussion.

However, unlike the Sandline and MPRI and DynCorps in Colombia examples, the US and MPRI’s relationship did have the knowledge and support of the legislative branch (Singer, 2003, p. 210). As such, it was submitted to the kind of democratic control that gave the public a voice—through their representatives—as well as a level of transparency adequate to ensure public interests were upheld. Moreover, the MPRI effort in Bosnia served Serbian interests as well, as it made peace not just more likely, but more sustainable. In this way, the effort served both elements of the condition of public declaration. It ensured the public interest and gave both sides space to resolve grievances non-violently. Thus, it seems the real concern
here is not so much to what degree particular relationships are made public as much as it is whether the relationship is constructed in a way to avoid oversight. There may be conditions where the former is permissible; however, the latter is not.

**Moral Hazards**

The presence of moral hazard does not directly impact the permissibility of a particular proxy relationship. However, failure to manage these hazards can effectively transform an otherwise permissible intervention into one that is impermissible. These hazards arise because of variations in benefactor and proxy interests, will, and capabilities. These variations also lead to divergent interests and optimistic estimates about the true cost of war that can drag both parties into a conflict they might otherwise have avoided.

**Diffusion Problem**

The introduction of a PMC introduces new capabilities that can later spread to other conflicts. MPRI, for example, trained Croatian officers who later joined the Kosovar Liberation Army, which came into conflict with the US and Macedonia when they felt NATO’s implementation of the peace process was not moving fast enough (Singer, 2003, p. 219). In the case of Prince’s proposal, it would not be hard to imagine well-trained Afghan soldiers joining other causes or setting a precedent for other firms to do the same—except for less worthwhile clients. Spearhead International, an Israeli PMC, has provided advisory and other kinds of assistance to drug cartels as well as rebel groups. While nothing about Prince’s proposal affects the incentive of nefarious actors to contract with other nefarious actors, the US needs to be careful about what kinds of precedents it sets. Of course, one could argue that employing a well-regulated private military company sets exactly the right precedent, which is what should shape the norms that govern PMC use (Carmola, 2010, p. 17).
DIVERGENT INTERESTS

I have already addressed the concern regarding private motives in public ventures. And to reiterate, intention and motive do matter when it comes to moral evaluation. It comes up again here because, structurally, private and public interests diverge as a matter of necessity. The purpose of a private company is to generate profit; the purpose of public agencies is to provide public goods. As Singer puts it, it’s the difference between “doing well” and “doing good” (Singer, 2003, 217). The concern here, again, is the incentive structure embedded in the relationship more than the behavior of any particular PMC. PMCs are incentivized to keep the money flowing by expanding the mission in terms of scope or time or both. Of course, market forces provide something of a check, but even then, as the overbilling by DynCorp in Iraq suggests, if an incentive exists, someone will act on it.6

It is important, however, not to make too much of this concern. Doctors, for example, are incentivized to make money; however, they operate under a code of conduct that prioritizes patient care over monetary reward (Barnes, 2011, p. 80). In fact, when doctors do things like prescribe more expensive and risky medications to receive bonuses from pharmaceutical companies, they can be censured and have their license to practice revoked. In principle at least, PMCs could be subject to the same kind of regulatory regime that doctors are and lose the ability to compete for contracts if they sacrifice the public good for personal gain. Such a regime will not resolve these concerns globally, as there will always be clients and contractors who are beyond the reach of international enforcement mechanisms. However, where such codes and enforcement are present, employing PMCs should be permissible.

---

6 Barnes makes the point that the market for PMC services is not “proper” in that there are, in fact, a limited number of suppliers for whom demand is uncertain. In such an economy, market forces do not work as well in driving out bad actors (Barnes, 2011, p. 81).
These points also suggest that PMC proposals should be designed with termination in mind and limits on how the government can expand the contract. At a minimum, the realization of the state’s interest identified in the contract should result in its termination, regardless of whatever other interests arise. In effect, PMCs should work to put themselves out of any particular job. However, in so doing, potential clients should show a preference for those PMCs who have demonstrated a capability and willingness to do just that.

**Dirty Hands**

The problem of dirty hands arises in the public sector when an official is faced with doing something that is wrong but which is necessary to fulfill the obligations associated with their role. This situation is different from a PMC acting badly out of expediency or disregard for the law, even if directed by the client. That is wrong, and both PMC and client should be held accountable (Singer, 2003, p. 221). Dirty hand problems arise when the public official would prefer to do otherwise but finds the illegal or immoral act to be necessary. In his discussion of dirty hands, Michael Walzer describes a ticking time bomb scenario where an official orders a terrorist to be tortured so that bombs he planted can be diffused before they go off, killing hundreds of innocents. As Walzer observes, we do not want to condone torture; however, we also do not want to see innocents die. Walzer resolves this conundrum by arguing that, while we can grant the necessity of the act, we must still hold the official accountable for violating the relevant principle or law (Walzer, 1974, p. 80). We can certainly mitigate

---

7 DSL had a contract with British Petroleum (BP) to secure pipelines in Colombia—nothing wrong with that—but as part of the contract they allegedly trained a Colombian military unit that had been linked to atrocities and also collected intelligence on locals (including environmentalists opposed to the project) which they then provided to that military unit, who would then reportedly kidnap, torture, and execute at least some of those civilians. Here, you have multiple layers of dirty hands, where DSL is doing some of the dirty work for BP by encouraging and enabling the Colombian military to commit atrocities (Singer, 2003, p. 221).
any actual punishment; however, getting one’s hands dirty is an existential decision for the official who thinks he or she has no other choice.

Kateri Carmola, on the other hand, rejects Walzer’s solution as well as the sense of tragedy it engenders. Rather, she appeals to “Frontier Ethics” and argues that in regions that are on the “periphery of law and order,” behaviors are permitted that otherwise would not be in more settled areas where the state can more effectively govern civil life (Carmola, 2010, p. 134). Rather, such a frontier is governed by “utility and necessity” with little regard for rights, and requires compromises that should be judged in terms of how they serve the greater good. Thus, if the availability of PMCs save lives, even if they have bad aspects, one should simply accept the moral and political costs associated with their use. This strict utilitarian account implies something deep about the employment of PMCs: since they only operate in the frontier, OMCs will never fully conform to the ethics of more settled areas (Carmola, 2010, p. 137).

In the context of PMCs, neither solution really works. Walzer’s solution works for public officials because, in a democratic society at least, those officials have been vested by the public to make those kinds of decisions. “Contracting out” public policy decisions that pit morality against necessity so as to avoid blame is to abdicate the public official’s responsibilities associated with their role. This point suggests that PMCs should not be in a position to make dirty hands decisions and, when they are, they must refer that decision to a public official, who is fully accountable both under the law and to the public they serve. This concern is further exacerbated because the law—both US and international—is weak and inconsistently enforced, as evidenced by numerous cases, including the DynCorps sex-scandal in Bosnia which resulted in no prosecutions, suggesting it may be problematic to hold PMCs fully accountable (Pattison, 2014, p. 147).
The problem with Carmola’s solution, on the other hand, is that it suffers from the same shortcomings as any utilitarian argument, where no act is unjustifiable as long as the good resulting from it is greater than the harm. Such a scheme would only work if one accepts that persons have no rights on the frontier, only interests. For many, especially in counter-insurgent and peacekeeping operations where there often is a semblance of governance, that might be too big a bullet to bite. Supporters will argue that when utility is correctly assessed, it is not as permissive as its critics suggest. But this response just raises further questions, such as how do we know when utility is properly assessed? Given historic difficulties in answering that question, in practice it would be difficult to hold a PMC responsible regarding any violations because it is typically difficult to calculate utility, which is future oriented and, thus, can only be fully justified after the fact.

One final concern regarding dirty hands are instances where terminating a PMC contract over violations would create a greater injustice. One could imagine, for example, that Prince’s contractors are successfully prosecuting the war in Afghanistan but that some have given in to the brutalization of war and have either committed war crimes or have encouraged the Afghans to do so. Given the great good associated with ending the Taliban threat to the Afghan government, defaulting to terminating the contract may not be the morally best option. In such cases, the state will have to take extra measures to hold relevant personnel accountable, and the PMC will have to demonstrate an ability to get control over any bad actors, even if that control is not perfect or immediate. Otherwise, the bad acts will eventually overcome any putative good resulting from the employment of the PMC.

**Norms**

The discussion above suggests a number of norms necessary to address the moral concerns that employing PMCs raise. While the list below may not be complete, it offers a fairly robust framework
for assessing what conditions Prince’s proposal would have to meet for it to be permissible for the US to employ PMCs.

Just Cause

- PMCs are responsible, morally if not legally, for participating in unjust causes.
- State-PMC relationships should align the gap between “doing well” and “doing good” by ensuring PMC capabilities and services contribute to peace, stability, and order where they are applied.

Costs of War

- Employing PMCs is permissible when they provide capabilities without which the state would not be able to successfully prosecute a conflict and for which there is no better public alternative.
- The employment of a PMC should make any particular war or contingency more likely to terminate successfully faster and more proportionately than any state-sponsored military alternative.
- States should account for all costs of a conflict, including any cost potentially borne by PMCs and not the state, as if the state were to bear them all. States should only employ PMCs in situations where, if the PMC were not available, the state would still be compelled to act.
- In calculating costs associated with any proposal, PMCs should err on the side of caution, assuming the high end of costs and risks.

Public Declaration

- PMC-state relationships should be fully disclosed and transparent. Exceptions to this rule are only permitted when it serves the interests of all parties to the conflict—including the adversary—by either ensuring a faster, less-
violent resolution or facilitating non-violent alternatives to continuing to fight. Whether disclosed or not, all PMC-state relationships should be open to regular democratic oversight.

Diffusion

- States should ensure PMCs are regulated in such a way that capabilities and services provided do not extend past the limits of the contract.

Divergent Interests

- Realization of the state’s interest should release the PMCs, or at least to the termination of the relevant contract.

Dirty Hands

- States employing PMCs should hold them accountable for unjust and illegal acts. The means of accountability should be both integrated into the contract and adequate relative to potential violations.
- Unlike public officials, PMCs should never be in a position where their personnel have to decide between morality and necessity. All such decisions must be made by an appropriate state official who is fully accountable both under the law and to the public they serve.
- Where members of a PMC act wrongly, but ending the contract risks a greater injustice, states should take extra measures to hold violators accountable and ensure *jus in bello* norms be upheld. PMCs should demonstrate an increasing ability to prevent violations or hold violators accountable.

**Conclusion**

In general, to the extent PMCs are not involved in life and death decisions and are adequately regulated, there is little objection to their employment. While governments are responsible for providing public goods, they generally have some latitude in how they engage
the private sector to support that decision. What that latitude is may be less clear. Prince’s proposal to privatize some elements of military operations in Afghanistan would likely fail tests associated with inherently governmental activities or cumulative legitimacy. While logistics support and some advisory roles have often been filled by private military companies, once contracted advisors become involved in conducting offensive operations against the Taliban, they will likely have crossed the line into inherently governmental activities.

However, given the failure of US and allied governments and their cumulatively legitimate militaries to defeat the Taliban and end the war in Afghanistan, it is not clear that these frameworks are adequate to account for all the normative concerns associated with fighting intractable insurgencies in fragile states. But this failure is insufficient reason to permit their use. While Prince’s proposal may work for Afghanistan, precedent is always an important policy concern. Before employing a private military company in combat roles, the US and allied governments should consider to what extent doing so would empower, for example, the Russians to employ the Wagner Group in a similar role in Africa and Syria, where they are currently operating.

Ensuring that any precedent will have a positive impact on the international order requires a robust normative framework that holds PMCs to the same standard as their public counterparts, as well as effectively manages the moral hazards that arise by the necessary misalignment of private interest and public goods. By treating PMCs as state-proxies and, by extension, holding them to same standards one would hold the state, we are better able to account for the specific norms that should govern PMC activity, as well as identify the specific moral hazards to which their use gives rise. Thus, a path opens up to their effective employment in environments where established governments with more traditional military forces have so far not been able or willing to successfully intervene.

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
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Contractors as a Permanent Element of US Force Structure: An Unfinished Revolution

Mark Cancian

Abstract

Contractors on the battlefield [termed “operational support contractors” by the US Department of Defense (DOD)] have become a permanent element of US force structure, along with active duty military, reserve military, and government employees. Although this change has been controversial, the US had no choice. Military personnel are too scarce and too expensive to fill all the billets that wartime operations require. DOD and Congress have instituted many mechanisms to incorporate contractors and avoid the scandals of the past. Nevertheless, more needs to be done by both the government and contractors if operational contractor support is to be a long-term success. There is a parallel to the integration of military reservists, which took many decades to complete.
The Rise of Operational Support Contractors\(^1\)

Contractors have been present in every US conflict, but their use as a proportion of the total force has increased significantly since the end of the Cold War, from an average of one contractor to five military servicemembers in the past to one contractor to one military servicemember today.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict</th>
<th>Contractor personnel (000)</th>
<th>Military personnel (000)</th>
<th>Ratio of contractors to military</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revolutionary War</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican-American War</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil War</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War I</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War II</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>5,400</td>
<td>1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean War</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>1:2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam War</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf War</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkans peacekeeping</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq theater (2008)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2 gives a sense of how the increasing use of contractors manifests itself in force structure. The army in a combat theater has been described as having three echelons: the division, combat support outside the division, and service support (logistics) outside the division. The total has been consistent since World War II at 45,000–50,000 soldiers per division or about 15,000 per brigade (assuming three brigades per division), as shown in the second

\(^1\) Department of Defense’s (DOD) doctrinal definition: “operational contract support—the process of planning for and obtaining supplies, services, and construction from commercial sources in support of joint operations along with the associated contractor management functions. JP 1-02; see also JP 4-10.” The academic literature often refers to “private military and security contractors (PMSCs),” “private military contractors (PMCs),” or “private security companies (PSCs).” Because this article is about the effect on military force structure, it uses the DOD terminology.
column. The third column shows the actual numbers for Iraq, which are remarkably similar to the historical experience, except that contractors have now replaced a significant proportion of the military support outside the division. Dr. Charles R. Shrader, retired Army officer and historian, identified the reason:

> Combat service support personnel are sometimes viewed as being in the ‘nice to have’ rather than the ‘essential’ category, and when economic and political pressures for reductions in defense spending and the size of our standing have risen, logistical personnel and capabilities have often been the first to be sacrificed. (Shrader, 199, p. 11)

This shift has engendered opposition. Articles abound decrying reliance on “mercenaries” and warning of dire outcomes (See McFate, 2014; Singer, 2007; and Maddow, 2012). Nevertheless, the trend is inexorable. To reverse it, the services would need to convert combat units into logistics units, a conversion that would decrease combat power at a time of increasing demands. Thus, contractors have become a permanent part of US military force structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Personnel in Army Brigade Slices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical Brigade Slice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat (in division), military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Outside Division, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Outside Division, Contractors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Cancian, 2008, p. 67

**WHAT IS DRIVING THIS CHANGE?**

This change in force structure has occurred for four reasons:

1. The increasing cost of military personnel
2. The difficulty in recruiting military personnel
3. Troop caps in operational theaters
4. Continuing high operational demands for forces

The combination has forced the military to use contractors where, in previous conflicts, it used military personnel, and this usage will continue as the factors above represent long-term trends.

**THE HIGH COST OF MILITARY PERSONNEL**

Chart 1 shows the rising cost of military personnel in constant dollars. This long-term rise is not surprising since labor has become increasingly expensive everywhere in the modern market economy. In the case of the military, the cost jumped significantly in 2001 because of a new program called TRICARE for Life, which expanded health benefits for military retirees. Personnel costs continued to increase in the 2000s as the military needed to attract recruits and retain servicemembers during wartime and when the civilian economy was strong. Personnel costs leveled off when the economy cooled, and the military shrank as troop demands for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan decreased.

The high cost of military personnel has pushed military services to limit personnel numbers and allocate funds to other priorities, such as modernization and readiness. Indeed, the 2018 National Defense Strategy makes this trade-off to focus on the challenges of great power conflict. Thus, despite the large increase in pay and benefits, the number of active duty military personnel has remained relatively constant over the last twenty years, as shown in Chart 2. Operational contractors, which cost essentially zero dollars in peacetime, have allowed the services to bridge the gap between the desired force structure size and available military personnel.
Recruiting Difficulty and Constraints from the Military Personnel System

Even with the increased financial incentives, military recruiting has been challenging. Only 29% of youth are qualified for military service, and their propensity to enlist has declined steadily (Spoehr & Handy, 2018). By contrast, contractors can be recruited quickly and deployed almost immediately. They don’t need a long period of training because they already possess the skills needed.

The military personnel system further constrains the use of personnel. Military personnel need to spend some time at home
before being deployed again. Operational support contractors, by contrast, don’t need a rotation base because individuals are released when they finish their overseas tour.

Finally, support contracts can easily be terminated when the demand declines. There is no political constituency that supports retaining them; indeed, there are constant pressures to reduce the number of contractors (Jaffe, 2010). By contrast, forcing military personnel to leave at the end of conflicts is always a sensitive issue because of an implied contract that personnel who had performed well could stay in the military (Wallace, 129–130).

**Troop Caps in Operational Theaters**

Every president uses them. Another reason for using contractors is to get around troop caps that presidents have put on military forces in operational theaters. In general, presidents place caps to reduce the visibility of US participation in regional conflicts. Contractors have always been exempted from these caps, being less visible than military forces (Peters, Schwartz, & Kapp, 2017, p. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>President</th>
<th>Cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trump</td>
<td>Afghanistan (+3,900 in 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama</td>
<td>Afghanistan (8,400 in 2017), Iraq (3,550 in 2015/2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush</td>
<td>Iraq (Rumsfeld’s limits on troops in the 2003 invasion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>Bosnia (20,000, 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy/Johnson</td>
<td>Vietnam (every escalation step had a troop cap; for example, 125,000 in July 1965)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Davis and Landler, 2017; Obama, 2017; Rumsfeld, 271, 314-315; Halberstam, 2001, 358; McMaster, 1997, 321-322

Thus, in places where political considerations—either local or national—prevent or limit the use of US military or government personnel, the US has used contractors instead. In Croatia in the 1990s, the US used the US-based firm Military Professional
Resources Incorporated to provide training to the Croatian Army during an active conflict—lest US military forces seem to be intervening (Dunigan, 2014, p. 5). Similarly, the US used contractors extensively to help the Colombian government fight the local insurgency.

**Continuing High Levels of Operational Deployments**

Limits on the size of the active duty military force might have been accommodated for were it not for the continuing high operational demand for forces. When the Cold War ended and the superpowers no longer restrained local allies, regional conflicts increased. The US often became involved in these conflicts. A RAND analysis concluded:

US military has operated at a high operational tempo for most of the post–Cold War era. Although the demand for forces has ebbed and flowed, peaking during major combat operations, such as Operation Desert Storm, Operation Allied Force, and Operation Iraqi Freedom, the “ebb” periods never quite returned to the low levels taken for granted during much of the Cold War. (Vick, Dreyer, & Meyers, 2018)

The Obama administration hoped that demands would decrease after the US withdrew from Iraq and Afghanistan, but the rise of ISIS, Russian aggression in the Crimea and Eastern Europe, and continuing Chinese assertiveness in the South China Sea kept the demand for forces high.

**The Use of Contractors Today**

Chart 3 shows the number of contractors over time in the Central Command (CENTCOM) area of responsibility (AOR) (essentially, the Middle East and the Horn of Africa). The number peaks in 2008 as the war in Iraq reached its most intense stage,
then it declined as forces withdrew from Iraq but leveled off in FY 2015 as US commitments increased to fight ISIS. Since then, the numbers have drifted up as the Trump administration increased troop levels.

![Chart 3: Total Contractors in CENTCOM AOR (by quarter) and Ratio of Contractors to US Troops in Afghanistan](chart)

Source: Callan, B., 2018; Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (DASD) Program Support, 2019.²

Raw numbers don’t give insight into relative use. Chart 3 also shows that reliance on contractors, using Afghanistan as an example, has increased over the course of the conflict. Even though total numbers of contractors have declined, troop numbers have declined more.

What contractors do is also important. Table 4 shows the functions that contractors perform in CENTCOM. The key point is that eighty-four percent perform logistics functions. The literature, however, focuses on those performing security functions,

² A limitation of these numbers is that they include only contractors employed on DOD contracts. That is not a problem when considering the use of contract support as an element of military force structure. However, it does not fully reflect the number of contractors in an operational theater, for example, those employed by the State Department and US AID.
particularly in personal security details (PSDs) because of their authorization to carry weapons and to use them. The 2007 shootings in Nisour Square, Baghdad, by Blackwater while conducting a PSD raised questions about the role of contractors. In one survey, half of US diplomatic personnel with experience interacting with armed contractors “did not think that contractors demonstrate[d] an understanding and sensitivity to Iraqis and their culture” (Dunigan, 2014, p. 3). Indeed, former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates said, “The behavior of some of those men was just awful, from killing Iraqi civilians in road incidents to roughly treating civilians” (Gates, 2014, p. 224). Despite their notoriety, security contractors of all kinds comprise only sixteen percent of contractors. Of these, about half are armed—most of whom guard fixed facilities. PSDs comprise only about one percent of the total.³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Contractor Numbers by Function in CENTCOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT/Communications Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics/Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/Administrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical/Dental/Social Svcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (PSDs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translator/Interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Program Support, 2019

³ The CENTCOM reports only specify armed security contractors and does not separately specify PSDs. It is an important distinction because most armed security contractors are the equivalent of mall cops—guarding facilities in relatively benign environments. The one percent figure for PSDs comes from other analyses (Cancian, 2008).
WHAT TO DO? CONSCRIPTION IS NOT THE ANSWER

To reduce reliance on contractors, some experts recommend conscription (Maddow, 2012; Bacevich, 2013). Unfortunately, conscription has so many drawbacks that it is attractive only in the most extreme circumstances. These drawbacks include numbers, fairness, cost, effectiveness, and political acceptability—and that just scratches the surface.

Numbers

Four million young people turn eighteen every year, but there is no way for the military (which needs about 250,000 recruits every year) to use that many people. Even if that number were expanded to reduce the use of contractors and to allow alternative service, the number would not break half a million. Only one young person in eight would actually be called to serve.

Fairness

How would that one person in eight be chosen? During the Cold War, the selective service used a system based on social value. Although fair in theory, in practice, the wealthy and well-connected could avoid service by getting jobs that would exempt them or by getting friendly doctors to “discover” disqualifying conditions. James Fallows wrote a scathing commentary about how he and his Harvard classmates avoided military service while letting the sons of the working class fight the war, “a most brutal form of class discrimination” (Fallows, 1975).

Cost

One attractive feature of conscription is that it might cost less than an all-volunteer force. However, that reduction can only be

---

4 The selective service system tried to assess social value by looking at a young person’s work, education, and family status. For example, work in defense industry would exempt a person, as would attendance at college (until 1971) and being a parent.
accomplished by paying draftees less than a market wage and constitutes, in effect, a tax on conscripts (Gates, 1970, pp. 23–35). The requirement to train more personnel diminishes savings since conscripts turnover quickly.

**Effectiveness**

Conscript forces have always been challenged to maintain effectiveness because personnel serve for only a short period, and training is limited.

**Political Acceptability**

Put bluntly, conscription is politically toxic, being unpopular with the military, the public, and politicians (Jones, 2007). That would be a hard obstacle for conscription to overcome, even if it were attractive for other reasons.

**DOD is Already Doing a Lot to Increase Contractor Utility and Reduce Abuses**

Chastened by the criticism arising from contractor abuse in the 2000s, DOD and Congress have instituted a wide variety of policies and procedures to ensure that contractors are appropriately employed and overseen. The DOD and Congress have

- Created deployable contract specialists to handle contracts in an operational theater.
- Established an Integration Board to coordinate policy.
- Established a support office to provide program management.
- Assigned contract support planners at the combatant commands to integrate contract support into operational plans.
- Gathered and disseminated knowledge through “lessons learned” processes and professional military education so that experience is captured and then passed on.
- Published guidance directives, including DOD Instruction

- Expanded the Uniform Code of Military Justice to cover contractors who are working in operational areas.
- Enhanced competition in the major logistics contract, the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), by having multiple bidders for each task.

As evidence of the effectiveness of these changes, there have been few recent incidents or complaints about contractor behavior or abuses. Whereas there had been many complaints in the 2000s, these complaints virtually disappeared after 2010 when many reforms were instituted. As one observer noted, “well-behaved contractors don’t make history” (Grespin, 2016).

There is Still More to be Done

Actions taken to date have mitigated the abuses of the early 2000s and laid the groundwork for fully integrating contractors to military force planning. Both efforts need to continue. Two additional steps—the full costing of manpower categories and the determination of inherently-governmental functions—are needed to help define what contractors should and should not do. The purpose of establishing this now, during the quiet days of peace, is that the rush and immediacy of a future wartime operation will induce a scramble for contractor support and, without clearly-established policies and procedures, the abuses of the early 2000s might return.
The full costing of manpower categories—active duty, reserves, government civilians, and contractors—is needed because cost is a key element, sometimes even the determining element, of the decision to allocate tasks to a particular manpower category. For example, should the government contract out certain battlefield functions, or should it retain those functions? Such cost determinations also apply to the active/reserve mix and the military/government civilian mix.

Full costing would seem to be a straightforward analysis but the situation is extremely complex. With contractors, the problem arises because commercial organizations typically cite a man-year cost. That includes not only the employee’s salary and benefits but also all of the allocated overhead. For example, contractors must include the cost of office space, human relations and other support offices, retirement, disability, travel, training, and health benefits. Typically, the cost looks very high. By comparison, government personnel costs—both military and civilian—look low because they typically exclude overhead and many benefits costs, which are carried by other organizations. Thus, one Congress member infamously—and erroneously—complained, why should the military hire contractors at $300,000 a year when a sergeant only costs $66,000 per year? (Castelli, 2007).

Experts have noted that “a complete cost methodology must account for direct costs, indirect cost, and any required rotation base, [and existing methodologies] do not adequately account for these factors” (Gansler, Lucyshyn, & Rigilano, 2012). In response, both DOD and think tank experts have developed appropriate cost methodologies (see Berteau, 2011; and DODI 7041.04 “Estimating and Comparing the Full Costs of Civilian and Active Duty Manpower and Contractor Support”). However, organizations have been reluctant to put numbers to the methodology because doing so requires both a major analytic effort and the allocation of organizational overhead costs, which can look arbitrary and, hence,
may be criticized. Nevertheless, this analysis needs to be done if accurate cost comparisons are to be made.

Irrespective of cost, government employees, either military or civilian, should perform some functions (called “inherently governmental”). OMB Circular A-76 and the Federal Activities Inventory Reform (FAIR) Act of 1998 lay out the basic description (Manuel, 2014). However, while some inherently governmental functions are relatively clear (“commissioning, appointing, directing, or controlling officers or employees of the United States”), others are vague (“determining, protecting, and advancing US economic, political, territorial, property, or other interests by military or diplomatic action”). For example, in a combat zone, what does the inherently-governmental function to “protect US interests by military action” preclude contractors from doing?

This determination has two particularly important applications. The first is PSDs which, as noted above, get a lot of attention because of their authorization to use lethal force. The numbers of personnel involved in PSDs is small enough that the military could pick up the function if it wanted to. However, it is not clear that anyone made a conscious decision about PSDs. In any case, there has been little desire to disestablish combat brigades to create the needed PSDs. If DOD and the State Department are going to continue to use contractor PSDs, then they need to be explicit about the decision and establish clear rules. Contractors like Blackwater bragged that they never lost a principal because that was what they had been hired to do. The downside was that they took actions that undermined the broader war effort.

The other determination has to do with recruiting “blue-haired soldiers” and creation of a Space Force, two issues currently before the Congress for decision. The “blue-haired soldiers” problem refers to the notion that the military should relax its grooming and training standards in order to attract highly-skilled workers from the civilian community, even allowing soldiers to have blue hair
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(Schneider, 2018). The counterargument is that such skills could be provided by contractors so that the military does not need to lower its standards (Cancian, 2018).

The Space Force, a concept originally advocated by Congressman Mike D. Rogers (R-Ala.) and taken up by President Trump, has been proposed as a military service (Davenport, 2018). However, since few, if any, of the personnel will deploy or face personal danger, the counterargument is that government civilians and contractors could fill the vast majority of the personnel slots (Cancian, 2019).

Both of these initiatives require determinations about what is inherently governmental. If some elements are not inherently governmental, then contractors can play a large role. Furthermore, determining full costs would be important in determining how much of the functions could be established in manpower categories other than the extremely-expensive active duty military. Both initiatives also raise the fundamental question of what constitutes a military force, though that goes beyond the scope of this article.

**Contractors Need to do Their Part**

Responsibility for better integration of contractors with military operations and force planning lies not just with the government but also with the contractors themselves. The contractor community needs to show that it can reliably discharge the duties that it has committed to. The community has taken a great step in this regard by urging its members to conform to professional standards, such as the American National Standard Institute PSC.1-2012 (“Quality Management Standard for Private Security Company Operations”), the Montreux Document on good state practices (International Committee of the Red Cross, 2011), the ISO 18788-2015 on management systems for private security contractors, and the International Code of Conduct (International Code of Conduct Association, 2018). The community needs to show that it will comply over the long-term.
Change Comes Slowly: The Multi-Decade Effort to Integrate Guard and Reserve Forces

Force structure changes take time to fully implement because there is a cultural change required as well as budget and organizational changes. Integration of guard and reserve forces provides a historical example.

In 1970, DOD announced a “Total Force Policy” and expanded it in 1973 when Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger and Army Chief of Staff Creighton Abrams decided to increase reliance on reserves mobilized quickly in a crisis (Laird, 1970; Sorley, 1992, pp. 362–366). However, the mere announcement of policy changes did not engender confidence that reserves could fill this new role or be qualified for the increased demands that the policy required. Many of the same questions that were asked about reservists in the past are asked about contractors today, including the following:

Is their use appropriate and ethical in regional conflicts?

- Guard and reserves: Because they had primarily been used in world wars, using them for regional conflicts was seen by some as breaking an implicit contract. Subsequent experience has been that the nation and the reserve components accept this new role.
- Contractors: Critics see contractors as modern mercenaries and potentially damaging to military ethos. However, no such reduction in military ethos has been apparent.

Will they show up?

- Guard and reserves: How many reservists would report for duty in a regional conflict was uncertain since such call-ups were

---

5 Although part-time military personnel are often called “reservists,” technically, members of the National Guard are not reservists since they are not in a service reserve organization, like the Army Reserve or the Marine Corps Reserve. Hence, this article uses the term “Guard and reserves.”
essentially unprecedented. The author remembers discussions in the Pentagon about show rates of eighty to ninety percent. Actual mobilizations saw nearly 100 percent show rates.

- **Contractors:** The concern is that they will not stay, opting to flee in the face of intense combat. However, experience has been that, even during the most intense fighting of surge periods, contractors stayed at their posts.

**Will they be qualified and reliable?**

- **Guard and reserves:** Because reserve components trained only thirty-eight days a year, the concern was that they could not attain the level of proficiency of active duty personnel, even with post-mobilization training. In fact, subsequent experience has been that, once trained, reserve and active duty personnel cannot be distinguished.

- **Contractors:** Machiavelli stated the concerns: “If one holds his state based on mercenaries, he will be neither secure nor peaceful; for they are divided, disloyal, ambitious and without discipline” (Machiavelli, ch. XII). However, contrary to Machiavelli’s experience in the Renaissance, recent experience has been that contractors can be hired and demobilized without incident.

**Will their use be politically acceptable?**

- **Guard and reserves:** The concern was that using reservists for less than existential threats might trigger a political backlash. In fact, using reserve components has generated community support.

- **Contractors:** The concern is that financial scandals or abusive behavior might cause a political backlash. However, once appropriate standards and oversight were put into place, abusive behavior was much reduced, and its political visibility virtually disappeared.
Changes to achieve reserve integration were not all one-sided. Guard and reserve institutions needed to adapt to an environment where they might deploy into combat quickly and not have months or even years to prepare, as had been the case in the past. Individual guardsmen and reservists needed to train more intensively. Institutions that could not adapt were eliminated, and personnel who could not adapt were gradually pushed out. Neither change was easy.

It took over thirty years for the military services to build adequate policies and procedures so that planners were comfortable relying on Guard and reserve forces. DOD’s official history of the 1991 Gulf War concluded that “reserve forces played a vital role . . . The mobilization and use of reserve forces validated the key concepts of the nation’s Total Force Policy” (DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, 1992, p. 471). A 2016 study by the Institute for Defense Analyses similarly concluded after the war in Iraq, “RC [reserve component] forces did exactly what they are being tasked to do . . . Findings depict a shared burden and shared risk between AC and RC forces” (Adams, 2016, p. 71).

From the experience of integrating guard and reserve forces, we can conclude these three things:

1. Major changes in force planning take time. Institutions cannot build new procedures, institutions, expectations, and cultures overnight. The process takes many years.
2. Change has to happen on both sides. Military institutions need to work with contractor strengths and mitigate their weaknesses, but contractors also need to build and maintain mechanisms to ensure that they merit the trust that is put into them.
3. Finally, there is a payoff. With Guard and reserve forces, the US was able to field a larger but still highly-effective force at an affordable cost. With continued effort, the same can be true of integrating contractors.
With this experience in mind, integration of contractors should be seen as a long-term effort, which has begun but is still not complete.

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
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FROM SUPPLY TO DEMAND: SOUTH AFRICA AND PRIVATE SECURITY

Abel Esterhuyse

ABSTRACT

South Africa is a major player in the field of private security. The simultaneous peace-driven processes of democratisation and demilitarisation in the early 1990s almost flooded the market with an oversupply of skilled and experienced South African security operators with extensive military and police service experience. It also coincided with an opening of the global labour market for South Africans to which, under pressure of apartheid sanctions, they only had limited access to for a long time. A deteriorating domestic security situation further created a need for the development of the private security sector in the local economy. The chapter describes the evolution and growth of South Africa’s external supply and internal demand for private security and, in particular, the changing attitudes by the South African government towards the private security industry. As such, the focus is firstly on the supply of South African skills and capabilities to the global market. The second part of the chapter focuses on the development of the domestic private security sector.
INTRODUCTION

The end of the Cold War and the 1990s saw a change in the nature of wars, the nature of armed forces, and the thinking about security. More specifically, the vacuum created by the disengagement of the major powers from Africa in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War, the cutting of defence budgets worldwide, and the proliferation of leftover Cold War small arms in Africa provided the stimuli for anarchic conflict in Africa. These developments were critical in explaining the growing presence of mercenary-related private security companies to

3 The publication by B. Buzan, *People, states and fear: An agenda for international security studies in the post-Cold War era*, was instrumental in the changing of the security debate in the period immediately after the Cold War.
provide contracted military and security services—ranging from logistical support and training to advice, procurement of arms and on-the-ground intervention. The growing globalisation of international communications further focused the attention of the international community and international media on conflict and disaster areas and highlighted the need for actors of various kinds to assist in addressing these issues.

Throughout history, the demarcation line in war between public and private and between civilian and military has always been blurred. This reality is accepted as a given in the domain of irregular war—or in the words of Rupert Smith, war amongst the people. However, for statutory armed forces with their focus on the regular domain of war and decisive battle, the notion of an industrialised people’s war has always been difficult to deal with decisively. Increasingly, though, the playing field of statutory armed forces is boxed in by the availability of weapons of mass destruction, the growing domain of irregular war, the various actors operating in the peace mission domain, and the privatisation and outsourcing of roles that previously would have been the exclusive domain of armed forces.

Africa has a long history of irregular war, which, during the Cold War era, often included the use of mercenaries and proxy forces disguised as mercenaries. Post-Cold War Africa has seen

---


this tendency evolving with civil war governments often relying on privately contracted armed forces. This was clearly visible in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War, noticeably in places like Sierra Leone and Angola where the idea of mercenaries was replaced by the notion of private military contractors. What happened in Africa aligned with what was unfolding in the rest of the world—where professional small standing armies, under pressure of smaller budgets and the need for a peace dividend, increasingly relied on outsourcing of essential services to private security companies.

In South African (SA) legislation, there is a clear difference between private military companies (PMCs) and private security companies (PSCs) with the former understood to operate in the foreign security domain and the latter orientated towards the domestic security environment. The focus in this chapter is broad and holistic with the term “private security companies” (PSCs) or “private military companies” (PMCs) being used to describe those functions that have traditionally been the responsibility of the state security apparatus but which are currently being outsourced by the state or private society. The purpose of the chapter is to explain the development, nature and involvement of South Africa in the private security industry. The chapter firstly provides a contextual outline of SA involvement in the private security industry. Secondly, it focuses on SA involvement in the foreign or international private security industry, and it concludes with an outline of the domestic nature of the private security industry.

**South Africa — The Context**

Private security is a practical reality for South Africans, and the development of the private security sector is closely interwoven with the birth and development of a democratic South Africa. The industry has affected the society as a whole and is still quite a significant element of both the South African domestic and foreign
policy domains. However, unlike most other countries, the extensive role of the private security industry and the role of South Africans in that industry (in both the domestic and international domains) is not necessarily informed or controlled by the government. More specifically, the general attitude and approach of the South African government in dealing with the industry in both the domestic and international domains is often characterised by disapproval, the turning of a blind eye, and sometimes even open animosity.12

The rise of the private security industry is often associated with the end of the Cold War. Whereas the fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 is usually seen as the defining moment in the end of the Cold War, it was the announcement in South African Parliament three months later, in February 1990, that the African National Congress (ANC) and other liberation movements are to be disbanded, that brought the end of the Cold War home. From that moment onwards, South Africa was on the pathway to full democratisation and fundamental shifts in the political, economic and security realities in the country. Three factors ought to be highlighted that were critical from both a push and pull perspective in the development of the private security industry and the South African role in the development thereof.

Firstly, South Africa was welcomed back into the international community after being in isolation and at the receiving end of international sanctions for almost thirty years. Part of the integration into the international society was a realisation—some would even say discovery—by educated and experienced South Africans that they have marketable skills and that there are a demand for such skills in the international labour market. There was money to be made and, whilst the rest of the world was still somewhat cautious to explore opportunities in Africa and other risky areas of the world, most South Africans were not. Retired South African

12 This is clearly outlined in a recent Ph.D. study by David Pfotenhauer at the University of New South Wales. See Pfotenhauer, D. (2019, May). South African defence decline and private security contracting: A case of strategic myopia.
military personnel, in particular, had a refined understanding of the realities of African security and conflict.13

Second, the end of the Cold War brought about a downsizing of militaries globally as part of the so-called ‘peace dividend’ and, in the process, availed, some would say dumped, a surplus of highly skilled retired military professionals onto the labour market. With the ending of the wars in Namibia and Angola, the peace process that was unfolding inside the country, and the first signs that changing budgetary and other priorities would significantly impact the security forces, many South African military and police professionals also made up their minds about the future. It was a future that would take them away from employment by government and access into the South African economy because of affirmative action and black economic empowerment and into a wilderness where they had to fend for themselves. In most cases, individual résumés contained nothing else than extensive military and policing skills and experience.14

Third, the birth of the new South Africa in the early 1990s coincided with a rethinking of and debate about security internationally. Power defines security, and it was important for the new government in 1994 to reconceptualise South African security as a clear sign of breaking with the past.15 Three themes seemed to emerge from the international debate on security at the time. First, military power declined in importance in international politics. This speaks to both the decline of military threats internationally at the time and the fact that the military was perceived as a less useful tool of statecraft in the period immediately after the end of the

13 See the discussion in Barlow, E. (2018) Executive Outcomes: Against all odds. Pinetown, SA: 30 Degrees South, about the recruitment of personnel for Executive Outcomes.
Cold War. Second, security thinking was increasingly driven by the need to re-examine the way we think about international relations and national security. Thus, security became more prominent than strategy as an organising framework for thinking about international peace and stability. Third, at the time it was argued that the security debate ought to be broadened and deepened in an effort to shift the focus in security away from state and military security. Part of the so-called broadening and deepening of the security debate was the need to include domestic problems on the national security agenda.\(^{16}\) The debate was brought home through the publication of the 1994 United Nations (UN) Developmental Report, highlighting the need for human security. In South Africa, human security was presented in “African” language as different “calabashes of security.”\(^{17}\) The broadening and deepening of the security agenda in South Africa were institutionalized through the 1996 South African White Paper on National Defence.\(^{18}\)

The idea of human security brought with it an inherently paradoxical approach to security in South Africa. South African security needed a demilitarized society. At a time when the rest of the world was rethinking the inclusion of domestic security as part of the debate about security, the South African government deliberately shifted the attention away from the domestic security realm. The military was not only withdrawn from a domestic security domain that was still very volatile; its domestic command and control structures were deliberately broken down and the reserve forces—which, for one, provided good blanket intelligence coverage—were

---


deliberately disbanded. These actions were apparently based on the assumptions that

- Democratisation removed the reason for domestic instability;
- The police would be able to maintain law and order in a democratic South Africa;
- The military was tainted through its association with the apartheid regime; and
- The security-driven budget priorities of the apartheid government ought to deliver a peace dividend for a more welfare-oriented budget.\textsuperscript{19}

From a theoretical perspective—and for a political party that had never before been responsible for good governance—these arguments all made good political sense.

However, the post-1994 South African domestic security situation turned out to be a major challenge. Although the government tried to demilitarize society through efforts such as the dismantling of the commando system, because of the implementation of highly bureaucratic gun ownership regulations, and the ending of the involvement of the military in border control and other domestic security endeavours, enough illegal guns were widely available in society in general. Together with drivers, such as the deeply ingrained culture of violence, economic and income inequality, and a feeling of relative deprivation in many sectors of the South African society, this turned South Africa into a utopia for criminals. As a result, extremely high levels of violent and well-organised crime became a trademark of democratic South Africa—and something that was too much for the police and military to contain. The void was created through security thinking that deliberately downplayed the traditional security realities inside

\textsuperscript{19} Esterhuyse, A. J. (2018, March 26). Fight and kill or investigate and arrest: The internal deployment of the armed forces in a democratic South Africa. Research paper for Chief of the South African National Defence Force on the internal deployment of the SANDF.
the country, and which brought about the withdrawal of the South African military from the domestic security domain. The violent societal culture rooted in an anti-apartheid struggle, which was intended to make South Africa ungovernable, also created fertile ground for the growth of the domestic private security industry and a supply of security personnel for international PMCs.  

From a security perspective, the end of the Cold War also brought about geostrategic changes that saw the great and major powers reconsidering their roles and involvement worldwide and a reconsideration of their support to many governments in Africa. The South African military, at the time, went through a major structural reorganisation brought about by the end of apartheid and the changing budgetary priorities of the post-apartheid government. Defence spending, for example went from 4.6 % of GDP in 1988 to 1.1% in 2008 and 1% in 2017. In real terms, that translated into a decline of approximately 5% per annum over the last two decades.

Various pieces of legislation were promulgated in South Africa since 1994 in an effort to regulate private security. The first was the Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act (No. 15 of 1998) and later the Prohibition of Mercenary Activities and Regulation of Certain Activities in Country of Armed Conflict Act (No. 27 of 2006).

---


This latter legislation specifically addresses PMCs and individual South African involvement in foreign armed forces and PMCs. The purpose of the act was to

- Prohibit mercenary activity;
- Regulate the provision of assistance or service of a military or military-related nature in a country of armed conflict;
- Regulate the enlistment of South African citizens or permanent residents in other armed forces;
- Regulate the provision of humanitarian aid in a country of armed conflict;
- Provide for extra-territorial jurisdiction for the courts of the Republic with regard to certain offences;
- Provide for offences and penalties; and to provide for matters connected therewith.²³

The second was the Security Industry Regulation Act (No. 56 of 2001) that addresses the role and nature of the private security industry in the domestic security domain. The purpose was specifically to provide for the regulation of the private security industry. The act made provision for the establishment of a regulatory authority—the Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority—for regulation of the private security industry. This act was supposed to be amended through the Private Security Regulation Amendment Bill. This amendment bill is highly controversial and has not yet been signed off by the President. The controversy relates to two specific clauses. The first is a clause that provides for limited foreign ownership of PMCs that are involved in the domestic security domain. The second is a clause dealing with regulation of security services outside the Republic.²⁴


The rise of private security in South Africa, however, should also be seen against the changed nature and role of states and the changing nature and role of conflict and armed forces. South Africans are widely involved worldwide in private security in conflict zones—such as Iraq, Afghanistan, and others—in both an individual and institutional capacity. In some instances, South Africans succeeded in establishing their own companies, and they are actively competing in the highly competitive international market for security-related work. A prime example in this regard is Reed Inc., a US-based company, created by South African expatriates in 2003. Reed describes itself as a company with a global capability that “provides professional and reliable security, training, logistics, construction management environmental services, and demining for clients worldwide.”

The company highlights the fact that it specialises in operations located in remote, Third World, multi-cultural, and high-risk geographical environments and that it has a worldwide network of highly skilled and experienced specialists, including many former special force and law enforcement individuals.

PMCs have been relatively successful in bringing about peace and security in some extremely complex security situations in Africa. Africa, it appears, is predominantly served by South African-based PSCs and individuals. These PSCs may not necessarily be registered in South Africa, but they are based in and operated from South Africa. In addition, their manpower is predominantly South and Southern African. The best example of a company in this regard is Eeben Barlow’s Specialised Tasks, Training, Equipment

---

26 See Reed Inc’s website. Accessed August 30, 2018 from http://www.reedinc.com/
and Protection International (STTEP). Founded in 2006, STTEP describes itself as “a dedicated, apolitical, highly professional, service-driven entity that supports both international—but primarily African—governments and business entities.”

To understand the role, or possible future roles, of PMCs in Africa, it is important to triangulate three specific considerations: (1) the nature of African security, (2) the nature of African armed forces, and (3) the contribution of PSCs to both the African security and African military domains.

**African Security**

Great progress has been made to improve the security of certain regions in Africa since the end of the Cold War. However, Africa remains one of the world’s most insecure regions. The lack of good governance is at the heart of many of Africa’s security problems. Domestic state–society relations, or the lack thereof to be more specific—as Paul Williams has noted, are at the core of African peace and security. Most African wars, Williams argues, are rooted in internal grievances against the incumbent regime rather than external threats from expansionist neighbors. The discontent with African governments is often rooted in bad governance and the inability of state structures and institutions to fulfil people’s


need for recognition, representation, well-being, and security.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, the conceptual and functional dividing lines between governments and insurgents are often very hazy—insurgent movements fulfil many of the functions of government, while the role and behavior of some governments may not necessarily differ from that of the insurgents they are fighting.\textsuperscript{32}

An elaborate security architecture has been set up under the auspices of the African Union (AU) and the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) in Africa. The African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA) is not only massively under-resourced but also primarily dependent on national military structures and capabilities in operationalizing its peace efforts. The proposal from then-South African President Jacob Zuma in November 2013 to create African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises (ACIRC) as a temporary multinational African standby force reflects a certain frustration with the inability of the APSA to fully operationalize the African Standby Force. The point, though, is that Africa’s armed forces are critically important to promote peace, security, and stability in the continent.\textsuperscript{33}

From a conflict perspective, it is important to note that PSCs have primarily been involved in state-based conflicts in Africa through the strengthening of the capacity of statutory armed forces—and state-based conflicts in Africa are on the rise. Consider, for example, the following state-based conflicts:

- The wars centered on northern Nigeria involving Boko Haram;
- The civil war and NATO-led intervention in Libya;
- The resurgence of Tuareg rebels and various jihadist insurgents in Mali;


The series of revolts and subsequent attempts at ethnic cleansing in the Central African Republic (CAR); 

The spread of the war against al-Shabaab across south-central Somalia and north-eastern Kenya; and 

The outbreak of a deadly civil war in South Sudan. 

The rise in state-based armed conflict is tied to a number of relatively-recent changes in conflict trends in Africa. These include, amongst others, 

A rise in popular political protest in many African states, and an inability or unwillingness of African governments to respond effectively; 

A growing struggle for scarce resources as the impact of global environmental changes takes effect; 

A growing significance of religious factors in the dynamics of state-based armed conflicts across Africa; and 

An increase in so-called remote violence in some of Africa’s armed conflicts through the frequent use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and suicide bombings by a variety of non-state actors.34

African Militaries

The rise of state-based conflict in Africa and the involvement of PSCs in African conflict bring the nature of African armed forces into consideration. The connection between good governance and peace and security in Africa suggests that no state structure or institution can deal effectively with the complexity of the challenges facing African states. However, African armed forces have always been key actors in creating the conditions for good governance, peace, and security—or the lack thereof. This is even more critical in recent state-based conflicts that brought with it, first, an upsurge in the deliberate targeting of civilians “by a range of belligerents,

including governments, rebels, and other non-state actors,” and, second, an explicit rejection of “the whole edifice of the modern laws of war” by, especially, religious fundamentalists.35

African armed forces face a whole array of challenges, prompting Howe to write about military unprofessionalism in Africa36 and Brooks to note that “the vast majority of Africa’s military forces are far less capable today than they were forty years ago.”37 John Campbell, for example, argues that at the time of STTEP’s involvement in the fight against Boko Haram, “the Nigerian military was demoralized, under-equipped, and under-trained.”38 And that is more or less the story of African armed forces. Of course, the lack of African military professionalism has many historical, societal, and institutional roots.39 From a historical perspective, the former colonial powers had paid scant attention to the development of any sort of sustainable, long-term military structure, capability, and officer corps. Post-independent African governments, fearing military coups, have deliberately weakened their militaries through ethnic recruitment and subnational favoritism, domestic deployments, military involvement in corruption, and the development of parallel forces like presidential guards.40 The result is that Western assumptions

---


39 Read the recent publication by Eeben Barlow for an exposition of the problems facing African armed forces.


One of the biggest challenges facing African militaries is the reliance of African states on external military support. Given that African militaries are rarely faced with invading armies, there is not much urgency to develop their professionalism and capabilities. In colonial times, the colonial powers had military resources other than the national military in the colony.\footnote{Howe, H. M. (2001). Ambiguous order: Military forces in African states. London, UK: Lynne Rienner Publishers, p. 32.} The acceptance of the colonial borders as states borders by the Organisation of African Union meant that post-independent African states also had no reason to fear external aggression. Moreover, post-independent African states could rely on foreign patronage and intervention when needed.\footnote{Howe, H. M. (2001). Ambiguous order: Military forces in African states. London, UK: Lynne Rienner Publishers, p. 48.} In reality, the lack of urgency in African armed forces translates into an emphasis on the political loyalty of the armed forces instead of military effectiveness and efficiency.\footnote{Howe, H. M. (2001). Ambiguous order: Military forces in African states. London, UK: Lynne Rienner Publishers, p. 49} This, of course, opens the door for mercenary-type support to government and rebel forces. It also critically affected the kinds of training and doctrinal orientation of African armed forces. The fear of political intervention by the armed forces led to a preference for more traditional, almost conventional, type training instead of the reality and need-driven emphasis on realistic training for employment in insurgency, low-intensity type scenarios that are needed for effective military operations in Africa.\footnote{See the extensive discussion of the phenomenon in Barlow, E. (2015). Composite warfare: The conduct of successful ground operations in Africa. Pinetown, SA: 30 Degrees South.} The militaries
also relied almost exclusively on the doctrinal manuals of non-African conventional armed forces of the northern hemisphere.\textsuperscript{46} This reality brings the nature of PSCs into play.

\textbf{PMCs in Africa}

PMCs and the use of private security officials appear to manifest in different approaches in Africa in the post-Cold War era. The Namibian Defence Force, for example, made use of individual retired South African special forces operators to train various elements of the Namibian armed forces. This represents a very pragmatic approach by the Namibian Defence Force to increase their skills levels and expertise. The business model seems to rely quite heavily on personal contacts between specific individuals and unfolds along the lines of individual retired military members being financially compensated for the work they are doing in their private and individual capacity for the Namibian Defence Force.\textsuperscript{47} Another approach is the Zimbabwean and Tanzanian idea of using the armed forces as vehicles for the generation of state funds and specific benefits (for defence), very often through involvement in the mining industry. It was, for example, very interesting how the Mugabe regime “deployed” the Zimbabwean army to the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) to generate income by providing the labor for the mining of copper in the DRC.\textsuperscript{48}

More recently, Russia seems to have become quite actively involved in Africa by means of PMCs. Whereas South African companies are involved primarily for financial gain and on

\textsuperscript{46} This is one of the key themes in Eeben Barlow’s book on African armed forces: Barlow, E. (2015). \textit{Composite warfare: The conduct of successful ground operations in Africa}. Pinetown, SA: 30 Degrees South.

\textsuperscript{47} Discussion with a member of the Namibian special forces at the University of Namibia, June 6, 2019.

\textsuperscript{48} I need to thank Prof. Thomas Mandrup from the Security Institute for Governance and Leadership in Africa (SIGLA), Stellenbosch University, for his insights in this regard, May 17, 2019.
invitation and contract from African governments, Russian PMCs seem to be an extension of the Putin regime in actively pursuing Russian interests in Africa. Russian PMCs also seem to focus primarily on failed or failing states—the CAR and Zimbabwe, to be specific. Russia pursues three specific political objectives through its private security involvement in Africa: political clout, economic gain, and the showcasing of Putin’s vision to sustain—and win—the geopolitical struggle against the United States, China, and the European Union (EU) in Africa by means of the projection of power.49 More recently, speculation in the media also suggested that the American PMCs, under the auspices of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), may be involved in the fight against fundamentalist Islamic groups in Northern Mozambique.50

In cases where South Africa-related PSCs have been deployed in Africa—Angola, Sierra Leone and Nigeria as the primary examples— they appear to have been both tactically and strategically effective. How can the relative effectiveness of these PSCs be explained? Various factors seem to come into play. First, combining an entrepreneurial spirit with an innovation and adventurist mind-set allows PMCs to be more effective and efficient than are traditional armed forces. There is almost no bureaucratic corporate army, and all the energy and resources can be directed towards the field army. In addition, the personnel contingent of most PMCs comprises normally highly-experienced special operational forces with a high level of expertise and motivation. The expertise of the personnel is also normally tied to a high level of impartiality; they do not necessarily have an


institutional memory and emotional attachment to the situation at hand. This allows PMCs to be more professional and open-ended in their missions. A fourth point is that PMCs are normally reliable and operationally effective—as long as they are being paid. Furthermore, the specialist nature and experience of the personnel contingent allow PMCs to use battle-tested realistic training and doctrine. PMCs also have the luxury to tailor their personnel for the mission and to bring in the specialists that are required and needed in a specific situation. This is the opposite of armies which very often have to make do with the personnel at hand. Specialization further allows PMCs to develop personalized and flat organizational, command, and control structures for quick decision-making and effective communications. From a logistics perspective, PMCs have a freedom to procure what is needed through streamlined processes that allow them to tailor the equipment for the situation at hand. It even allows and caters for personal equipment preferences to the situation at hand. Moreover, and from an operational perspective, PMCs can combine the sustainment of operations over time with a high tactical tempo of operations. These they can combine with quick disengagement at the tactical level and an exit strategy at higher levels, if necessitated by the realities of the situation.\footnote{I need to thank Eeben Barlow who shared his insights in this regard with me. Personal conversation, Langebaan, SA, October 28, 2018.}

South African Foreign Policy

From a South African foreign policy perspective, the involvement of South Africans and South African-based PMCs in conflict zones in Africa and abroad raises a number of critical issues. In 1998, Herbert M. Howe noted, first, that PMCs assisted the South African government “by employing, and the moving to foreign countries, ex-SADF soldiers who could have threatened
the political transition” in South Africa. Second, Howe argues that Executive Outcomes (EO) achieved a South African foreign policy objective, that is, getting Jonas Savimbi to sign the Lusaka Protocol, at no financial and military cost to South Africa. Third, EO earned valuable foreign exchange and shared valuable information with the South African government.

However, given the legislation that has been signed into effect, it is clear that, first, the South African government does not actively use or view PSCs as a useful part of South African foreign policy. One may argue that the South African government turns a blind eye to what these companies are doing in Africa, in particular as long as these companies do not sever their relations or foreign policy intentions with states in Africa, or as long as what they are doing is in line with South African government interests. In some instances, with the planned coup in Equatorial Guinea as an example, they will actively prosecute or assist in the prosecution of those they consider to be in breach of international law. In other cases where South Africans are prosecuted by foreign governments because of their participation in PSCs activities, the government seems reluctant to assist in negotiations for their release. This was the case in prosecution of a retired South African colonel, William Endley, who was prosecuted by the government of South Sudan for his role in advising the South Sudanese rebel leader Riek Machar. However, it is also quite clear from the intention of the legislation that the South African government is not comfortable with the idea of South Africans serving in PSCs in foreign war zones or as individuals in foreign armed forces. Yet, in all these

---


instances, it is a case of peaceful coexistence; government does not approve, but it also does not have the capacity to actively and comprehensively police and enforce legislation to stop South Africans from participating in PSCs.55

Second, when is the terror threat to come home? There is an inherent danger in South African involvement in foreign war zones in an individual or institutional capacity—especially in the fight against terror—and the way it exposes the country as a whole to terror attacks by foreign groups. South Africans in general do not consider the danger of international terror as a serious threat against the country.56 This is an even bigger concern given the general state of decay and ineptness in the South African intelligence and other security services.57 More recently, South Africa has been at the receiving end of Islamic terror acts.58 At present, there is no indication of a link between these attacks and, for example, the actions of South African-manned operations against Boko Haram. The future possibility of such a scenario, though, cannot be discounted.

Third, in a deeply divided society such as South Africa’s, the skills and expertise of these PMCs are also for hire in the


56 A senior South African general recently denied that there is any serious terror threat against Africans, indicating that the notion of international terrorism is an American “puppet term.” 5th International Conference on Strategic Theory—Africa’s Security Triad: From Leadership to Landward and Maritime Security Governance, (2017, September 28), Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.


domestic security domain. More specifically, there are absolutely no guarantees that neither the PMCs nor their personnel are not internal security risks for the SA government or any other political entity that is willing to foot the bill for political purposes. This is an even bigger risk in a society with deep racial and political fault lines and a country that is increasingly sliding into the quagmire of large-scale and institutionalized corruption.

Last, war zones have a tendency to leave their mark on people, irrespective of one’s role or position in the conflict. No individual operates for one month or eight years in a high-intensity warzone and walks away without any form of traumatic stress experience. This is an even bigger problem in a violent society such as South Africa’s. In fact, there is a strong argument that many of the individuals who are involved in PMCs are self-selecting precisely because they are struggling with demons from past warzones. There has been no institutional safety net for old soldiers and police officers of the wars in Namibia and Angola; there is also no such net in place for South Africans who are serving in PMCs in foreign wars across the globe.\(^{59}\)

**Securing the Shopping Mall:**

**Private Security in South Africa**

The presence of security guards in the parking areas at South African shopping malls has become the most visible face of the private security industry in South Africa. The private security sector is increasingly becoming an important and critical tool in dealing with SA security in general and the domestic security realm in particular. As a result, South Africa has seen an exponential growth in the private security industry, to the extent that South Africa is one of the top five users of private security in the world with 806 private security members per 100,000 of the population. This is in stark contrast

\(^{59}\) As a matter of great irony in a very racially divided society, black fathers used to be away from their families in the black homelands whilst working as laborers on the mines in South Africa during the period of apartheid. In the post-apartheid era, many white fathers are working in Africa and the Middle East and are away from their families for long periods.
with the 288 police members per 100,000 of the population in South Africa.\textsuperscript{60} On release of the Victim of Crime Survey on February 14, 2017, statistician-general Pali Lehohla announced that South Africans spend R$45 billion a year on private security measures. About 50% of all households in South Africa make use of physical protection at home, and n.4% of households employ private security firms.\textsuperscript{61}

Private security operators far outnumber the combined police and military forces in South Africa. At an estimated rand value of R$45 billion it is the second biggest employer in the economy, next to the agricultural sector in South Africa. In the 2015–2016 financial year alone, 320,000 new individual security officers and 2,691 new security businesses were registered. Private security is also widely recognized as one of the fastest growing sectors of the economy—PSCs in South Africa are growing in number and in size. Increasingly, the whole economy is dependent on private security for protection, investment, and job creation. The growth and nature of private security reflect not only the state of the police and other agencies involved in law and order in South Africa but also the general lawlessness of society and the lack of confidence in the structures and institutions of government to protect the economy and house and home. However, the unprecedented growth of the industry has not been without its challenges, such as ongoing legislative changes, wage negotiations, and, most concerning, an alarming increase in non-compliant industry players.\textsuperscript{62} Various factors seem to contribute to the growth of the private security domain in South Africa, including the following:


\textsuperscript{62} See the Security Association of South Africa’s website. Accessed September 6, 2018 from http://www.sasecurity.co.za/
From Supply to Demand

• Unemployment;
• Conflict in African countries;
• Growing instability in Zimbabwe and other neighboring countries;
• Increased strain in the police;
• Brain drain in the police;
• Expansion of roles and growing support to and for the police in South Africa;
• Job creation;
• Growth in the economy; and
• The perceived contribution of PSCs in stabilizing the country.63

According to the 2015–2016 Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority (PSIRA) Annual Report, there are 8,692 registered security businesses on the PSIRA database. The same report indicated that on March 31, 2016, PSIRP had 2,082,187 registered security officers on its database, with about 50,000 actively employed at any one time. The industry is dominated by males, representing 69%, with females at 31% of the total registration.64 There is reason to question these statistics, though. Tom Nevin, for example, noted that these figures do not include many unregistered personnel working for uncertified companies or self-employed individuals who make a living informally in the sector guarding cars and other property.65

It also does not include the large number of businesses employing

---


unregistered (and sometimes untrained) security personnel. A breakdown of the number of PSCs per province in South Africa provides an interesting analysis of the interplay between economic activity and security in South Africa (see Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province/Region</th>
<th>Number of active registered businesses 2014/2015</th>
<th>Number of active registered businesses 2015/2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauteng</td>
<td>3,177</td>
<td>3,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpumalanga</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Cape</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Cape</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free State</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cape</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>1,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,195</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,692</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The private security industry is fulfilling a diversity of roles, ranging from protection, intelligence, and punishment to exclusion (gating) and moral ordering (see Figure 2). The industry seems to be increasingly categorized and diversified. The rise of PSCs reflects a privatization of public order policing. Security in South Africa is co-produced. It is based on various sources and relies on ongoing practical experience as a mechanism for growth. However, a stark contrast exists between the hierarchical nature of official, public policing, and security governance, and the network-related nature of the private security policing industry. Those who are at the center of the private security industry changes all the time. It appears to be a matter of whole-of-society policing with the community coming together around a problem and dissolving after dealing with the problem. The police service, in contrast, finds democratic policing difficult to do. This specifically relates to the need for democratic and broad-based participation required for whole-of-society policing and gap-filling accountability mechanisms. However, there is an urgent
need to promote incentives for the co-producing of security through public security networks.66

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of security services</th>
<th>Number of businesses as per 2014/2015 financial year</th>
<th>Number of businesses as per 2015/2016 financial year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security Guards</td>
<td>6,940</td>
<td>6,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Guards – Cash-in-Transit</td>
<td>2,137</td>
<td>2,474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Guards</td>
<td>2,683</td>
<td>2,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Consultant</td>
<td>2,564</td>
<td>2,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Services</td>
<td>3,136</td>
<td>3,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment / Venue Control</td>
<td>2,897</td>
<td>2,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture Security Equipment</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Investigator</td>
<td>1,698</td>
<td>1,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>1,913</td>
<td>1,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Equipment Installer</td>
<td>2,108</td>
<td>1,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locksmith / Key Cutter</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Control Room</td>
<td>2,503</td>
<td>2,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>3,018</td>
<td>2,648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Watch</td>
<td>1,790</td>
<td>1,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Loss Control</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Prevention and Detection</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting Engineer</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog Training</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm Installers</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti Poaching</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rendering of Security Service</td>
<td>2,172</td>
<td>1,846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The private security industry is set to grow as it increasingly becomes involved in safeguarding of critical state infrastructure and national key points. The future of the industry is closely tied to the professionalism, roles, and responsibility—or lack thereof—of state security structures. Of course, the police are responsible

---

for domestic security by maintaining law and order. This function normally requires the police to act in the prevention of crime, to investigate crime, and to gather information on crime-related security issues. The SA police face a number of challenges, and the private security industry is increasingly seen as a competent, better trained, and more trustworthy alternative for the police in South Africa. To be specific, the police force is overwhelmed by the high crime rate and, as a result, are focused almost exclusively on the investigation of crime. The result is that the prevention of crime in South Africa is almost exclusively in the hands of the private security industry.67

The private security industry is also increasingly involved in the domain of intelligence with the state apparatus responsible for intelligence increasingly involved in party-political infighting. This specifically concerns crime-related intelligence link to the growing corruption of government officials. Laurie Nathan, for example, argues that the intelligence function in South Africa is eroded by the fact that the intelligence agencies are not only closely aligned with the ruling African National Congress (ANC) but also enmeshed in its factional politics. This has been confirmed in the recently published *High-Level Review Panel on the State Security Agency and Related Matters.*68 The report noted that “there has been political malpurposing and factionalisation of the intelligence community over the past decade or more that has resulted in an almost complete disregard for the Constitution, policy, legislation and other prescripts.”69


pointed out that there is a general disregard for the law and the Constitution within the intelligence agencies. This is rooted in a belief that intelligence officers could legitimately “bend the rules” when confronted by serious security threats. Third, intelligence activities in South Africa are shrouded in excessive secrecy: the public is not to know! Accountability, public scrutiny, and a greater risk of abuse of power are critical problems. Fourth, Nathan argues that “confidentially is the overriding principle” governing the work of the inspector general and his or her staff in overseeing the intelligence function. This complicated oversight by Parliament of security-related matters. Last, effectiveness of the intelligence function is not a priority in the transformation of the work of the intelligence apparatus. Nathan notes that, typical of newly democratised states, “if the executive is not committed to transformation, the security services will be loyal to the president and the ruling party. They will not be loyal to citizens and the constitution. And they then pose a severe threat to democracy.” The High-Level Review Panel on the State Security Agency and Related Matters confirmed all the trends that are highlighted by Nathan.

To some extent, the growth in the private security industry might contribute to the problems in the police. In general, though,
PSCs are making a huge and growing contribution to the creation of a climate of safety and security in South Africa.

**Conclusion**

Since democratization in South Africa twenty-five years ago, the private security industry has become a practical and everyday reality for many South Africans. Various factors in both the domestic and international domain contributed to the growth of the industry in the country itself and in South African involvement in the private security industry internationally. The volatile process of democratization, the downscaling of the security forces in what was supposed to have been a peaceful post-war era for South Africa, and the tremendous criminalization of both the state and society were and still are important drivers of the growing market for the private security sector within the country. South African involvement in the private security industry, both internationally and domestically, was individually- and business-driven. On the one hand, the private security sector developed into a major sector of the economy—second only to the agricultural sector. It is a valuable and vital service sector on which the whole of the rest of the economy depends. On the other hand, it also grew into a major source of personal income and of foreign revenue for many households in the economy.

The business-driven model of private security is in stark contrast to the service-rendering model of private security that is prevalent, for example, in the United States armed forces. In the service-rendering model, the private security sector is used predominantly to privatize certain key elements of the functioning of the security forces. In the foreign policy model, favored by countries such as Russia, private security companies are funded and used as an extension of central government and as a tool of foreign policy. The use of Russian private security in places like the Ukraine and the Central African Republic perfectly demonstrates the value and utility of this model and of the
use of private security to screen and cover up certain government activities. Domestic private security in South Africa is rooted in affordability. In short, private security in South Africa is available to paying customers only. The rise of domestic private security companies is driven, predominantly, by the inability and failure of government to provide basic security to its people. By implication, this means that a certain portion of the population cannot afford those services and benefits marginally from the increasing private security growth and presence in South Africa. In a deeply economically- and politically-divided society the private security industry also reflects the harsh realities of the have and the have-nots.

The relationship between the South African government and the private security sector is sometimes characterized by peaceful coexistence and sometimes by tension and even animosity. In the foreign policy environment, the South African government has often turned a blind eye towards the activities of PSCs in Africa with strong South African links. It is also obvious from the legislative processes that the South African government is clearly uncomfortable with South Africans serving in PSCs in places such as Iraq and Afghanistan, where the sentiment of government clearly favors the indigenous forces rather than the US-led invasion and occupational forces. The fact that the privately-owned PSCs within South Africa are bigger in size than the military and police forces combined is also a source of tension. This was clearly visible in the much-debated efforts of the Zuma administration to restrict foreign ownership of domestic PSCs to 49%. Over time, as the economy—including the South African government—became increasingly reliant on PSCs, it is quite obvious that the South African government may try to regulate the sector but that they would find it increasingly difficult to function without the private security sector.

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
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Hybrid Conflict and the Impact of Private Contractors on National Security

Edward L. Mienie, Bryson R. Payne, and Bradford T. Regeski

Abstract

Private military and security companies (PMSCs) have become increasingly relied-upon by nation-states over the past two decades to support military operations during conflict. But as private, for-profit corporations assume more and more of the duties that national militaries and government intelligence agencies once performed, the question arises whether PMSCs are contributing more to national security or to state fragility. This is especially true in the case of cyber operations, which has contributed to both scope creep and mission creep for private contractors, as the definition of conflict has morphed and expanded to include the modern concept of “hybrid conflict,” in which a nation and its citizens are under constant cyber attack at a level short of the traditional definition of war. This paper examines national security holistically from a human security perspective and provides specific case studies in the use of private contractors in ongoing operations that stretch far beyond the bounds of traditional conflict.
**Introduction**

The use of private military and security companies (PMSCs) has grown substantially over the past two decades; as just one example, the US has increased spending on its top 100 defense contractors by more than 320% from 1998 to 2018, with the spending now totaling more than $229 billion from the Department of Defense budget alone (Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), 1999; Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS), 2019). The sustained increase in the number of private military and security companies employed by governments around the world to provide force augmentation during periods of conflict has transformed into an apparent reliance on private contractors for continuing support. This is especially true as the notion of “hybrid conflict” has expanded to include use of deception, information warfare, and cyberwarfare as a sustained force short of war by both state and non-state actors. PMSCs now provide a greater proportion of military, law enforcement, and other security services once performed exclusively by governments (Mahoney, 2017). While PMSCs can bolster military, intelligence, and security forces in short-term conflict, the wholesale outsourcing of highly-specialized roles, including intelligence and cyber operations, could contribute to a persistent lack of public institutional knowledge and capabilities in these fields. Nations may be inadvertently compromising the human security of their citizens by relying upon for-profit PMSCs to carry out traditional government roles. This work seeks to examine the impact of PMSCs on nation-state fragility from a national security and human security perspective.

**National Security from a Human Security Perspective**

In an effort to examine whether PMSCs contribute to the stability, or increase the fragility, of nation-states, we will use the human security theoretical framework to distinguish between a
state-centered and a human-centered approach to security (Mienie, 2014). Human security is a universal problem and relevant to rich and poor with threats such as crime, drugs, disease, unemployment, pollution, and human rights violations (Mienie, 2014). The components of crime, famine, pollution, terrorism, drug trafficking, ethnic disputes, and social disintegration are interdependent; hence, it is “easier to ensure through early prevention than later intervention” (United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 1994, p. 22). Human security is not concerned merely with weapons, but with human life and dignity (UNDP, 1994).

Human security is about enabling people to exercise choices freely and safely, guaranteeing that the opportunities brought today by development will not be lost tomorrow (UNDP, 1994). It is about freedom from fear, freedom from want, and life with dignity. The Human Development Report (HDR) asserts that “human security is more easily identified through its absence than its presence” (UNDP, 1994, p. 23). Table 1 illustrates the differences between a state-centered and a human-centered approach to security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: State-Centered and Human-Centered Approach to Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State-Centered Security</strong> (a neorealist vision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human-Centered Security</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Referent (object)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a Hobbesian world, the state is the primary provider of security: If the state is secure, then those who live within it are secure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereignty, power, territorial integrity, national independence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 shows that human security is juxtaposed with state-centered models of security by proposing people-centered answers to the questions of whose security (that of people in addition to states), security from what (from non-traditional sources, direct and indirect sources of violence, including structural violence) and security by what means (through development and human rights intervention, in addition to policing and military). (Booth, 2007; Buzan, Waever, & de Wilde, 1998; Tadjbakhsh, 2005, p. 1; UNDP, 2008)

There are three schools of thought concerning the concept of human security: (1) narrow, (2) broad, and (3) European, which is a combination of the first two (Krause, 2005; Werthes, Heaven, & Vollnhals, 2011). In this study, we use only the broad school as it uses a holistic approach concerning human development in general
The narrow school argues that the concept of human security is defined by the “threat of political violence to people by the state, or any other organized political entity” (Werthes et al., 2011, p. 10). This definition of human security is linked to the concept of *freedom from fear*, where the use and/or threat of force and direct violence is removed from the everyday lives of people (Krause, 2005). The rich seek security from the threat of crime and drug wars in their streets, the fear of losing their jobs, HIV/AIDS, rising levels of pollution, and soil degradation, while the poor seek security from the threat of hunger, disease, and poverty, in addition to the fears that the rich experience (UNDP, 1994; Mienie, 2014).

Human security should also be about *freedom from want*. In other words, it should be about “ensuring basic human needs in economic, health, food, social, and environmental terms” (Krause, 2005, p. 3). Burton’s (1990) human needs theory operates on the assumption that denial of fundamental human needs is the underlying root of war, and that resolution of any conflict requires meeting those needs for all parties (Mienie, 2014). Burton (1990) suggested that the needs are ontological consequences of human nature; these needs are universal and will be pursued by all people, regardless of the potential consequences. There is a link between frustration and basic needs for identity, security, recognition, autonomy, dignity, and bonding (Burton, 1990).

In Maslow’s well-known hierarchy of needs, “basic physiological and safety (security) needs take precedence over higher order needs, such as recognition, respect, affirmation, and self-actualization” (Lewicki, Saunders, & Barry, 2006, p. 81). Burton (1984) has suggested that the “intensity of many international disputes reflects deep underlying needs for security, protection of ethnic and national identity, and other such fundamental needs” (Lewicki et al., 2006, p. 81).

Baldwin (1997) argues that absolute security is unattainable simply because of the unpredictable way people behave when they make choices to expose themselves to risks. He asserts that
states have to prioritize and “do not allocate all their resources in pursuit of security, since they have to set aside resources for providing food, clothing, and shelter to their population” (Baldwin, 1997, 19). Therefore, security competes with other goals for scarce resources. Waltz (1979) observes, “in anarchy, security is the highest end” and “only if survival is assured can states seek such other goals as tranquility, profit, and power” (p.126). Considering the aforementioned points of view on security leads to this question: What is security? Wolfers (1962) argues, “security, in an objective sense, measures the absence of threats to acquired values; in a subjective sense, the absence of fear that such values will be attacked” (p. 150). This definition begs the questions whose values and which values are being threatened by what or by whom and by which means (Möller, 2009). As the state clearly plays a pivotal role in the provision-of-security debate, this article proposes that the security functions of the state should be discussed within the context of the human security debate (Mienie, 2014).

Human security is not a defensive concept but an integrative one, which acknowledges the universalism of life claims, as mentioned above, and is based on the solidarity among people and can happen when there is a consensus that development must involve all people (UNDP, 1994). Based on the HDR first released in 1994, there are seven components that make up human security, of which this paper suggests that all seven (personal, community, economic, political, health, food, and environment) are at risk of cyber-attacks.

**Outsourcing**

The private security industry is becoming more diversified and, as a result, the lines between private security, private intelligence, and private military have become vague and blurred. In addition to consuming a greater percentage of national defense and security budgets (Hartung, 2017), the private security industry is increasingly
performing functions that used to be the sole preserve of the state (Mienie, 2014). Nations no longer have a monopoly on the use of force, as they employ PMSCs to fill gaps in security systems from military to law enforcement and the penal system (McDonald & Douglas, 1994).

A stable state should be able to provide for the security needs of its population in the areas of personal, community, economic, health, food, environment, and political security, through its agencies, such as the police, home affairs, defense, judiciary, intelligence, and penal system (Mienie, 2014). To understand the role that the outsourcing of security functions plays in the stability of the state, we focus on the advantages and shortfalls of the outsourcing of security functions. There may be sound economic reasons for the state to outsource security functions, in which case it could contribute to stability, which is an advantage (Mienie, 2014). However, the state should consider which security functions are core and decide which of those, if any, should be outsourced. Outsourcing to PSCs assumes effective management, transparency, and accountability of the PSCs. When this is not present, the state loses control over the activities of PSCs (Mienie, 2014).

The debate about whether to outsource certain state security functions and services to the private security industry arose because private security had penetrated traditional areas of public security (Minnaar & Mistry, 1999). Governments should be concerned about the lack of transparency and proper control mechanisms over the private security industry. Concerns may suggest better collaboration between the private security industry and government but potentially could place the relationship on a more adversarial footing with the possibility of more stringent government regulation of the private security industry to come (Mienie, 2014).

A further complicating factor in this debate is the issue of the private security industry’s primary role as that of “protecting its
clients and their assets, versus the state’s role of crime prevention and combating crime” (Minnaar & Mistry, 1999, p. 40). Governments should be in the business not of reacting to a crime after it has taken place (and been reported) but in crime prevention (Mienie, 2014).

A contributory factor to the tension that could develop over which security functions should be outsourced is a country’s constitution. A government should meet the expectations that its constitution stipulates (Mienie, 2014). There is a danger that the private security industry could encroach upon the jurisdiction of national security agencies. Economic considerations for the outsourcing of non-core security system functions could be considered appropriate (Mienie, 2014). However, when core security system functions are outsourced because of the loss of state security capacity and capability, this article suggests that we can no longer speak of outsourcing, as it has now morphed into insourcing (Mienie, 2014). At this point, the state begins to lose some control over its core security functions, which are now in the hands of the private security industry (Mienie, 2014).

**Case Study: Outsourcing in Cyber**

The history of the offensive-intrusion and monitoring industry as a whole best resembles the history of HackingTeam itself, which was initially a small Milan-based team started by Alberto Ornaghi and Marco Valleri. Prior to the creation of HackingTeam, Ornaghi and Valleri created multiple programs that monitored and remotely manipulated target computers and released them online. One of these programs, called Etteteap, was a “comprehensive suite for man-in-the-middle attacks” (Jeffries, 2017) and was widely distributed across the globe, with one user calling it “sort of the Swiss army knife of ARP poisoning and network sniffing” (Irongeek.com, 2017). The popularity of the program was noticed by the local Milanian police, who contacted the team about a potential commercial scaling of the product, for not only the application of
monitoring known criminals but also intercepting public Skype calls (Jeffries, 2017). Many significant companies follow the same path of HackingTeam, starting either in the late 1990s or early 2000s, with the development or modification of popular hacking tools sold to local or state law enforcement agencies, the scaling of said tool to large federal security agencies/militaries of the same county, and eventually, selling the same tool and additional services across the globe to multiple countries.

**Cyber PMSCs**

As an example of PMSCs taking on offensive roles traditionally reserved for government agencies or military organizations, we examine a list of notable companies and institutions in the offensive intrusion and commercial surveillance industry in the section that follows. The list also contains notable data breaches and alleged criminal activities detailed by these companies, all that could contribute to state fragility from a national and human security perspective.

**HackingTeam**

Probably the most widely known offensive security company known to the public, HackingTeam, has a Milan-based origin closely resembling many company histories in the PMC sector. After initially offering penetration testing services to law enforcement agencies across Europe, the company reoriented itself into the development and deployment of exploitation and surveillance technology into law enforcement and other government agencies. On July 5, 2015, the official Twitter account of the company was compromised by an unidentified individual who posted an announcement of a data breach against HackingTeam’s computer systems. The post linked to WikiLeaks, and the site made publicly available a 400 GB file consisting of internal emails, invoices, and source code of multiple enterprise products (Franceschi-Bicchierai, 2015). The leak showed
the array of companies, countries, and even college campuses that HackingTeam was marketing towards (Currier & Marquis-Boire, 2017). The main vigilante hacker, who went by the name “PhineasFisher,” had close ties to the disreputable online hacktivist group Anonymous. By using an undisclosed zero-day, or unknown vulnerability, PhineasFisher gained administrative access for the HackingTeam internal network in under “5 minutes” and detailed the entire intrusion in the self-described manifesto, “HackBack!” (PhineasFisher, 2017). After the intrusion and the revelation of HackingTeam’s business transactions with repressive African governments, the European Union (EU) revoked HackingTeam’s license to sell to foreign governments and corporations. The ban was later lifted, and HackingTeam resumed contract negotiations with multiple countries and leaders, including Uzbekistan and Mohammed bin Salman, an heir-apparent who has been internationally condemned for jailing and torturing known dissidents (WikiLeaks, 2017).

DigiTask

DigiTask, while not a major industry leader, has been infamous for their multiple controversial practices in Germany. One such example occurred in 1999 when the CEO and founder of DigiTask allegedly bribed several officers of the Cologne Customs Criminal Office to prefer DigiTasks’s technology solutions in their office (Lischka, Reißmann, & Stöcker, 2011). In 2002, the DigiTask CEO pleaded guilty and was charged with “Bribery of Officials of the Zollkriminalamt Cologne in the Score of 1.5 Million Euros” and served twenty-one months in prison with eventual probation.

DigiTask has reoriented into a professional IT development and security company for the Cologne municipal government and the German federal government. The company is a corporation under the protection of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.
**FinFisher (Gamma Group)**

FinFisher remains a widely-popular surveillance/intrusion software developed by Lench IT Solutions (a subsidiary of Gamma Group), which markets the spyware through law enforcement and government channels across the globe (Perlroth, 2012). FinFisher has become a frequent example for criticism by human rights organizations (including Citizen Labs) for selling FinFisher “capabilities to repressive or non-democratic states known for monitoring and imprisoning political dissidents” and also selling to multiple countries, with some in conflicting relations and positions to each other, as well as to repressive regimes, including “Bahrain, Estonia, . . . Ethiopia, Indonesia, Latvia, . . . Malaysia, Mexico, Mongolia, . . . Qatar, . . . Serbia, Singapore, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, and Vietnam” (Faessler et al., 2017). On April 30, 2013, Mozilla, a popular software company known for their web browser Firefox, announced that they had delivered to Gamma Group a legal cease-and-desist order for trademark and copyright infringement. It was later revealed that Gamma Group had secretly delivered the FinFisher intrusion software to some private computers under the masquerade of a modified Firefox browser “.exe” program by adapting the FinFisher “spyware” program to repeat the same system processes a regular Firefox browser would use, therefore effectively bypassing regular security suites by disguising itself as Firefox (Fowler, 2013). At the present moment, the company never publicly confirmed or denied using the Firefox browser as a payload device.

**Citizen Labs**

While not an actual offensive intrusion or surveillance company, Citizen Labs is noted for being a prominent internet rights and freedom group and is known to be heavily critical of the commercial surveillance industry. Based at the University of Toronto, they remain a principle advocator and propagator of the
information related to the 2015 HackingTeam data leak, the attack that was devised by PhineasFisher and the notorious online hacking group Anonymous. Citizen Labs also hosted Gamma Group’s 40 GB data leak—with scathing journalistic commentary—on their website. (Marquis-Boire & Marczak, 2017)

**Case for the Industry**

Many organizations condemn the offensive intrusion and private surveillance industry altogether, and news outlets agree, calling them the “enemies of the internet” (Reporters Sans Frontieres, 2017). But with all this condemnation, FinFisher, the previously-discussed intrusion tool, still remains one of the most prevalent law enforcement applications used to catch cybercriminals today (Kafka, 2017). While the statistic could never be disclosed or possibly documented, the digital implications of the potential prevention of cyber and physical crimes remains a critical factor into why these industries aren’t dying, but thriving. The increase in viewership and interest in national news over the past few decades and the explosion of information through the Internet bring increase awareness of the crimes and injustices, from terrorism to local crime, happening around the world every day.

Following the events of 9/11 in the United States, Americans and citizens of some other nations appear to have come to the understanding that, for the promise of security and prosperity in the modern world, certain technological and physical privacies must be withheld. The outlook that believes there must be total privacy, always, in every facet of life, remains an impossibly naïve and infeasible notion in the hyper-connected and intricate global system that we know today. Criminals’ rising use of end-to-end encryption and advanced security protocols across the globe directly propels the development of more complex and subversive technologies whose main purpose is to penetrate and obtain mission-critical data that would prevent a potential
terror attack. Simply put, as the criminals’ and terrorists’ methods become more secretive and complex, the tools used to intercept data must become the same. While the governing authority should ensure the safety of its citizens with these tools, the private industry’s financial motivation has always proved a strong one for the evolution of technologies. From the computer itself to the Internet, when government technologies are allowed development by private corporations, the speed of development is exponentially increased, as the financial drive to profit over rival entities makes the development expedited. The government of the world profits from this financial race by getting access to upgraded tools that allow for the better interception of criminal acts.

This fiscal motivation remains a sometimes-controversial and current one and can be easily applied to the offensive intrusion and private surveillance industry. With its financial motivation to evolve the surveillance technology, the private industry will only continue to thrive in assisting the governments across the globe fighting local terror and crime. The ethical development of tools that are made to violate a user’s privacy may seem an oxymoron, but in the complex state of international terrorism and the rise of end-to-end encryption, the development of offensive intrusion and surveillance tools likely must continue in order to assure the prosperity and success of global progress. The private industries that are monitored must follow strict international and ethical trade agreements across the globe and develop them ethically as well, for the good of all, private and public.

Conclusions

The primary motivation of private military security companies is profit, reasonably so, but when this fiscal motivation applies to the prevention of local crime and international terrorism, the rules and dynamics of the PMSCs change. By developing new ways of intercepting mission-critical data, companies like HackingTeam
and Gamma Group will likely thrive with new government contracts across the globe. But with the racing innovation of the private sector comes corporate malfeasance, and the fiscal drive of technological advancement brings the opportunity for corruption. Watchdog groups like Citizen Labs and others must remain vigilant about the deeds of these private companies.

In addition, nation-states would be wise to consider which capabilities are core to their national security, including all the various human security dimensions. We would specifically recommend that national governments seek to develop and maintain those critical capabilities in existing governmental intelligence, security, and military organizations. The current trend toward wholesale outsourcing of crucial, traditionally state-provided functions to private military and security companies could detract from nation-state core competencies in maintaining national and human security. National intelligence, law enforcement and penal systems, and military—including cyber and hybrid warfare capabilities—should benefit all citizens, not a handful of shareholders in a for-profit PMSC. As PMSCs grow to consume a majority of a nation’s defense and security budget, they will unfortunately, inevitably compete with scarce state resources in these fields, leading to even greater instability. This instability is possible even in more developed powers, including the US, where half of the Department of Defense budget is doled out to major corporate contractors. Furthermore, nation-states have often forfeited their exclusive right to the use of force within their borders and in projecting force beyond their borders, relinquishing this role to private, for-profit companies. The risk of exacerbating nation-state fragility is especially threatening for citizens of less-developed nations, where human security could be disproportionately impacted by the diversion of resources from government functions to PMSCs. Countries seeking to reduce nation-state fragility from a human security perspective should develop strategies to encourage the ex-
pansion of core national security functions from within and reduce reliance on PMSCs to provide core security services.

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
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The emergence of private military and security contractors (PMSC) to compete in the global market for solutions to address problems of instability and conflict has provided the government of Russia with a new expeditionary capability that may be leveraged for policy objectives abroad as an alternative to state military force commitment. Yet despite the value of PMSCs for national strategic objectives, recent events have made clear that there is no small degree of tension in relationships between the Russian government and its new instrument of pseudo-military power. These tensions have most notably played out in the wake of kinetic engagements involving battlefield losses in early 2018. However, prior evidence from identified adversary cyber operations illustrates that the unease from Russian state intelligence and security services towards PMSC operations predates highly public crisis events. Despite these tensions, attributed campaigns may have also sought to advance PMSC-associated interests. From these observations,
the outlines of a new praxis of the PMSC instrument within authoritarian regimes may be discerned. The complex, intertwined nature of the battlespace and cyberspace also further points to the possible futures for private offensive cyber operations across a number of conflict flashpoints.

**Introduction**

Renewed Russian military presence in multiple theaters world-wide has forced military analysts and international security strategists to once again consider the old formulas that describe the strength—and limits—of the Bear’s force projection in the near abroad and across the global stage. Prominently stated by the now-deceased Lieutenant General Alexander Ivanovich Lebed, the widely accepted maxim postulated that the combination of airborne troops (VDV, Воздушно-десантные войска) and strategic aviation transport (VTA, военно-транспортной авиации) were the key crisis management instruments for the Russian government (Odom, 1998, p. 265). The decline in these forces in the post-Soviet period—as the Red Army was wracked by chronic underfunding and shortages, corruption, collapsing morale, and a host of other internal problems—potentially does much to explain the limited influence that the Kremlin was able to exert in a number of critical events which had undoubtedly captured leadership attention. The sword of the bygone Communist Party was rusted and bent, and those who might wish to wield it were long out of practice.

It is against this backdrop of the strategic limitations imposed by reliance on the old, corroded formula that an alternative has emerged. Contemporary military power projection is not merely about direct kinetic warfighting but rather is extended in contingency operations that are but one feature of great power competition, where actions below the threshold of major armed conflict shape events, regional control, and global perceptions of the correlation of forces in ways that reach to the heart of national
interests. New mechanisms of force generation and employment are evolving to play a unique role in this competitive landscape, especially where traditional conventional forces may be unwieldy, cost-prohibitive, politically inconvenient, or otherwise not fit for purpose. The re-emergence of privatized military enterprise—in the guise of support service firms, security contractors, and mercenary outfits—has provided options to fill the vacuum left by the absence of other tools.

The conception of mercenary forces in the Russian worldview is informed by a unique and troubled history as much as the complex and contentious developments of the present day. The echoes of this history can be seen in the structures and choices by which the Kremlin grapples with the PMSC market, its players, and its missions. Critically, this history has taught long-remembered lessons of caution—if not a certain (justifiable) paranoia—when regarding the prospect of unleashing elements of national power that may or may not subsequently return to heel. In contemporary Russia, these lessons are reinforced in the constant dance of political infighting between factional elements and their oligarchical patrons, none of whom are more important at this present moment than Vladimir Putin himself.

Despite the critical questions raised by the Russian government’s apparently new reliance on mercenary forces for projection of power in the near abroad and beyond, this phenomenon remains dangerously opaque. While the firms involved have been subject to something of the same feverish media speculation and political branding that marked earlier focus on US and allied PMSC firms—such as Executive Outcomes (EO), MPRI, DynCorp, Blackwater, and others—the resulting speculation often masks more than illuminates. It is only through the rare incident that the outlines of the Russian praxis for foreign policymaking using the PMSC instrument becomes visible. These events historically have been kinetic in nature, where deployed forces may be observed and
their actions contemplated as yet an ever more baroque modern manifestation of the old Kremlinologists’ art. However, in recent cases a new lens has been opened into this contested world. Consequently, the examination of operations in the information environment offers the prospect of novel insight into the models, actions, influences, and fears of those responsible for decision-making regarding Russian military force in both its public, privatized, and hybrid manifestation. Multiple observed campaigns suggest that cyber intrusion has played a not-insignificant role in shaping the views towards contractor firms by political and military leadership. The attribution of responsibility for these operations—including actions directed against Russian PMSC firms—to multiple Russian intelligence services further supports inference as to the motivations, organizational drivers, and political pressures that may shape control and execution of these firms’ present and future missions.

PRIVATE MILITARY FORCES IN RUSSIAN TRADITION

The Russian state has a long tradition of incorporating irregulars into its armed forces structure when necessary and convenient. The legacy of these arrangements, first developed to address the complex relationships between the Empire and the Cossack minorities, plays no small part in contemporary practices in what appears to be a very deliberate policy choice. While exploring the influence of this history upon the contemporary period in depth would require a monograph in its own right, a necessarily brief outline of salient events is nonetheless instructive to consideration of the matter at hand.

Cossacks are first documented in the thirteenth century, identified as groups of nomadic warriors without permanent residence living outside the boundaries of the Russian or Polish-Lithuanian rulers’ authority (Toje, 2006, p. 1065). As the Muscovite state developed in the 1400s, these steppe groups presented both a
challenge to the security of the frontier as well as a potential ally to contest the military adventurism of neighboring powers. Cossacks were recruited to defend towns and other settlements adjacent to the border, and, as Muscovy’s interests expanded, armed elements served as forward scouts and raiding cavalry (Dunning, 1992, p. 59). Critically, these services offered useful deniability to the Kremlin in both the conduct of its diplomacy and its Clausewitzian exercise of politics by other means. A continuous system of Cossack patrols south of the frontier is noted, with regularly-dispatched movements of between seventy-to-100 cavalry that typically rode for three-month durations, in addition to serving as specific scouting elements tasked for reconnaissance in advance of main-force streltsy movements in larger campaigns (Paul, 2004, p. 19, 21). Cossack forces also contested the domination of the eastern Khanate territories from 1582 onward, serving as mercenaries in conventional campaigns. Such actions included involving the investment of towns beyond the Ural Mountains and, by 1604, garrisoning expeditionary fortifications established to protect lucrative trade as far east as Tomsk (Richards, 2014, p. 57).

The interests of the Muscovite rulers and those in this irregular service often nonetheless differed in ways that, on multiple occasions, led to violence. During the Time of Troubles (Смутное время) in the early 1600’s, Cossack forces—whose ranks had swelled with escaped slaves, convicts, and men fleeing famine—marched against Moscow under the banner of Ivan Isayevich Bolotnikov, a former military retainer who had turned against the tsar. Cossack elements continued to fight not only in rebellion on behalf of multiple pretenders to the successor of Ivan IV Grozny, the murdered heir Dmitri Ivanovich of Uglich, but also against towns held by elements loyal to these False Dmitris (Lobachev, 2007, p. 282). The Cossacks would further be opposed by mercenary forces recruited from elsewhere in Europe to serve Tsar Vasili Ivanovich Shuisky, known as Vasili IV. Notable among these forces were irregulars provided
by Swedish general Count Jacob Pontusson De la Gardie that would prove vital to several military engagements (Julicher, 300, p. 45). Mixed forces also developed during the long Polish–Muscovite War (1605–1618), including famously the Lisowczycy regiments where Polish-Lithuanian cavalry officers led troops that included Cossacks fighting alongside others (Davies, p. 102–105). These forces, not always evenly constituted, would continue as mercenaries in disputes occurring from the 1620s to 1699 in Transylvania, Hungary, Moravia, and Silesia (Brainard, 1991, p. 69).

Following the anarchy of this early period, the questions of the status and numbers of irregular forces became a critical concern for the Russian state. Likewise, the relations between the Kremlin and these cohorts and the purposes to which they would subsequently be employed took on such great import that a formal mechanism within the then-emerging bureaucracy was created to address these matters. This designated Cossack Chancellery would grow to several dozen clerks by 1628 (Brown, year, p. 496). The Chancellery structure almost certainly recognized that service outside of Russian territory was thus a useful option for these warriors, and there is evidence that European powers competed to obtain their services in ongoing continental campaigns, including a proffered contract with the Holy Roman Empire in 1632, during the Thirty Years’ War (Baran, 1977, p. 333). While, by 1651, the control of various mercenary troops—comprising Cossack cavalry but now also Greeks, Serbs, Romanians, Poles, and Lithuanians employed in infantry or dragoon regiments—was divided between the new Foreign Mercenary Chancellery and the Military Chancellery, the control and accountability of these forces remained a key concern of state organs (Brown, 2002, p. 19). The diplomatic restraint of Cossack regiments abroad would also feature in negotiations that resulted in the 1654 Pereyaslav Agreement (Ivonina, 1998, p. 418).

Cossacks would continue to serve an important role in Russian military adventurism. Formal use of the regiments as a mercenary
element may be seen as merely extending a pattern of raiding that had been ongoing against Black Sea coastal towns since the mid-fifteenth century (Ostapchuk, 2001, p. 39). However, Cossack forces under Bohdan Khmelnytsky would, in a campaign during 1648 and 1649, sack Kiev, where they were warmly welcomed by the city’s Orthodox leaders. While this occupation only lasted until 1651, it cemented the loyalty of a number of Cossack regiments to Russian leadership, with an oath first sworn to Tsar Aleksei. Irregulars would continue to contest Ukrainian territories between Polish and Russian interests through 1686 (Hamm, 1993, p. 12–13). Subsequently, Cossack elements would again be employed in operations against the Crimean Tatars under Tsar Peter I in 1695 (Janco, 2003, p. 92). Irregular forces, including foreign contractors fighting alongside streltsy infantry regiments, proved vital in fighting against Turkish naval forces around Azov. General Patrick Gordon, commander of these forces, continued to further serve Peter in suppressing the rebellion of unpaid streltsy forces in 1698 (Herd, 2001, p. 112).

In 1828–29, during the war against the Turkish Ottoman Empire, a wider variety of mercenaries, drawn from Bulgaria, Bessarabia, Serbia, and Greece, were employed for the same strategic objectives (Bitis, 2002, p. 542). Cossack forces also served extensively in campaigns against Napoleon and were memorialized in daily communiques, diary entries of officers, and, more famously, in paintings of the period (Hewiston, 2017, p. 192).

Mercenaries would also remain an important foreign policy instrument in pursuit of other objectives for the Russian state. As a force in being, their deployment could signal regime commitments, provide security, and enhance prestige through the implicit combat power represented within the formations, even absent direct fighting. These deployments took on a greater state-like character as independent forces deployments declined in the later modern era. However, the unique nature of the Russian tradition persisted despite the changing character of formalized
interstate relations. A Russian Cossack Brigade would enter service in Iran in 1870 at the request of Tehran and, over a deployment lasting until 1921, at times alternatively prop up the Qajar shahs as well as pursue independent courses of action supporting Russian interests (Cronin, p. 212–214).

Cossack regiments further fought with notable distinction between 1904 and 1905 in the Russo-Japanese War, where the utility of dispersed irregular forces able to surge initial response, despite delays in more conventional mobilization and fragile logistics across the vast distances separating the capital from Siberia, was considered critical in the early phases of the conflict. While regular army elements would take on the bulk of later engagements, the continued relevance of the irregulars for scouting and intelligence functions did not go unremarked (Голик, 2015, pp. 24–26).

Russian irregular forces, however integrated, clearly figured into the concerns of competing powers when considering crisis engagements. Estimates of troop strength contributed by Cossack elements factored into intelligence warning issued to Otto von Bismark by Helmuth von Moltke the Elder regarding a potential Russian invasion against the German Empire in spring 1888. Although no attack materialized that year, planning for the contingency evolved over time into the German strategy for a two-front war that would see realization at the outbreak of fighting following the Balkans crisis (Zuber, 2002, p. 117). Unfounded rumors of Cossack forces deploying through the United Kingdom to support British troops on the Western front would feature in German intelligence estimates regarding the situation in France in August and September 1914 (Clarke, 2015).

The industrialization of combat during the Great War period saw an obscuration of former mercenary forces under a common military identity. However, as the brutal realities of the machine gun and other technical advances of the day destroyed the romantic illusions that other powers had attached to the institutions of their
heavy cavalry, the near legendary mystique of Cossack regiments nonetheless somehow managed to persist. This view even carried through into Western military literature late into World War II, although perhaps as an artifact of the desire to revisit earlier times seen more favorably in hindsight (Katzenbach, 502).

The prosaic realities of these combatants would be tested in the Russian Civil War period, as Cossack regiments found themselves on all sides of the conflict—alongside White Russian elements and supported by British forces, serving under Bolshevik command, and often ultimately devolving into banditry and warlord-ism (Share, 2010, pp. 401–402; Bisher, 2005). This dispersion would taint perceptions of the institution after the consolidation of the Soviet Union, and, under Bolshevik control, the state would purge Cossack elements through property confiscation, forced relocation and widespread killings that resulted in the death of nearly 1.5 million members of the community (Van Herpen, year, p. 144).

However, Cossack elements saw rehabilitation under Joseph Stalin in the 1930s. In part, this may be seen as purely a political function supporting hagiographic revisionist interpretations of a dictator’s biography, as Stalin was an early patron and honorary member of the First Calvary Army. Nonetheless, the formation served an elite role in the Red Army during the Second World War, and, despite its predominately peasant recruit base, this cavalry was identified as Cossack in a propagandist effort to re-establish continuity with perceived glories of tsarist military tradition (Brown, 1995, pp. 88–89).

**PMSC as an Instrument of Contemporary Russian Foreign Policy**

This enduring pattern of military necessity and undeniable utility, distrust and discord, and rehabilitation and propagandization may be seen as shaping the contours of the mercenary as a tool of the Russian authorities.
The post-Soviet period would see a revival of Cossack identity that, while addressing complex resurgent questions of a previously suppressed community, in part would also revive the strategic and operational options for force generation and employment previously enjoyed by the tsars. Cossack forces would come to provide protection for elements of the Russian Orthodox Church, including the residence of the Patriarch, to conduct volunteer militia patrols, contribute border guard forces, and provide forces to participate in reserve mobilization exercises. These functions now are formally overseen by the Presidential Council for Cossack Affairs (Galeotti, 1995; Darczewska, 2017). Echoes of the tsarist chancellery structure are by no means a coincidence. The Cossack tradition provides a template for conceptualization and integration of other paramilitary and irregular forces as an instrument of state power.

Contemporary PMSC development has not, however, been limited to legacy constructs from centuries past. The post-Soviet era saw the remarkable development of complex, multi-faceted markets for the privatization of violence as the collapsed state failed to provide basic security for the population. As new authorities consolidated wealth-power outside of state structures, they sought kinetic options to preserve these new assets. The detritus of the Red Army and the legacy of the gulag system provided an ample supply of labor proficient in military affairs and simple interpersonal violence that were willing to meet the demands of new clients unhindered by moral consideration. These patterns of violent entrepreneurship morphed from the early criminal enforcers used for dispute resolution to more sophisticated structures of personal protection offering quasi-legitimate utility to safeguard the oligarchs’ interests (Volkov, 2002; Allison, 2015). It is natural, then, that entities providing such capabilities would evolve to offer options for force projection in support of those interests abroad.

The formation of corporate enterprise structures for paramilitary operations remains a controversial matter within the
Russian system. The legal status of such entities is still a persistent and unresolved question, with multiple draft legislative acts proposed that would offer various pathways towards legitimacy as well as control. Tracing the variations, debates, and evolution of such proposed legislation would also require a treatise in its own right. In part, it is clear that there are undeniable pressures towards a normalization of status, especially where matters of veterans’ affairs arise (Kokcharov, 2018). However, one may argue that the continuing lack of clarity in these matters is likely not a deliberate choice by the Kremlin, given that firms operating under such ill-defined constructs are forced, therefore, to rely almost entirely on the patronage of powerful officials—and those officials may more freely and more swiftly act against the mercenary enterprises should they wish to withdraw such patronage. The apparent legal prohibitions on private military activity also allows for a certain measure of deniability when leadership desires that the firms are to be used (Østensen & Bukkvoll, 2018).

And these forces would certainly be used by the Kremlin in order to shape affairs within the near abroad. Thousands of Cossack fighters would engage in the Trans-Dniester conflict in Moldova in 1992 (Skinner, 1994, p. 1018). Mercenary forces were also committed, almost certainly with Russian government approval, to the Georgian conflict in 2008. Many of these forces were drawn from irregular fighters previously active in Chechnya and reportedly operated under direction of Russian military intelligence (Donovan, 2009, p. 14). Cossack elements explicitly supported logistics activities supporting other irregular forces fighting in the Donbass, Luhansk, and Crimean territories of Ukraine in the early phases of the conflict. Cossack communities organized convoys providing alleged humanitarian aid shipments to occupied territories, and such irregular activities are suspected to have been used to conceal the movement of military materiel. Targets associated with such movements indeed reportedly came under cyber attack from
Quis custodiet condittore?

unattributed capabilities clearly opposed to their presence (Cyber Conflict Documentation Project (CCDP), 2014). Cossack troops also directly joined the fighting in the Ukraine, including infamously under units carrying their own banner (Baranec, 2014).

Russian PMSC elements were also committed to the Syrian conflict and would participate directly in some of the most complex and uncertain operations in urban terrain against a difficult array of irregular adversaries employing a bewildering mix of armaments and tactics. Such fighting was clearly outside anything these mercenary forces had anticipated through prior training or command estimate. Casualties were high, and morale reportedly suffered greatly (Weiss, 2013). Yet deployments continued, and, despite mixed results in the field from the multiple firms engaged in Syria, ongoing reports of new Russian paramilitary contractor deployments in Africa and now Venezuela suggest that this emerging instrument is not one that the Kremlin appears willing to abandon (Gostev, 2016; Hauer, 2018; Sukhankin, 2019).

Influences on Russian Views of PMSC Operations

The Russian government likely did not form its conception of PMSC operations in the contemporary era in a vacuum. One presumes that the widespread discussion by Western media, academics, and military analysts of the deployment of these firms in support of US interests did not escape their attention. Reflections of this attention may be seen in extensive writings within Russian language media, which covered deployments across multiple missions in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. This reporting took pains to highlight linkage of contractor activities to Central Intelligence Agency operations, particularly where these capabilities were perceived in offering the US government the ability to distance itself from “dirty deeds,” such as alleged torture programs, and purported efforts to bypass prior legal restrictions on certain forms of covert action (Реутов, 2009).
Russian commentators also sought to highlight the impact of scandals disclosed by Western sources, including prosecution of PMSC operators following incidents in the field (Иванченко, 2009). Reporting further covered political developments seen as suggesting official protection or other US Government involvement (Блинов, 2009). The appearance of US contractors in other countries was continually subject to intensive speculation regarding purported motives and actions, and claims surfaced of involvement in unacknowledged operations in Azerbaijan and Ukraine (МАНАФЛИ & АЛИЕВ, 2007; ВЕДОМОСТИ, 2014).

It is almost certain that this press coverage was intended to be leveraged in no small measure for propaganda purposes, serving to highlight supposed hypocrisy of Western positions regarding the use of force abroad—especially where such prior positions had previously been points of criticism of Russian government actions. In particular, the purported violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) inherent in PMSC operations developed as an area of interest for Russian military academics (СИБИЛЕВА, pp. 57–60). One may view much of these influence themes as the continuation of a tradition dating back to at least the Vietnam conflict (Гайдук, 1996, p. 52). Beyond mere propaganda, however, Russian theorists also identified the potential options for their own use of these capabilities (Бутина, 2014). Nonetheless, when considering such options, concerns regarding the prospective dark side of corruption and loss of control were never far from mind (Defense & Security, 2012).

There is reason to believe that the Kremlin had deeper insights into these firms than merely what they might have read in the press or writings from the ivory and khaki towers. The operations of PMSC firms in support of US and allied military activities, humanitarian operations, and other activities abroad rapidly developed as a target for espionage operations. The independent nature of PMSC corporate networks and the widely dispersed talent
pool upon which these firms drew upon naturally suited pursuit of these targets through the emerging tradecraft of cyber intrusion. Among the earliest such targeting, identified through commercial cyber threat intelligence reporting intended to support US and allied cyber defense operations, was the compromise since at least December 2008 of databases of individuals associated with the PMSC firm Blackwater’s intelligence subsidiary. Compromised information acquired in this incident is believed to have been subsequently leveraged in spear-phishing activity attributed to Russian-origin intrusion sets that were observed targeting NATO, US Central Command, Department of Homeland Security, and National Security Agency equities (iSIGHT Partners, 2009). This campaign would subsequently continue and escalate over several months, targeting victims associated with the Office of Director of National Intelligence, Defense Intelligence Agency, Central Intelligence Agency, and National Intelligence Council (iSIGHT Partners, 2010a). While this activity was part of other, wider attempted intrusions across government and critical infrastructure networks in the same intrusion set, the inclusion of PMSC targets within early campaign phases was notable (iSIGHT Partners, 2010b).

The early Russian cyber espionage campaigns targeting PMSC operations were sustained in large part through malware implants and server infrastructure acquired through commercial underground marketplace services. A key malware variant leveraged in these intrusions, a commonly-available commodity tool known as Zeus, remained for a number of years a favored implement (iSIGHT Partners, 2010c). While variants of this tooling evolved over time within the cyber criminal community—and multiple hackers are known to have been involved at various points in the lifecycle of the campaign—it is further a matter of interest that prominent Zeus operators would be subsequently identified in connection with espionage activity reportedly under the direction of the Russian
Federal Security Service (Федеральная служба безопасности, or FSB) (Graff, 2017; Schwirtz, 2017).

Other unattributed intrusion activity, also suspected to be of Russian origin, was also observed targeting an identified PMSC firm active in Afghanistan, Libya, and Syria (CCDP, 2014). This activity is consistent with other reported targeting of PMSC operations, including training operations in Georgia, that were linked by cybersecurity industry intelligence services to an intrusion set known by industry variously as APT28/FANCY BEAR/IRON TWILIGHT/STRONTIUM (FireEye, 2014). APT28 campaigns are also reported to have targeted the PMSC Academi in renewed attempts to obtain access to the firm’s re-organized operations, following the dissolution of parent company Blackwater (Fidelis, 2016; Jones, 2017).

The focus on PMSC contractor targets also was evident in leaked materials made public by unattributed hackers following an intrusion against Qatar National Bank (QNB). These documents contained collated transaction records and other personal information of multiple entities designated by the intrusion operators as “spies” in connection with multiple intelligence services (Murdock, 2016). Among these victims were employees of PMSC contractor firms, including interpreters who resided in the Middle East. While the leaks were purported to emerge as a result of ideologically-motivated nationalist hacktivists, this deception narrative was also repeatedly used to cover intrusion activity and associated influence operations in multiple other incidents in state-directed espionage operations. Indeed, file artifacts within the QNB document dumps revealed manipulation by Russian language speaking operators, suggestive of similar deception attempts using a hacktivist attribution front (Crowdstrike, 2016; CybelAngel, 2016). A repeated pattern of such attribution front claims in multiple other incidents has been seen over time in APT28 operations that multiple Western governments have found to have been executed by Russian military intelligence.
These elements reportedly operate under the cover designators Unit 26165 and Unit 74455 of the intelligence service currently known as Russian Armed Forces General Staff Main Directorate (Главное управление or ГУ), but formerly and more commonly called the Main Intelligence Directorate (Главное разведывательное управление or ГРУ) (DOJ, 2018; NCSC 2018; FCO 2018; Galeotti, 2016).

Focus on contractor operations by APT28 has been further identified in cases involving targeting the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). OSCE conflict observers assigned to the Special Monitoring Mission (SMM) have been a particular target of Russian attributed intrusion operations, which have also included leaks of stolen information released by purported hacktivist attribution front CyberBerkut (CrowdStrike, 2016b). The intrusion was subsequently reported to have been tied to the GRU operators by Western intelligence services (Gauquelin, 2016).

PMSC contractor support to OSCE has been a particular source of irritation to the government of Russia, given the deployment of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) assets that have provided full motion video (FMV) and other imagery intelligence documenting logistics support to supposedly “independent” forces occupying Ukrainian territories in Luhansk and Donetsk—that were tracked as originating from Russian territory and carried in Russian military type vehicles—and that have documented incidents of ceasefire violations (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), 2018a; OSCE, 2018b).

In addition to this network targeting, OSCE contractor-operated UAV systems have also come under electronic warfare attack by identified Protek R-33oZH Zhitel systems and other Russian-supplied EW complexes (OSCE 2016; OSCE 2018c). These systems are among the most modern EW capabilities known to have been fielded by the Russian Armed Forces (Chivers, 2014). These deployments are of further interest due to the apparent integration of Russian signals intelligence, electronic warfare, and
offensive cyber operations capabilities demonstrated during the Ukraine conflict, including targeting of mobile communications for espionage and influence objectives using access options provided by this new equipment (Brantly, 2017).

Further cyber intrusion operations targeting a PMSC based in western Ukraine were also observed in early 2017. This activity was attributed by industry reporting to ISOTOPE/BERSERK BEAR/DYMALLOY (CCDP, 2018). These intrusions are allegedly conducted by operators linked to the Russian FSB. The ISOTOPE activity is generally identified more prominently in connection with the compromise of critical infrastructure systems and networks (Orleans, 2018). However, operators are believed to have had specific and unique taskings associated with the conflict in occupied Crimea and other eastern territories and have reflected other observed incidents including intrusion against Ukrainian military command and control networks (CCDP, 2016).

 Taken as a whole, these identified cyber espionage activities by both GRU and FSB have likely provided Moscow with a great deal of insight into private military contractor organization, training, materiel, and deployment. This cyber espionage, no doubt, has also laid bare the challenges of finance, morale, talent retention, and relationships with government and other clients that are a marked component of PMSC activity in ways that often differ substantially from similar considerations inherent to government forces. It must further be recognized that, given the paucity of extant documentation of intrusion incidents impacting PMSC activities, these known cases almost certainly represent but a small sample of wider espionage targeting as part of ongoing campaigns within Russian-origin intrusion sets.

The extensive picture thus developed of Western PMSC operations may presumably have had influence on how the activities of Russian firms were directed against the missions where the Kremlin saw opportunity to leverage similar utility using
its own constituted contractor capabilities. Beyond mere parallel evolution, this may explain the origins of factors leading to the perception that Russian mercenary firms are a “dark reflection” of their Western contractor counterparts (Spearin, 2018).

**Watching the Russian PMSC**

The conflict in Ukraine provided the Kremlin with substantial incentive to employ irregular forces to attempt to keep at arm’s length what, under international law, would likely be considered a war of aggression. This resulted in a complex mixture of proxy forces backed by special operations and other intelligence commitments. Despite these attempts, the complexity of the military situation on the ground, and a likely desire to field test new equipment and other capabilities under fire in a unique “battlelab,” led to the increasing involvement of conventional armed forces elements under ever thinner cover constructs. But the implausible deniability of Russian conventional presence in eastern Ukraine should also not obscure the heavy commitments of mercenary forces to the fighting.

Evaluating the impact of these mercenary forces in the Ukraine conflict remains a difficult task from the academic perspective. While obtaining accurate reporting within a combat zone shall always be a challenge, the long anticipated “revolution in intelligence affairs” has brought with it extensive new options to pierce the fog of war—from overhead satellite systems, to ubiquitous handheld imagery and other sensors—all coupled with near-real time dissemination through social media and other channels (Barger, 2005). However, this veritable flood of reporting brings with it new challenges in assessing veracity, accuracy, and reliability of both the information and its sources. In part, one must acknowledge that some of the best and most detailed reporting on the fighting originates from entities with some linkage to the combatants. Consequently, this reporting is subject to potential manipulation, minimization, or misleading characterization intended to advance influence objectives. This
possibility does not preclude review of such materials but does warrant appropriate caution.

Russian irregular forces commitments in the Ukraine tracked by the Kiev government’s State Security Service (Служба Безпеки України, or SBU) include Cossack elements, as well as firms ATK Group, ENOT, RSB Group, SlavCorps and the associated Moran Security Group, and the more widely-known Wager Group (Gusarov, 2015). While SBU has clear incentives to influence foreign opinion regarding the conflict, the service has made public an increasing volume of detailed documentation tracking the activities of these fighters through imagery, signals intercepts, captured documents, passport and travel records, and other intelligence-sourced materials that lend credibility to the assessment of these materials (SBU, 2017a; SBU, 2017b; SBU, 2018a; SBU, 2018b; SBU, 2018c). These materials have identified specific battles in which Russian PMSC forces were involved, overlapping missions with Russian conventional forces, as well as logistics support provided by Russian military forces (Zoria, 2018; Krechko & Holovin, 2018; Stelmakh & Kholodov, 2017).

This intelligence has contributed to the baseline for many Western observers’ assessment of Russian PMSC operations, both in Ukraine as well as in other missions beyond the near-abroad as the Kremlin seeks to expand influence across the globe. Identified deployments reported by SBU include Syria, the Central African Republic, and Sudan. Ukrainian intelligence has also provided insight into the relationships between PMSC management and prominent leadership figures in Russia, including circulating imagery of meetings between key individuals (SBU, 2018d; SBU, 2018e, SBU, 2019a; SBU, 2019b; SBU, 2019c).

Given the extent to which Russian intrusion sets—including APT28/FANCY BEAR/IRON TWIN/STRONTIUM, Sandworm/VODOO BEAR/IRON VIKING, and Turla/VENOMOUS BEAR/IRON HUNTER/KRYPTON—are reported to have successfully
compromised Ukrainian military and other government networks, it is likely that Ukrainian insights into Russian PMSC operations are also known to the Russian intelligence services (iSIGHT Partners, 2014; BAE, 2014; FireEye, 2015). Additional reported penetrations of Ukrainian Security Service operations through traditional human intelligence approaches—a complicated issue due to the overlapping prior loyalties of senior officers that previously served in the earlier periods of closer relations with the Russian state—may have also presumably contributed to the Russian espionage picture (RFE/RL, 2014; Deutsche Welle, 2017).

The operations of Russian PMSC firms in Syria, including Wagner Group, also likely came under scrutiny of Russian services through classic signals intelligence (SIGINT) capabilities. The use of unencrypted (or otherwise poorly secured) tactical radios and cellular communications was apparently somewhat widespread among mercenary forces in the conflict zone. Most famously, such poor communications security discipline resulted in intercepts of conversations between Wagner Group field elements under the direction of Sergey Borisovich Kim and the firm’s senior leadership and patrons in the wake of kinetic engagements with US Marine Corps and special forces elements near Deir ez-Zor in February 2018. (Gibbons-Neff, 2018; Nakashima et al., 2018) Russian intelligence is known to have maintained sustained collection presence in the theatre that almost certainly had equal ability capture and exploit these communications through ground-based assets similar to those discovered to have been deployed at the former Center-S facility near al-Harra, and air-breathing platforms such as the IL-20M COOT-A (Bellingcat Investigation Team, 2014; Jennings, 2018). Further naval assets at Tartus may also have provided insight into PMSC communications through on-board SIGINT capabilities (Sutyagin, 2015).

It is, however, clear that such visibility was not considered sufficient for the FSB. The service is believed to retain responsibility
for military counterintelligence functions, following a bureaucratic
dispute in the late 1990’s that briefly contemplated transfer of these
functions from FSB to the Ministry of Defense. However, at the
time this was resolved in of FSB primacy, likely to continue the
role of the service in serving as an interagency control mechanism.
Given that this decision was taken at the time when Vladimir
Putin himself was FSB director, and later again reinforced under
Putin’s presidency, it is unlikely that this state of affairs would have
changed (Pallin, 2008, p. 105). Changes are even less probable given
the prominent roles later taken by members of the FSB Military
Counterintelligence Department (УВКР, Управление военной
контрразведки) in Putin’s administration. This has included
Lieutenant General Vladimir Ivanovich Petrishchev, who after
retirement from FSB was appointed to the Supreme Officer’s
Council (Высший офисный совет)—a position that provides
political oversight and control of military functions, and critically
also includes oversight of Cossack elements (Birstein, 2013). UVKR
components are particularly notable in having supported prior
irregular conflict in Chechnya (Littell, 2006, p. 40). It is likely that
these established mechanisms to ensure loyalty of uniformed
forces would be extended to the oversight of contractor elements,
especially where these mechanisms already enjoy the relative trust
and confidence of Kremlin’s leadership circles.

Evidence to support this proposition has emerged where
identified ISOTOPE/BERSERK BEAR/DYMALLOY have also
reportedly targeted Russian headquartered PMSC firms (CCDP,
2018). The intent of these operators in compromising the targeted
mercenary companies’ networks was not immediately clear. It
is possible that their intrusions were merely seen as potentially
acquiring useful instrumental intermediary infrastructure to
enable transitive access against global targets who might be
current or prospective clients for PMSC services. However, such
access would also provide substantial visibility into the workings of
these paramilitary enterprises. For an intelligence service that likely had grown used to such insight against Western PMSC targets, extending these operations to encompass targets within relatively easier reach would almost certainly be a natural decision.

**Glimpsing Machinations of the Silovoki**

Given the reported attribution of ISOTOPE and its therefore likely function as part of the cyber espionage capability of the core FSB signals intelligence service, the decision to execute intrusion operations against Russian PMSC targets would likely be reinforced by the recurring competitive organizational dynamics between FSB and GRU. Where GRU is seen to be actively supporting Russian PMSC operations, including through alleged provision of clandestine passport and other document services, the Main Directorate has, without a doubt, thus been able to claim bureaucratic credit for the successes of PMSC actions. This is also likely a potential source of weakness, given dynamics of internal positioning following widespread GRU failures in both conventional and cyber tradecraft that have led to the attribution of multiple high-profile covert actions as well as the exposure of multiple GRU and PMSC officers (Noack, 2018; Bellingcat, 2019). FSB may inevitably have sought to benefit from these failures in iterated competition for leadership attention, resourcing, and authorities. The collection take derived from these identified cyber espionage operations would likely offer additional utility in such insfighting that could continue to assure FSB primacy within the pantheon of Russian intelligence services.

However, such official competition may only represent part of the dynamics involved. Observed operations reportedly targeted only smaller and less-favored mercenary firms. While additional intrusion activity against more prominent entities—such as Wagner Group—may have gone undetected, it is also possible that these actions may have been intended to bolster the relative position of
the more prominent state-sponsored instrument. At the very least, one may suggest that whatever insight cyber espionage against the other firms provided may have served to preclude these entities from larger roles in other operations abroad.

It remains an open question whether such actions were directed as part of the routine, formal work of cyber operations teams in support of UVKR requirements—or if unofficial pressures may have influenced selections for targeting. Such favoritism resulting from the patronage of selected power brokers of the Putin regime would not be out of the ordinary. ChVk Wagner’s very prominence has allegedly derived from support by oligarch Yevgeny Viktorovich Prigozhin, an enigmatic figure within Putin’s inner circle. Prigozhin has allegedly profited extensively from the economic affairs attended by Wagner deployments, particularly those involving Syria (Sukhankin, 2018). Prigozhin has also been directly linked to other major cyber campaigns by US Department of Justice indictments (MacFarquhar, 2018).

Wagner’s expanding operations have also reportedly benefited from the patronage of Nikolai Platonovich Patrushev, former FSB head and current secretary of the security council. Patrushev has reportedly led Russian government efforts to extend influence within Africa, in which PMSC deployments are considered an integral capability (Intelligence Online, 2018). Patrushev himself is also likely quite acquainted with the potential utility of cyber operations as a mechanism to ensure stability and control. In March 2015, political rumors surfaced which alleged a former head of the intelligence services was responsible for the extended disappearance of Vladimir Putin—purportedly as part of an attempted coup d’etat by a “conspiracy of generals” resulting in Putin’s arrest and confinement. Differing versions of the rumor would link this conspiracy to differing figures based on varying perceptions of opaque intelligence affairs. A cyber attack, leveraging a previously-unattributed distributed denial of service
capability, was observed contemporaneous to these events against the Commonwealth of Independent States Executive Committee. This entity was at the time led by Sergei Nikolaevich Lebedev, former head of the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR)—and a contemporary of Patrushev (CCDP, 2015). Whether this incident represented a signal to the alleged conspirators, or even a case of misfire resulting from mistaken targeting, Patrushev may thus have found himself within very close relative proximity to virtual “shots fired.” Such an incident would also conceivably later influence his thinking regarding the potential utility of cyber capabilities, and might offer explanatory value in interpreting the drivers behind offensive targeting of PSMC firms.

Implications and Outlook

The expanding role of Russian PMSC capabilities in prosecuting war under local conditions will almost certainly carry with it an increased focus by Russian intelligence services on the objectives, execution, and personnel involved in deployments. The Russian state has a long history and equally long memory of the complexities of the mercenary as an instrument of national power. It is highly unlikely that the Kremlin would accept the risks represented by independent military forces whose loyalties to the organs of state security may not be as readily assured over time—absent some substantial mechanisms that may provide warning—and options to assert control, should those forces turn against their paymasters.

The increasing blowback suffered by Russian covert action programs since 2018 has also almost certainly incentivized the closer monitoring of intelligence and active measures capabilities that may have previously been held at arm’s length. While the regime leadership has proven remarkably insensitive to world reprobation resulting from its many actions beyond the pale of civilized conduct between nations, the increasing severity and personalization of reactions by other states in the form of sanctions,
travel restrictions, and other contemplated tools of sharp power almost certainly have concentrated attention on the management of cloak and dagger affairs. Therefore, one may presume that the senior leadership of multiple Russian intelligence agencies have made it a priority to understand where and when PMSC activity may trigger similar blowback in the future—even if only as a function of protecting their individual bank accounts and vacation options. Orders thus likely further flow down within the organizations in question, spurring additional operational action, and also serving to incentivize further theorization regarding the purposes by which PMSC enterprises may be leveraged and the tools by which they may be controlled. Reflections of this activity and debate may surface in the body of literature from military academics and intelligence commentators, although recognition of these reflections may be delayed by the closed nature of these communities and attendant classification of works controlled as a matter of routine Russian practice.

One must also always be cognizant of the ever-shifting sands upon which the foundations of power are built for those oligarchs which, for the moment, remain within the Kremlin’s favor. Such affections are profoundly mercurial, and the instruments of control and leverage may not always remain aligned with the same patronage networks. The prospect of turning capabilities, such as a newly constituted intrusion set towards objectives more intended to advance personal objectives than state functions, remains an omnipresent temptation; it also remains unclear that these capabilities are sufficiently well understood within the current and likely near-term generation of leadership to ensure reliable control in turn.

Observing continuing offensive cyber operations also affords the West unique opportunities to infer the matters close in mind for hostile intelligence officers and their leadership. In particular, the back bearings offered by identified espionage priorities presents a particularly timely mechanism upon which to develop
such inferences. It has long been a maxim of cyber intelligence that authoritarian regimes will show what they fear most by whom their intrusion sets target. One may thus believe that the mercenary enterprise remains a source of continuing concern to the Aquarium, the Lubyanka, and the silovoki that direct these services.

Where the PMSC instrument may be further leveraged by Western governments—both in kinetic realm and in the increasing role played by such firms in the virtual domain itself—it may also be anticipated that Russian intelligence interest shall continue unabated against these targets. While espionage against the defense industrial base has been ongoing as long as contemporary services have existed, the changing roles and missions of contractors—especially in forward deployment engagements—imposes additional considerations for network defenders. Russian actions against elements providing supporting services to Western diplomatic, military, and other foreign service presence abroad may pose unique mission risks under evolving circumstances that have not previously been encountered, particularly if the US government seeks to reduce its footprint in overseas theaters after nearly two decades of sustained contingency operations.

The US government has also recently declared the intention to preserve its digital equities through a more aggressive posture to “defend forward” in operation to counter adversary cyber and attack capabilities (Nakasone, 2018; Kollars & Schneider, 2018). This raises the prospect that USCYBERCOM and other government agencies involved in establishing and sustaining forward presence against Russian origin intrusion sets may find themselves required to directly contest hostile actions against US and allied PMSC operations or be caught up in internecine red-on-red struggle between various Russian contractors, intelligence service backers, and their patrons.

Future events may potentially bring US counter-cyber capabilities into immediate contact with their Russian offensive
cyber counterparts in such engagements. Beyond the concerns of misperception and inadvertent escalation that may result from exchange of virtual fires under such circumstances, the fundamental question of how far the US government ought to be willing to go in defense of friendly PMSC presence, or to oppose hostile mercenary elements, shall inevitably be tested. While there are strong moral arguments that contractor capabilities tasked on behalf of US and allied government foreign policy priorities deserve support when they encounter opposition beyond the scope of the anticipated contract, the pragmatic realities of military contracting have often seen those in the field under private logos facing difficult situations almost entirely alone. These are questions that demand consideration and the deliberate formulation of policy in advance of future mission commitments—in case decisionmakers find themselves confronted with hard decisions in the absence of any guidance at the moment of future crisis.
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Quis custodiet condittore?


Well, good morning to you. It’s afternoon over here in Africa. (applause) Thank you very much. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to discuss what I was requested to talk about: the Boko Haram base study.

I give a personal view and opinion of it. But, also, I think there might be some lessons in this to be learned in terms of how it could have an impact on security and foreign policy in particular.

I would like, though, to start off by saying that I’m an African. And having witnessed conflicts throughout the continent, I think I’m semi-qualified to talk about African conflicts.

I’m also very critical of private military security (PMS) engagements in Africa, as the successes are often very limited, and I ask myself “Why is this?”

Being critical doesn’t necessarily make me anti-West or anti-East, but I am pro-Africa, and I believe everything that happens north of our boarders eventually flies south to us here.
But I’ve come to the opinion that many companies and [nongovernmental organizations] NGOs view conflict as a business model, and they [conflicts] must be sustained for economic and influence purposes. Let me just preface what I’m going be talking about, and that is Boko Haram in Nigeria. So, Eddie [Mienie], if you wouldn’t mind flipping to the next slide, please?

Here we see Nigeria on the African continent. It’s really just a very small part of Africa. However, it’s one of fifty-four African countries, 300 tribes, has 186 million people, several religions, and it’s the world’s thirty-second largest country, yet it’s Africa’s largest economy. A very varied landscape, obviously. And tropical forest in the south and really in northern Nigeria.

Just a brief overview of Boko Haram.

You know it originated in Nigeria in 2002, and the term implied a wasted education. It’s a radical Islamic sect.

What really happened, what gave impetus to Boko Haram is they returned from Libya. They experienced warfare; they were trained and often equipped, and a lot of this we considered to be an unintended consequence of the collapse of Libya.

Boko Haram increased the campaign in northeast Nigeria and recently aligned themselves with ISIL, ISIS, whatever you want to call it, and renamed itself the Islamic State in West Africa.

They’re in Chad and Cameroon and elsewhere, and they’re considered one of the foremost anti-terrorist groups in the world. However, I don’t know if that’s really true. But I do know in Africa, they’re a very violent and vicious group. And this has resulted in the Nigerian army in particular coming under severe pressure from this group in Nigeria itself.

This morning, more than sixteen people were killed by Boko Haram in border states, and currently, a lot more are missing; we don’t know how many.

What has been a concern is that the Nigerian army has been beneficiaries of foreign training for several years. But when one
really peels back the training, a lot is window dressing training. The discipline is poor, and so is the standard of training.

I believe this is due to what we consider to be doctrinal blinders as well as battlefield failures because Boko Haram has outmaneuvered the Nigerian army on numerous occasions, and we witnessed the same thing happening in other African countries. Where anti-government forces get some results, the national armies are put under pressure. And I for one have to ask the question, why?

Go to the next one, Eddie? [slide changes]

We were approached on a three-month contract to launch a rescue mission to release 300-plus girls who were kidnapped in 2014. We were given a very large group of Nigerian groups to select because, as this was going to be a hostage rescue mission which we had done before, we know that they can have a certain skill level and mindset. All of these groups were foreign trained, and a majority came from the Nigeria army special forces.

I have to be critical again. Being critical doesn’t mean I’m attacking anyone.

I think the problems stem from what I previously mentioned, but we were forced to stop selection after day three because by then, we whittled down the 750 men we had to about 120. And the standard of training we witnessed was incredibly poor, and again, we asked this question, why is the training so poor? Why is this empty room training? Why is a doctrine inappropriate that they’re trying to implement? And the GTPs are unsuited to the terrain and the enemy they have to face.

So we had to redevelop a new doctrine and, basically for a hostage rescue, there are several ways to attempt it, and we wanted to rescue these girls. We had to start by combining basic training and specialist training in a very limited period of time.

Next one, please? [slide changes]

After about week number five, our training mission changed. We’re told that the Seventh Infantry Division is about to be overrun
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by Boko Haram, and we were to intervene with haste.

We turned that down. For numerous reasons, too numerous to mention, yet we were asked to track the mission from the hostage rescue to an offensive mission and mentor the troops that have toiled for us.

We immediately deployed the headquarters of the Seventh Infantry Division.

Now, the independent intelligence was to collect intelligence and from that intelligence lies with the Nigerian army. But we also needed them to give us feedback on terrain; the pyro-tactics Boko Haram would develop a doctrine that was realistic and workable, and, along with that, new tactics, techniques, and procedures.

We got the strike force, which is named the Seventy-second Mobile Strike Force as it’s going to be the Seventh Division. But, sadly, the mobile strike force was poorly equipped, with munitions shortages, equipment shortages; the Nigerian army left the training, left the ability to fly their weapons effectively.

But, nevertheless, we forged ahead from the Nigerian infantry to shore up the division. And we were given a step; the company, we were given independence over the Seventy-second. And then we went to the campaign strategy.

Next, Eddie? [slide changes]

The first was to divide the Boko Haram operations and annihilate the enemy on the internet. It meant that the Seventy-second would retake through Boko Haram strongholds on the exits towards Cameroon.

Then we went beyond, and the elements of the Seventh Division were actively patrolled and dominated the switch and be driven into the enemy’s area of operations.

Phase Two was to retake and culminate Boko south; the force would retake it.

Seventh Division would occupy key areas of terrain; it was an occupation and defensive position; we would detach men to start
retraining those that were on target. And then the strike force would locate and annihilate Boko Haram elements.

They then were to take the strong holds north. Strike force was intended to take them down. The Seventh Division was to occupy key terrain and areas while the Seventy-second was to locate and annihilate Boko Haram elements.

We forced a change in the entire campaign design. And in the period we have left, we could only retake Marfa. However, the Nigerian government decided to terminate our engagement.

However, President Jonathan saw this, and he was ultimately asked to—it came to the end of our three-month contract which was not renewed by the incoming President.

However, in one month’s operations, we took back territory larger than Belgium from Boko Haram.

They were ordered to disband the strike force and ordered not only to the Seventh Division but also to the Nigerian army high command.

We ignored consequences, and Boko Haram has returned in a bit more vicious way than what they used to be.

So just a summation and the lessons we learned.

A progression angle was entirely realistic, feasible, and sustainable. There’s nothing wrong with African soldiers if they are well trained and led.

Intelligence is vital to allow the flexibility and prediction because we needed to predict what the enemy is going do. If we can’t do that, we give them initiative, and we put ourselves at a disadvantage. We need the logistics meant to maintain the temper. So that’s a very important thing, that Africans understand Africans.

It not only consists of so-called white South Africans; we are a mix of Africans from several countries around South Africa going right up to Angola, right to the Uganda part of the country.

We need to exploit technology, and the lack of technology that existed in the Nigerian army gave the enemy quite a bit of respite.
We need a campaign designed in alignment with the government strategy. If we’re not prepared to do that, we’re really training for, I don’t know, for something that’s not going to be required.

Both [divisions] were taken by surprise by the aggression, the speed, and the strike forces operations. And there’s several vulnerabilities, and these vulnerabilities were identified during contact with them, and we need to exploit those vulnerabilities.

The strike force was intended to achieve operational success. What is important is that all its valuable assets must be aligned and synchronized to operate in the harmonious way and to force that on the enemy. Equal successes do not equate to successes at all.

In the contact between Specialised Tasks, Training, Equipment and Protection International (STTEP) and the Nigerian army and the Seventy-second Mobile Strike Force, we suffered two deaths from our company; several Nigerian troops were injured. And several false media reports immediately started circulating stating that we are now refusing to deploy, which is really just a cheap shot by the media.

Very importantly, soldiers can only do what we’re trained to do. If we train them well, they will do well. But most importantly for us, violence and anti-government forces can be defeated. We just have to really put our minds to it and do it.

So if I look at private military and security companies (PMSCs) in general, I’m giving a personal opinion. And it’s one of the things: if the shoe fits, wear it.

I do believe they can make a very positive impact on security and policy if they understand the operation environment, the area of operations, the national strategies, and doctrinal gaps because it’s these that give the enemy the advantage.

Sadly—I have to mention this—that arrogance needs to be left at home. Many private military companies come with an attitude that may not be arrogance; it might be overconfidence. That translates to arrogance to many African soldiers, and it usually puts a damper
on efforts. They need to add value, not just train to train. Training courage needs to be determined because if it’s not determined, the troops are going to get to a point where they become stuck.

Private companies need to produce positive results, because that will enhance international—not only regional, but international—security, as well as establish good foreign relations.

It is not creating good relationships from what we are witnessing. They need to be dedicated and not cash driven.

It’s not about keeping the goose that lays the golden egg alive. It’s about slaying that goose, because if you do that, you’re going to gain a lot more credibility from these governments.

They need to be selected on results, and as eyewitness-ed in my home country, I’ve seen someone who spent two or three years in the military who then starts a private military company but who doesn’t really know what to do—yet actually gets a contract.

This happens in some manner or form, and eventually these companies and contracts collapse, and it puts the entire industry as well as the government—where that company comes from—into a bit of disrepute.

They need to be controlled and work in accordance with African government directors.

And I understand the importance of foreign interests versus national and vital interests, but we need to get there so we all work for a common purpose, and that’s to annihilate the enemy.

We need to be prepared to work with many men and equipment and share the same hardships that the troops do. That includes accommodations, to meals, to being able to watch television, to have cold soft drinks at times.

When we deploy, we live with them; we work with them; we eat what they eat.

It helps to develop a trust relationship and a situation where we understand that we’re willing to fight exactly what they’re willing to fight.
Very importantly, we need to set 24 to both military and civil society, especially for the people who are living and working in those areas where they’re deployed. We need to implement social responsibility programs, but those programs need to be cleared by the government. Because what we need to be considered responsibility, may not be on the government’s top list in terms of social responsibilities.

Very importantly, we need to remain good guests and leave as friends who will be missed.

I think it’s said that what we’re told is “Company X is here.” We’ve been doing these and don’t want to come back. And I think it reflects well on the industry, and it doesn’t reflect well on what we considered to be a professional approach to work.

Next one, please? [slide changes]

Just some comments on African government in general. These are obviously things you can’t always say to them. But they need to accept responsibility for the strategic direction they’re taking along with the failures in governance, which are many. And the best way to overcome that is to almost drive them to a position where they start making better strategic decisions.

There is a failure to develop international unity.

In the small area we’re working in, it becomes important for us to unite people, not in terms of party politics, but in terms of supporting overall government initiatives in the area.

There’s a huge amount of pseudo-democracy in Africa, because democracy has become a buzzword in order to get funding. We need to accept that and try to manage it and work around it.

We know that certain governments claim to be democratic, but they know and we know [they] are not. They should not be given money because money can’t be thrown to solve a problem. That doesn’t solve the problem.

What solves the problem is how the money is used and how the forces are prepared to end a specific problem.
Free advisor training isn’t always free. There are strings attacked. We are willing to help you on condition of the following—and the following might be for a specific political decision to be taken, for certain infrastructure or economic development.

They need to develop a larger degree of an independent political role. The lack of governments in political will is what contributed hugely to these conflicts we’re seeing in Africa. And this lack is actually what allowed for the enemy to come in and gain an advantage.

Very important is that bloated armies can’t win wars.

The African wars are not the type of wars we experience and witness in Europe in World War II and the type of conflicts that are going in Afghanistan and Iraq. They’re for numerous reasons. One could go into a debate about those reasons, but I think the important thing is the size of the army does not matter.

What matters is how the men are trained, how they are equipped, and what sort of military will exist in order to make them achieve success.

Unrealistic strategies lead to failure. And unfortunately, that failure costs the lives of good men.

We’ve seen many bad strategies be implemented and stood back and watched and allowed those things to happen. And subsequently, people have died, and those deaths have given the enemy added momentum and confidence in what they believe is the war they’re going to win.

And obviously no faulty or bad intelligence is a guarantee for failure. Intelligence needs to analyze not based on rumor, guesswork, or innuendo.

Next one? [slide changes]

Briefly in terms of politics, strategy, and doctrine, everyone who deploys into Africa are well aware of the impact of these three words, of the crucial impact they have overall on what we’re trying to achieve.
African conflicts or the African continent is extremely complex, hostile, unstable, and extremely violent as well.

The national strategy, the national security’s strategy, the national military strategy, is often an ill-fated security trajectory.

As private companies, we ought to be helping governments to achieve their goals.

A lack of credible realistic intelligence obviously results in good decision making but it’s also often rejected.

What they believe is often really based on gossip and innuendo.

Private military companies need to understand the political and military environment they’re operating in, as well as a strategic direction of that government that needs your help.

We have to operate in the confines of often zero national military strategy. Being able to implement someone’s vision without the correct equipment, without the manpower really becomes an exercise in difficulties.

Very important, we need to understand the enemy and the culture. One of the problems we encountered in Nigeria is many of the troops that made the final selection are also from the Islamic faith, and they have to be convinced to go and fight those who are also of the Islamic faith.

So we have to understand culture and know how to destroy culture and how the African armies, armies from the traditional West or armies in the traditional East, are structured in a manner to fight on the battlefield such as Europe or elsewhere.

Africans don’t allow for that, and there are reasons why the large armies really are ineffective.

It goes back to education levels, to training, to the type that’s available, to the time you’re facing, to the time you have in which to train these forces. Because antiquated doctrines coupled with the very large armies really do not move. We need to adapt the armed forces and the private industry to the terrain and the enemy because there is no template approach to defeating an enemy. A
tropical forest or jungle differs vastly from a desert or Savannah-type terrain. All of them are unique challenges.

We need to identify and train those troops in control or command, whatever we wish to call it, to operate exactly as required within those areas. We cannot fix bad training and broken strategies.

I’ve heard people say, “No, we’ll just ask for more money.”

There’s no money to be given if you’re paid by that government in particular. And any amount of money coming in is not going to make any difference if the foundation is being badly laid.

And obviously, this problem is amplified when support is given to both the government and the anti-government forces, because this sort of stalemate allows for, for want of a better word, call it dubious foreign interest to actually take control of the damages.

And we can just look at several countries in Africa where support is given to both the government and to the anti-government forces, and these conflicts really developed into proxy wars with no end in sight.

Next one, please? [slide changes]

The private companies in the game being overly critical. I’m not pointing the finger, but I believe I would be a liar if I sat here and said everything is perfect. There is an unfounded arrogance or perceived arrogance by some companies that arrive in America. The African armies in Africa.

That skill set needs to be found, developed, and exploited correctly.

Many of these companies have absolutely no experience of the African operating environment or the area of operation. And they don’t understand the huge impact of colonialism, tribalism, belief systems, and if the belief systems where our people are now is totally irrelevant.

We have to live with it; we have to work with it. It’s one thing that any culture or tradition is going on to do and quickly taking away someone’s cultural tradition, that might give you a background, but that’s not the background you need.
Track record of success means one thing. It’s completely different. One of those things, talk the talk, walk the walk as well. Often engaging in activities that we consider to be despicable abuse of power.

We’re not there to abuse power or to go against the government or to identify other business opportunities that we can exploit. So those people who are paying us to help them. A huge problem is they don’t understand the mindset of African troops. There is a mindset, but, again, not a mindset that separates from Uganda to Nigeria, to Angola, for example.

We need to understand the mindset in the specific area that we work in. We need to realize that Africa is a low-tech environment. And often, we see high-tech equipment fail.

When that failure happens, when that GPS has got no more courage, troops have to learn how to use a map. How to use the map in degrees like direct fire, without being able to give them proper coordinates.

[We need to understand the political, religious environment which is critically important because true clans might be fighting one another.

Many are unable to train South African troops. I understand that often contracts only make provision for training. Therein lies the problem: if you train African soldiers and you do not work with them, the immediate perception is you are to employ them. You do not understand that they are guests on this continent.

That has a huge impact on civil military relations. Just actual refusal to integrate with the troops. Private military companies living on one side and the troops living on the other side, and that just reflects badly.

We don’t try to find ourselves living in kingdoms when they live under thatched roofs that are falling in. We live with them. We share their hardships because that’s how you gain the trust and the loyalty of these troops. And all of it has a super negative impact on foreign policies as well as on international security.
Because these stories, people talk; they have access to social media, and they can communicate with one another.

So, I think I’ve gotten to the end. I thank you. No one fell off of their chairs while I was talking. Thank you very much.

(Applause)

**Q&A Segment**

*Mienie:* We are opening up for Q&A, we have about fifteen minutes. And I have a mobile microphone in my hand; can you still hear me, Eeben?

*Barlow:* I got you, Eddie.

*Audience Member 1:* Eeben, good afternoon, thank you for your informative summary this morning over here in the United States. My question is: you briefly pointed out in your presentation that Boko Haram has several weaknesses. Would you like to elaborate on what some of the weaknesses might be?

*Barlow:* Just one of the major weaknesses, one of the major weaknesses, can you hear me? Okay, Josh, one of the major weaknesses was at this stage or as soon as they come under attack, they do not understand the principle of defense and therefore live in those positions. It’s living in those positions to allow you to achieve your aim and take back those positions with them.

I think that’s where we found several of the anti-government forces. They are trained in order to conduct small team type work, ambushes, raids, etc. But as soon as they come under sustained pressure, they’re unable to absorb that pressure and then break in rank.

*Audience Member 2:* Good day, Eeben. You have a very pragmatic approach, and you talked about technology, pragmatic training,
equipment, could you elaborate on the equipment that you use and specifics on the training you did to be pragmatic and achieve the results that you did?

Barlow: I think one of the first problems we faced—can you hear me? Okay.

One of the first problems we were faced with was the fact that marksmanship training was sorely lacking. In fact, despite having been trained by several people, many of the troops had never fired a live round in their lives; they only fired blanks.

So we had to train them on how to use live ammunition because we do not believe in training with blank ammunition.

Just live ammunition training is very important. That was one thing.

Signals training, other training with low standard. Field craft was almost nonexistent and basic patrol formations we could see had been taught somewhere.

In terms of equipment, we never got the vehicles we wanted.

Our indirect fire support on the town called Marfa consisted of two gazelle helicopters bought by the Nigerian army that got in the door.

So that’s where the gunships of which we had two. They grudgingly gave us the one that they had.

So just before we left, about three helicopter gunships were under their command.

It’s very important to us because we needed to allocate certain restricted areas for the gunships to go in at night. And eventually, we were able to start doing that.

In terms of our indirect fire support, we had one 82-millimeter mortars and two 60-millimeter mortars. We got one 22-millimeter we were able to use, but we had huge ammunition shortages. So we had to make sure that the first round was placed exactly on target before we could fire. 12.7 ammunition almost ran out after
we had taken Marfa because there was no logistical backup and no
planning had been made in the Nigerian army.

They had to go and borrow the Nigerian navy’s entire stock of 12.7 ammunition, only to realize [it was] a different caliber or a
different type of round that’s used by the navy.

So these are problems we have to work to overcome. But, these
things have a huge impact on the men. And you have to change
their mindsets so they don’t think they’ve got armed forces by
putting them in a position of danger.

You have to adapt.

We never had enough 12.7’s to mount on every vehicle, so we
devised our own system carrying large machine guns on certain
vehicles.

We had no intervehicle communications because they didn’t
have radios. And that got us back to others who had advised them
and training them, these are basic things that should have been
discovered very early in training.

I could elaborate on that, but I won’t.

Audience Member 3: Eeben, good morning. Ivan here. I have a
question—you mentioned the idea of doctrinal blindness and
the mindset of the African soldier. Is there a length and can you
elaborate a little bit on that?

Barlow: Good so to see you there. Though is going to be on the
African soldier. I’m probably subjective.

If he’s well trained, equipped, properly laid out, he’s an
incredibly good soldier. He’s tough, hardy, and will carry out his
orders and do he’s told; he does what he’s told to do.

That’s not what you see in armies.

When we come to doctrinal blindness, one of the things we find
is that the doctrine is being taught. Every private military company
or foreign military that comes into Africa tries to create a clone
of what they perceive themselves to be. And those are options we cannot just take as templates and place on a specific area and then hope to achieve success.

   We need to look and revisit our doctrines again. Especially Africa. Whatever doctrines we’re looking at, much of the value to those areas where they predict combat will take place, they are not suitable and are not realistic to be applied into Africa.

   Did I answer that?

**Audience Member 4:** Good morning, thank you so much for speaking with us. My question is: what effect can private military companies have on the peacemaking process, especially in sub-Saharan Africa? Thank you.

**Barlow:** I think a huge impact if they are really there to add value to whatever government is doing.

   Many years ago, I chaired a company called Executive Outcomes (EO). It effectively trained a brigade of a foreign army and forced the enemy to an unconditional cease-fire.
   
   But the same happened in Sierra Leone.
   
   And the same is happening in a different culture.
   
   However, approximately making my peace and establishing the sidelines for peace becomes the opportunity of government.
   
   Private military can add value to the military operations to create a climate of negotiation that can take place. But ultimately, that’s going to be between the government and the enemy at that stage of the war.

   I don’t know if that answers the question.

**Dickinson:** Laura Dickinson, George Washington University. Thank you for that talk.

   I’m a law professor and a lawyer. Normally my interest turns towards the law. I noticed you didn’t mention that in your talk. I wonder if you could speak about the importance of law in this
context. Law can follow, the law of our conflict can add to the legitimacy of operations. If you can speak to that and also the challenges of applying the law in this context.

Barlow: I really am, yeah. I apologize if I didn’t hear the entire question. I’ll answer what I believe to be the first part that I heard and that’s in terms of the lawfulness of what is being exercised, is that correct?

Dickinson: I’m interested of the way in which following the law of armed conflict and encouraging others to do so enhances the legitimacy of operations. I’m also interested if you can speak to the challenges of doing that in this context?

Barlow: Let me start off by saying that part of the challenges that we are faced with is that the armed forces are often deployed internally in a policing role. And what that has effectively done is almost allowed an undeclared state of martial law. Often, those militaries override the law enforcement agencies in terms of certain laws.

I think, possibly, we find ourselves in a fortunate position in that we train, we’re very isolated. They are removed from that environment. They see themselves above the law enforcement agencies. And that’s very easy for us to influence them.

We are incredibly strict no matter what anybody has to say about it.

But the reality is we enforce discipline on everyone in the company and who’s been trained by us because ultimately the acceptance and the legality of what they’re doing is going to be given by the local population. Because the local population will quickly make you understand that you’ve acted unlawfully in their minds against them.

But critically important for us is they are our major source of battlefield intelligence or battlefield information. Not sure if that answered the question.
Dickinson: Yes, thank you.

Barlow: I apologize. I’m slightly deaf, so I have a hard time hearing all the time.

Audience Member 5: You had talked about social responsibility programs for the private companies. Can you give an example of what that type of program would look like and what it would entail?

Barlow: Can that please be repeated, Eddie?

Audience Member 5: Sorry. You talked about social responsibility programs for the private companies, can you give an example of what that type of program would entail?

Barlow: Yes, we set up medical clinics, which are staffed by our medics.

The medicine we obtained usually from hospitals that are donated to us that we fly into those areas with purified water in order to bring down the possibility of water-borne diseases with the people who feed off possibly a river or a well.

I think that’s important things to people.

I also know that if they have a problem in terms of, for example, in employment and we are deployed in an area, we will employ local people to assist us.

Obviously, they will be monitored to make sure that they [do not] give intelligence to the bad guys. But we will also make an effort to employ people as chefs, possibly, and the vehicles in order to let them own something.

We’re not in the habit of just giving when it comes to employing people. We want them to do a job before they get paid.

But that said, we really look at water and medical clinics.
Audience Member 6: Thank you very much, I would like to ask probably the last question for this session. It’s a bit provocative. I want you to comment on the following fact: how do you see the intervention of this in terms of functionality. Whether you see them as quick fixes to end certain crises or the lasting solutions?

In essence, you’re giving an example with Boko Haram. And I remember that ending that Boko Haram has occurred. Please comment on the functionality, is it a quick fix or a lasting solution. Thank you.

Barlow: I think ultimately that’s going to depend on the government. Where these have become lasting solutions was for, example, in Sierra Leone.

As we look at, for example, Boko Haram, the intelligence given to the government, the predictions that were made, were ignored. Once those became ignored, Boko Haram was given the opportunity to reorganize, arm themselves, and continue with the offensive.

Ultimately, however, the private military company can only play a role in creating a condition of peace or a condition in which peace can be negotiated. The end result is going to be determined by the government and not by the private military company.

But the reality of it is that these enemies can be defeated. It doesn’t take rocket science to do it. But ultimately, governments need to step in and take over because time for ending military action comes. My concern is many private military companies want to prolong that period.

Audience Member 6: Thank you.

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation.]
This research examines the extent to which South Africa (SA) exemplifies latent state fragility. I employ the term latent state fragility to include, within the context of governmental capacity, the conditions in which traditional indicators of state fragility show a country to have moderate to low fragility, while at the same time it experiences high violent crime, social disparities, endemic corruption, high unemployment and poverty rates, and poor service delivery, especially with regards to the provision of security to its citizens. I call these the “non-traditional indicators” of state fragility.

The challenges facing the South African government (SAG) juxtaposed against the lowering fragility levels highlight SA’s paradox. On the one hand the Fragile States Index (FSI) shows that SA has very moderate to low fragility, while on the other hand the country faces the many serious challenges to personal, community, political, and economic security. All of these broader security measures are also measures of fragility or stability, but they go beyond the FSI’s measures. The FSI measures take into account security, political, economic, and social effectiveness and legitimacy scores. However, the FSI does not take into account extended human security measures, like unemployment and poverty rates,
corruption, government leadership, crime rates, and identity-based preferential treatment policies. These are important measures of structural violence that affect the potential for conflict in a state. My study shows that the FSI measures are not sufficient to accurately represent state stability.

Societal-Systems Research, Inc., a private research enterprise, produces the information resources that form the foundation for the Center for Systemic Peace, which produces the FSI. The Center is located in Virginia and was founded in 1997 and engages in global systems analysis with a research focus on the problem of political violence by systematically analyzing the dynamic relationship between criminal activity, racial and political inclusivity, and the regime’s overall stability across time. In so doing, the FSI relies exclusively on state-aggregated data and ignores personal, community, and economic security and individual perceptions of security.

To address some of these shortfalls, I identify the most serious challenges to personal, community, political, and economic security under the existing conditions in SA, in an effort to assess whether existing measures of state fragility may be ignoring important factors measuring fragility. This question is at the heart of my research and guides my analysis.

The increase in the number of private security companies (PSCs) in SA should be seen against the backdrop of the many challenges that face the country’s security system, particularly the South African Police Service (SAPS), and the growing lack of trust of the people, the general public in its ability to maintain safety against crime and corruption. The increase in numbers of PSCs may also be attributable to the SAG outsourcing some of its security system functions out of necessity, where the state does not have the level of expertise necessary to provide effective security services.

In SA, PSCs secure, among other areas, fixed assets such as commercial and government buildings, provide residential security,
function as armed response units, provide crime lab and forensic services, and gather intelligence. Moreover, given that some of the aforementioned functions traditionally assumed by the state are now provided by the private sector, one might reasonably wonder about accountability and legitimacy of the state, and if outsourcing leads to a form of fragility not measured by any of the standard state fragility measures. I examine this type of latent fragility in detail. It is SA’s strategic role as a key economic and military force in Africa, and therefore as a vital factor for stability for sub-Saharan Africa, that makes this study a noteworthy contributor to government policy formulation or (re)formulation in an effort to address the many challenges it faces.

**Governance and State Fragility — A Security System Correlation**

How do governance and state fragility correlate with the state’s security system? More precisely, does state fragility presuppose a deficient security system, or does an effective security system help establish a stable state? In an attempt to address these questions, I consider that after the Cold War, most conflicts in the world have occurred within states—not between states—and that the focus of security has shifted to the individual and the community. First, in an attempt to answer whether measures of state fragility really measure fragility, I use the human security framework by focusing on the differences between a state-centered and a human-centered approach to security, by comparing two schools of thought concerning the concept of human security, namely, the narrow and broad and focusing on the broad school.

Second, I look at the role that good governance, legitimate governance, and GGD play in the stability and the ability of the state to provide for the security of its citizens. In this study, I argue that a stable state should be able to provide for the security needs of its population, especially in the areas of personal, community,
economic, and political security, through its agencies, such as the police, home affairs, defense, judiciary, intelligence, and the penal system.

Third, the term *security* in my study is used holistically and goes beyond individual services. I mean to study an understanding the relationship between the *security system* and state stability and so focus on the *security system functional space*, where the security system actors interact with one another.

Here’s a little diagram. Here’s the functional space that I’m referencing, and as you can see over here, part of the functional space a state is supposed to prevent violent conflict, domestically protect its economic system, and exercise political oversight. And these are the three areas of this functional space that I focus on in my study. The others being protecting the state against external and internal threats, enforcing national/international laws, contributing to international crisis management, and defending territorial integrity. However, these three came to the fore during my field research quite strongly.

And then here we have the security system main actors that I reference in my study, being the judicial penal actor, civil society as an actor, legislative bodies, executive authorities, core security actors, external and internal armed forces and intelligence, police customs and intelligence. And here are on-statutory forces where private security companies operate.

Last, to understand the role that the outsourcing of security functions plays in the stability of the state, I focus on the advantages and shortfalls of the outsourcing of security functions.

There may be sound economic reasons for the state to outsource security functions, in which case it could contribute to stability, which is an advantage. However, the state should consider which security functions are core and decide which of those, if any, should be outsourced. Loss of expertise and institutional memory could be the result of outsourcing core security functions such as
police, intelligence, and customs (border control). Furthermore, outsourcing to PSCs assumes effective management, transparency, and accountability of the PSCs. When this is not present, the state loses control over the activities of the PSCs. When a state outsources from a position of weakness because it has lost the capacity and capability of offering its population effective security, my study refers to such outsourcing as *insourcing*. Insourcing assumes that the state cannot offer these services without the assistance of the private security industry. Such insourcing could contribute to stability and may be indicative of latent state fragility.

**Human Security**

As the Cold War came to an end, the security discourse shifted from the narrow interpretation of security as security of territory from external aggression, protection of national interests in foreign policy, or global security from the threat of a nuclear holocaust, to human security (United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 1994). During the Cold War, legitimate concerns of ordinary citizens who sought security in their daily lives were largely ignored. Ordinary citizens sought protection against threats from crime, political repression, unemployment, disease, hunger, social conflict, and environmental hazards.

Human security can be said to have two main aspects: (a) safety from chronic threats such as hunger, disease, and repression, and (b) protection from sudden and hurtful disruptions in the patterns of daily life caused by violent and aggressive behavior, including structural violence and non-state (societal) behavior. Examples of direct violence are death through crime, drug abuse, dehumanization, and discrimination. Examples of structural violence are deprivation, rampant preventable/treatable disease, poor response to natural disasters, underdevelopment, poverty, inequality, and population displacement as these harm people.
indirectly. These threats can be universal irrespective of the social standing and wealth or poverty of the individual. In the end, human security is a concern not with weapons but with human life and dignity. Human security is about enabling people to exercise choices freely and safely, and guaranteeing that the opportunities brought today by development will not be lost tomorrow. It is about freedom from fear and want and the ability to live with dignity. The Human Development Report (HDR) asserts that “human security is more easily identified through its absence than its presence.”

**Human Security Components**

Human security is not a defensive concept but an integrative one, which acknowledges the universalism of life claims as mentioned, and is based on the solidarity among people and can happen when there is consensus that development must involve all people. Based on the HDR first released in 1994, there are seven components that make up human security of which I use four (personal, community, economic, and political) in order to measure components of structural violence. This list summarizes a range of security threats from physical violence to human dignity that are relevant to my research. I do not include environmental, food, and health-care security as these extend beyond the scope of my present study. However, personal and community security is threatened where a state has high violent crime rates.

I have some stats to throw up on the screen here. Aggravated robbery in 2017, 141,000 incidents in that year of aggravated robbery. That’s over 300 a day. The crimes, are residential robberies in this period of 2002 to 2016, fourteen-, fifteen-year period, have gone up 145%. Business robberies up to 76%. And carjacking up 13.8%. Here this is aggravated robbery. In 2016–2017, you’re looking at 250 per day.

When we’re talking about aggravated robbery, this is violent crime that’s perpetrated against people. We have a murder rate and
attempted murder rate hovering around fifty per day in a population in the round about 58 million. Farm murders and attacks from this six-year period: we have over 400 farm murders that have taken place, and these attacks over here are pretty violent. I am not sure which one you’ll choose being on the receiving end. These are alarming statistics.

Political security is threatened when a state experiences high levels of corruption and abuse of power. Economic security is threatened when a state has high levels of unemployment and poverty rates.

Here are World Bank statistics: in 2006, the official unemployment rate as a percentage of total labor force: 22.6% up to 27.7%. That’s the official number, according to the World Bank.

We’re looking at 40% unemployment and up to 60% in the age group between fifteen and twenty-five. That’s pretty alarming as well.

**Good Governance**

According to Collier (2007), 70% of the world’s failed, weak, or fragile states are located in Africa, home to the world’s poorest 1 billion people. Jackson (2012) argues that most of these states “may also have a dysfunctional security sector that is either politically compromised, or chronically underfunded, or subject to conflict and unable to control sovereign territory or criminal activity” (p. 251). A fragile state is unable to deliver a legitimate, accountable, and politically controlled security system with good oversight mechanisms. Waltz (1979) identifies security as a core government function and a public good very much in the Hobbesian manner, where the all-powerful sovereign state provides security to its citizens based on a social contract between the state, who guarantees the safety of the citizens on the one hand, in exchange for the loyalty of the citizens on the other. Good governance includes not just political institutions, but norms and patterns of
interaction among the people (the governed and governors) and effective socio-economic systems.

**Legitimate Governance**

Effective legitimate governance, namely “governance in which the governed believe fundamentally in the legitimacy of the system and people who govern them,” is essential if the state is to ward off becoming a fragile state.

**Research Methodology**

Since 1994 when SA became a democracy, the country has made remarkable progress in uplifting previously disadvantaged population groups. The community of nations accepted SA into its fold again and trade with these countries normalized. Over the past 24 years, indications are that the country has progressed from a seriously fragile state to one with moderate fragility. In the afterglow of the hugely successful hosting of the soccer World Cup in 2010, SA was heralded as a great democracy underscored by the widely used Fragile States Index (FSI). During that event, the SAG made concerted efforts to contain crime and deal with it effectively. A combined effort by the security forces and the criminal justice system, in collaboration with the private security industry, had a positive impact on reducing crime levels in the country.

Since the Soccer World Cup, notwithstanding a huge increase in police numbers and the police budget, direct and structural violence is on the rise again. SA was a violent democracy during the ‘90s into the 2000s. In addition, SA is home to the world’s largest private security industry as measured by percentage of its GDP. The SAG has outsourced some of its core security functions to the private security industry.

The key question I address in my research is: Do existing measures of state fragility really measure fragility? Related sub-questions include:
• Is SA more fragile than commonly used measures lead us to believe?
• Do governance and security deficits in SA indicate a latent level of state fragility, making SA less stable than widely believed?
• What role does the outsourcing of key security functions play in protecting or undermining personal, community, political, and economic security and stability in SA?
• How does the growth of the private security industry affect these dynamics?

To understand the complexity of the security situation in SA in all its nuance, my research enables me to determine whether the existing measures of state fragility really measure fragility. I do this by interviewing security experts in the field. The FSI indicates that a country has high fragility when it experiences major political, social, and economic challenges. In order to assess the nature and magnitude of these challenges for SA, I also interviewed leading South African security experts and practitioners. This approach provides richer data than secondary analysis of existing quantitative data would by itself.

With this research, I gained an understanding of the role that the security system and its actors play in the state fragility debate, with particular emphasis on the role of the SAPS and the private security industry. It is anticipated that this research may offer insights into the concept of latent state fragility. This concept predicts that when non-traditional indicators of state fragility or instability are present, such as high violent crime, huge social disparities, endemic corruption, as mentioned high unemployment and poverty rates, and poor service delivery, especially with regards to the provision of security to its population, we have a case of latent state fragility. My research shows that the human security components of personal, community, economic, and political security have to be considered as integral factors of good governance. Moreover, when a state has
seen its private security industry grow to where it becomes larger than its police and military forces combined, one has to wonder whether the outsourcing the security system functions to that industry contributes to or erodes the stability of the state.

**Concepts and Variables**

Although all statistical data indicate that SA is a stable democracy, as mentioned, as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) it hosts the largest and most rapidly growing number of PSCs that assume an ever-increasing array of security functions. In 2018, we have 2.365 million people in the private security industry in SA. That’s both active and inactive. From ’97 to 2018, we had an increase of over 100% in active registered PSCs and active registered security officers increased by 353% over the twenty year period. So we have over a half a million of active private security officers today. This calls into question SA’s monopoly on the provision of security and its ability to ensure the security of its citizens over all its territory in light of direct and structural violence in the country. The prevalence of direct violence begs the question of whether SA may not be able to ensure the security of its population. It is questionable whether outsourcing presents a solution given the increasing violent crime rates with the concomitant growth in the private security industry. In my research, I use semi-structured interviews, I review of official documents, and secondary data analysis to examine the current security context in SA and the state’s ability to provide for the security of its citizens.

State fragility is defined by the FSI in terms of effectiveness and legitimacy scores, which include security, political, economic, and social scores; SA has shown a steady improvement over a sixteen-year period according to FSI (Table 1) from 95 to over a twenty year period we dropped 25 being extremely fragile we were 13 out of 25. According to FSI we’ve improved. According to this index, SA overall is becoming more stable. In fact, SA is the most advanced
country economically and politically in Africa, but shows signs of what we find in fragile states.

**The Case of South Africa**

SA is Africa’s second wealthiest state, after Nigeria, in total GDP and has sub-Saharan continent’s most powerful military. Yet, despite these impressive statistics, the country continues to battle high direct and structural violence. The economic divide that was defined along racial lines in the past is today defined across class lines—between the *haves* and the *have-nots*. After apartheid, policies were used to keep a minority white population in control of the country through systemic social engineering. SA became a democracy in 1994. However, that democracy is showing signs of growing impatience from, amongst others, *inter alia*, the labor unions whose members are still no better off economically than during the apartheid years and an economic growth rate that does not help to create job opportunities to address the high unemployment rate. The real GDP per capita average annual growth for SA for the period 2010–2015 is 0.7%. Correlated with these issues is the high rate of violent crime and an expanding police service with one of the bigger budgets among all the national government departments, yet apparently unable to combat crime effectively. We have public safety spending in the twenty-year period from ’94 to 2014 has gone up 670%. Up to 210 billion rands which is converted 14 to 1 for the dollar, but nevertheless 670% increase in public safety spending. I examine specifically the role of the private security industry as part of SA’s security system and its role in enhancing or eroding the state’s stability, with questions beginning to be raised about early signs of possible rising ethnic tensions in the country.

**The Role of PSCs**

PSCs have been active in SA since the peaceful resistance to the apartheid government turned violent in the 1960s. Initially,
the security police and later the military were used as the lines of defense against the acts of violence committed by the liberation forces. At that time, neighboring Namibia, since independence, was administered by SA. Once the armed insurgency by the South West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO) – another liberation force in then-South West Africa – escalated in the late 1960s, the South African military was deployed alongside the militarized SAPS to contain the acts of violence. The SAPS eventually withdrew from that conflict when military conscription was lengthened from nine to twelve to eighteen months, and eventually to two years. The SAG now had the manpower to replace the police force, but more importantly, the armed insurgency within the context of the Cold War took on a stature that required military action for which the police force was neither trained nor equipped to handle.

At this stage in the 1970s, the SAPS began to reduce its conventional policing functions inside SA. It began to focus its resources on suppressing and containing the liberation struggle inside SA, and PSCs began to fill the security gaps left by the shift in police priorities, such as guarding property for paying clients; guarding strategic installations, such as petroleum depots and government buildings; and as armed response units to homes and businesses. As the acts of violence by the liberation forces escalated, the prevalence of PSCs increased at an average annual rate of 30% since the late 1970s.

According to the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR, 2012), the growth in the private security industry can be directly related to the SAPS withdrawing from some of its traditional functions; private property increasingly being used by the public, such as shopping malls; and the perception that the police are unable to protect the public effectively. A culmination of the end of the Cold War in 1989–90 and the transition to democracy in SA in 1994 contributed to the further rise of South African PSC activities outside and inside the borders of SA. Within the context
of the end of the Cold War and SA’s past involvement in military excursions in neighboring states and states further afield, a large number of people with experience in counterinsurgency live in SA, and many owners and managers of PSCs have military, police, and intelligence training and experience. Moreover, the end of the Cold War introduced a phase where countries cut back on their military budgets and reduced their personnel world-wide by an estimated six million people. This resulted in an oversupply of trained soldiers who were not quite willing to join civilian life and found themselves contributing to the burgeoning growth of the private security industry.

In 1989, quite a few SA special forces were assigned to the SAPS to assist with countering transnational crime and ended up going under-cover for the police. After meeting with De Beers and Anglo American Security managers who inquired from Eeben Barlow how he was able to successfully infiltrate and penetrate crime syndicates, Barlow was contracted to set up a covert operation for De Beers in Botswana, known as Debswana, to infiltrate the diamond crime syndicates and cartels. This illustrates that the statutory security actors could not meet the community’s security needs. Executive Outcomes (EO) was established to train South Africa’s special forces in covert operations. Subsequent to ’94, several African National Congress (ANC) Umkhonto we Sizwe members joined the ranks of EO and worked alongside their erstwhile enemies in Africa and in the Far East. This specialist expertise was an unfortunate loss to the South African National Defence Force (SANDF).

The police suffered the same fate as the military in SA after democracy was established. Certain units such as the Organized Crime Unit and the Narcotics Unit were shut down as they were deemed superfluous. This elimination resulted in a loss of specialized police skills. The police received special training from the British metropolitan police, and the “FBI (came and) trained what was known as the Scorpions.” The Scorpions rapidly degenerated
into another crime syndicate, and so the SAG was forced to shut them down. The Scorpions were replaced by the Hawks, which tried to follow the British method of policing and has a special investigative unit that follows a quasi-FBI approach of which none can function [in SA] and I quote one of my interviewees, “because we are not England and we are not the United States.” The result of the manipulation of the military and the police by “allies” has resulted in thousands of ex-military and police who either started their own security companies or joined an extant PSC where they could apply their skills.

Another security area of concern for SA is the loss of some of its intelligence capabilities. PSCs perform some services on behalf of the police and the intelligence services because they do not always have the required capability. The private sector increasingly turns toward private security to “provide them a platform of apparent stability and security” so that they can run their operations as they should, since they can no longer rely on the police to do it. South African citizens and businesses spend around R$6 billion (US$415 million) annually on private security because they feel that the SAG does not do enough to keep them and their property safe in a climate of very high crime rates. According to a former Shadow Minister of Police and member of the Portfolio Committee on Police, “more and more government departments, state entities and even state security agencies and the police themselves use private security firms.”

The rise in the private security industry may certainly explain in part observed improvements in SA’s FSI measures. However, when one looks at one of the indicators of latent state fragility that I propose, such as high crime rates that threaten private and community security, it appears that the growth in the private security industry has not had a meaningful impact on the gaps that have developed in the security system. The fact that many of the human security challenges reside in Africa, and SA represents a
potentially significant regional partner in global efforts to address them, this means that any indications of state fragility in SA could bode ill for much of the African continent. Also, SA has received recognition as a significant regional and international leader by joining Brazil, Russia, India, and China to form the emerging economic bloc known as BRICS. It is also known that SA is a pivotal state for US strategy in Africa. Moreover, SA has become the second strongest economy in Africa and, according to the FSI, among the top stable states. As such, SA has become a *pivotal state* beyond the African continent, which means it has become

So important that its collapse would spell transboundary mayhem: migration, communal violence, pollution, disease, and so on. A pivotal state’s steady economic progress and stability, on the other hand, would bolster [its] region’s economic vitality and political soundness and benefit American trade and investment.

**Outsourcing**

Today, with the number of private security officers outnumbering the police three-to-one, members of the public are more likely to encounter a private security officer than a member of the SAPS. Organizational restructuring; poorly managed affirmative action; Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) policies; and lack of capacity, capability, and resources have negatively affected the level and quality of service the police provide. The high violent crime rate, growth of the private security industry, and the outsourcing of some of the core security system functions such as intelligence and forensics, are evidence of these negative effects.

Part of the explanation for the increasing growth in the private security industry is the fact that the SAPS insources part of its core security functions as mentioned such as intelligence, criminal
investigations, and forensics. This takes place because the SAPS have lost the capacity to provide such services, or at least have been perceived by the general public to have done so. Businesses and private individuals who experience inadequate basic police services most often utilize the services of the PSCs.

A further indictment of police performance appears to come from the analysis done by the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR) showing that 1.35 million crimes went unreported in SA in 2015, which means that of the 2.63 million crimes committed in 2015, only 51% were reported, indicating a lack of public trust in the police’s ability to effectively provide personal and community security. Unreported crime to the SAPS is captured by the StatsSA Victim Survey (Table 2).

If the security system, in conclusion, is “not inclusive, is partial and corrupt, unresponsive, incoherent, ineffective and inefficient and/or unaccountable to the public,” then we have a dysfunctional system. The security system is not inclusive when it serves only certain segments and not the whole population and is partial to serving some (wealthy) communities well, while neglecting other (poorer) communities.

And just a few stats to share with you real quick. I don’t know if the press in the US picked this up; on the 16th of August 2012, 44 SA were shot dead, these were miners, by the SA police, because they were protesting their working conditions and pay; they wanted pay increases. We had approximately 3,000 service delivery protests per month throughout the country at that stage. This was the government that deleted this clause. There was a Marikana inquiry, and they deleted this specific clause so as to veil the government’s complicity in what took place at Marikana.

The deficit that I found, we had a flawed application of identity-group based preferential treatment policies; a backlog in court cases; we lack alternative mechanisms; there’s a lack of public trust; there’s an abuse of power from the police, there’s a catered deployment, which is not very effective.
We have a lot of specialist expertise, lots of control over territory, and the corruption of the police in the general justice system is high.

I used INVIVO software. And during my interviews, I interviewed 45 experts in the field, and I spent about two hours each with each of them, and I have a lot of data. These overarching themes that come out of the interviews is good governance and SA insecurity. And within this, corruption of the government, new social divides, social economic successes and challenges, growth of the private security and challenges, and the police lack of capacity and capability came up very strong. Again, some optimal police leadership.

Here is what I eventually come up with. High violent crime, poor service delivery, and the indentity-group based preferential treatment and social disparities are all threats to personal, economic, and political security. And these nontraditional indicators, as I mentioned in the beginning, that indicate latent state fragility. And so, when we have direct violence and structural violence measures present such as those on the slide, my answer to the question “Is SA latently fragile?” It’s an emphatic yes.

Sorry I took so long. I didn’t cover everything I wanted to.

So we’re open for Q&A.

(Applause)

Q&A Segment

Host: We have time for a few questions. I think everybody is hungry. They heard enough.

I’m going to kick this off, then. So you mentioned the loss of expertise and continuity as some of the concerns. I’m curious in your research, were there any examples of the PMCs in SA using their advantageous position to influence national policy or strategy?

Mienie: Yeah, there’s a vacuum there. The private security companies, we have a regulatory authority. It’s called the Private Security Authority that tries to control or regulate and legislate the private
security industry. And, just historically, I think they are being viewed by the government as suspicious, you know? Because of our history. It’s going to take a generation for that to settle down. That’s an interesting question, Sharon. There should be collaboration. As a matter of fact, I didn’t have time today, but I have come up with a lot of policy recommendations for the SA government to consider. That’s one of them. And the other is a functional intelligence community should play a role in the vetting of private military and security companies as well. So there is an absolute need to work together. Hopefully, the day will come sooner rather than later.

Audience Member 1: Is there any data available on the ethnic and racial compositions of both the police force and the PMCs?

Mienie: That’s an interesting question. Not that I know of, Dan. We’ve been very fortunate. We have eleven official languages and nine different ethnic groups in addition to the white population, people of mixed marriages and also from Asia.

Until now, we haven’t seen anything until recently, any factors indicating ethnic tensions. The majority of the new democratic government that came to power in ’94 came from the . . . group, Nelson Mandela was in that group. The largest ethnic group in SA are completely underrepresented in government, in national government.

Jacob Zuna, no longer our Prime Minister, our President, is from the Zulu nation. And there were indications of him putting in Zulus to strategic national security positions within the national intelligence community and the security community. So, I was watching it from afar to see if it would be a trigger for potential ethnic tensions. I have not seen it yet, but I hear that there may be a potential. So I hope we stay away from that, you know?

SA is an interesting place, very complex. It’s a nation that has the largest white tribe, if I may say that, on the African continent. And
I think all of that mixture makes it a very rich environment to have success. And so that’s why I have come up with recommendations in my study, to see how we can move forward in a positive way. We have some disturbing elements that I picked up during my field research. Eric?

**Audience Member 3:** Could you comment on Malema and the economic freedom fighters and his pressure on Ram Afroza who’s not Zulu, so he’s kind of a political orphan. What does it mean for white farmers?

**Mienie:** I’m impressed with your knowledge there. Ramaphosa, our present President, is from the Vendar group, which is a very small, yeah. So Julius Malema is the leader of the economic freedom fighters. There’s nothing economic about them; there’s nothing free about them. It’s all about fighting is what I can see from a distance. And he appeals to the unemployed youth that I mentioned earlier in my talk, 15 to 25-year-olds that are 60% unemployed. That’s a terrible situation to be in. If you can’t find employment, you’re looking for employment; you need to survive somehow. So with his rhetoric, which is very much, and my South African colleagues can help me out who are out there, is anti-ANC; he wants to take over.

He was the leader of the ANC youth league until he got kicked out by Jacob Zuma, the President at the time, not only of South Africa, but also as the ANC as a party. So there’s bad blood between the two. And so MALEMA has become very hostile. Is become militant. And he has these rallies and shouts death to the farmer, death to the boer; one bullet, one farmer. This kind of rhetoric is not good to nation building. He’s now the third largest political party in South Africa, the EFF. I know it’s a problem for the ANC. It’s certainly a problem for the official opposition of the democratic alliance. And so I think I’ve addressed the thing about the farm murders. They are pushing the rhetoric. They want, there’s a push for this to remove
the white farmers off of the land which traditionally belongs to the black Africans is what Malema is pushing. And so his audience are actually executing that. And as I said, we need a mechanism in place to protect certainly an important part of our economy and the farming. I’m looking for the positive signs. Did that answer some of your question? Okay. Thank you so much for listening.

[Table 2: Stats South Africa Victim Survey]

(Appause)

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation.]
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They wanted me to talk about contractors, past, present, and future, so I will do a quick run through the past for maybe part of the education you didn’t hear in class.

America, remember, was started not by British soldiers. It was started by companies. Companies like the Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth, and Jamestown companies that were listed on the London Stock Exchange.

They hired people like John Smith and Miles Standish, professional private military contractors who had fought in Europe as soldiers for the crown and who hired on at companies as security—basically as a security manager to come over and help secure these colonies.

Remember the first elements of the US Army were basically those minutemen-type units formed by those colonies.

Across the street from the White House, if you visit Washington, D.C., you’ll find Lafayette Park where someone in Washington, D.C. thought enough of contractors 100 years ago to build statues to these guys.
The Marquis de Lafayette, Comte de Rochambeau, Baron Friedrich Welhelm von Steuben, Tadeusz Kosciuszko, foreigners, mercenaries, contractors, who came and built the Continental Army. Baron von Steuben was the first inspector general of the US Army and the founder of American artillery. There's even a 30-foot-tall statue of Kosciuszko at West Point. Imagine the apostasy of a contractor statue at West Point.

At sea, 9 out of 10 ships taken during the American Revolution were taken by privateers. Private ship, private crew. A profit motive. They had a hunting license they got from Congress called the letter of marque and reprisal that authorized them to go out and attack enemy shipping, and they did, they did well.

Even George Washington, America’s founding father, was an investor in a privateer.

Fast forward a bit through the ages, through the centuries—whether it’s securing the West, securing infrastructure, you’ll find contractors. The Pinkertons were for many years much larger than the US Army; you had intelligence on the battlefield, and Allan Pinkerton, the original private eye, was hired to do intelligence and security in a very split capital in 1861.

The US military has never been a big adapter when it comes to change. They tend to adapt pretty slowly. Right?

You think about a guy named William Gatling who developed the Gatling gun. He developed it from a corn planter, and he tried to sell it to the US Army in 1862 when there was a Civil War on. You would think you would want a nice high speed weapon to fire.

And the chief of US Army ordinance said, why would I want a gun that consumes so much ammunition?

But Gatling persisted. He eventually got a live fire demo done for Abraham Lincoln on the National Mall out in front of the White House, and the Gatling gun came to be and helped win the end of the war for the North.

And aircraft, also, an American invention. The Wright Brothers persisted and finally launched that aircraft off a sand dune in North
Carolina, and they flew it, and the US Army wanted nothing to do with it. The French did. The French bought it first. The US Army said, ah, we have aerostats and balloons; why would we ever need an airplane? So, again, the idea of the US military of the Pentagon not being quick adapters to what’s changing, I’m not surprised.

There’s a lot of talk about Afghanistan earlier and what to do about contractors in Afghanistan and all of the rest. So let me lay this scenario for you: imagine you had a prime contractor whose sole responsibility was to build and stabilize the Afghan security forces, and they’ve been doing it for the last 17 years. They have consumed more than $1 trillion of US taxpayer money. The US taxpayers are on the hook for another $1 trillion in veterans’ healthcare costs.

And despite of that 17 years, now the friendly government only controls 30% of the terrain.

The partner forces in-country are losing hundreds per month. In fact, the attrition rate of the Afghan forces now is 3% per month. Dead, wounded, or deserted. You annualize out 3% a month, that’s 36% a year. 36% a year force per year is out the door and gone, not to be replaced. A truly unsustainable number.

70%. If the whole reason the US forces are in Afghanistan is to deny terrorist sanctuary, the friendly government only controls 30%. The other 70% is under the control or is regularly contested by the Taliba, or any other of the 20-some forces that are resident in Afghanistan. So I would call that a problem.

Imagine if that was in the hands of one contractor. Would you fire them? Or would you at least start to ask accountability questions as to what are we doing as a country allowing that kind of paradigm to persist for seventeen years.

The military industrial complex is a real thing. Everything that General Eisenhower warned about is real. Washington is about money and power. Okay?

And people will say, they will be concerned, “Well, there’s a profit motive in privatization of contractors and all the rest.”
Hey, we’re spending as a country this year $62 billion in Afghanistan. We’re spending $5 billion to support the Afghan security forces; that’s the stroke of the check just to pay for the Afghan army, police, and air force, $5 billion.

We’re spending $57 billion to support the US presence there. So our 15,000 US forces cost the taxpayers $57 billion. Now remember, that’s money we don’t even have. Look at the deficit the United States runs every year. Our deficit now is so large, $21 trillion, that even the Chinese debt portion of US foreign debt holdings, our interest on that fund, is their defense budget.

So for people to say, well, turning to contractors or privatization rationalization, we can’t do that. Hey, we have a very real debt problem. Maybe not right now. But the interest rates can’t stay low forever. And remember, all that money we spend in deficit every year racks up that debt, and the interest payments don’t stay in America. So we have a problem.

If our reason for being there was to deny terrorist sanctuary, that’s a fail. Because clearly there’s a lot of sanctuary, because they can launch and attack Kabul or, for heaven’s sakes, two weeks ago they put a gunman in the room with a US commander, and they killed General Razzaq—a friend of mine. I had dinner with him three weeks before he died. He was a big supporter of rationalization. What a brave man he was. They tried to kill him more than two dozen times, and he didn’t quit. They killed many of his family. But he didn’t blink; he didn’t quit and stayed a true warrior to the end. So we owe it to the Afghans to get it right.

We owe it to ourselves to get it right because, if the mighty US military, the most powerful and expensive military in the history of mankind, gets defeated by largely-illiterate goat herders using very simple weapons—AKs, PKs, DShKs, and homemade explosives—we have a real problem because that empowers every jihadi crazy in the world.

I walk through the Association of the US Army’s annual convention, and I cringe because they have all of that stuff, all of
that equipment, tens of billions of dollars of stuff of every kind of radar communications gear, night vision, all of the rest. And we’re still losing to very, very basic primitive tactics that are working. So we have to get this right.

I have sons your age, and a couple of them will join soon. And the idea of them going to Afghanistan to get blown up or dead, I wanted no part of. I have been paying attention to peace in Afghanistan since 1998 when I funded a peace conference. We were trying to get the king, Zahir Shah, to go back from his exile, his comfortable exile in Rome, to go back and have a big peace conference long before 9/11, but, alas, Rome was a little too comfortable, and he didn’t go. But I got to know a lot of the players in Afghanistan, and so I’ve kept in touch with them ever since.

But seeing—I first got to Afghanistan in April of 2002. And it was right at the inflection point. Right when we were going from a very special operations unconventional warfare approach to where Bagram Air Force Base became a saluting zone. Remember after 9/11, the five days after 9/11 while the Pentagon [was] still smoldering, George W. Bush met with his national security cabinet (NSC) at Camp David. And they needed a war plan; they needed to figure out what to do.

This is what the Pentagon offered: They wanted to do a conventional invasion of Afghanistan via Pakistan, and they wanted to do it the following April. They didn’t want to do anything that fall. They wanted to do missiles, bombs, and a ranger raid; that’s all the Pentagon, the most expensive military in the world, wanted to do in Afghanistan for the first six months of the conflict while their headquarters was still smoldering. It was the agency that said, Mr. President, give us authorities a billion dollars, and, I quote, “in 3 weeks the flies will be walking on the eyeballs of our enemies.” It was their approach. The way they had done unconventional war in Africa and elsewhere during the previous two decades worked.

You’ve seen the movie, maybe, 12 Strong. That’s a small microcosm. There’s a lot of case officers who went in and had
contact with the warlords with radios, money, air power. Less than 100 special operations forces and CIA people, and they stomped the hell out of the Taliban in a matter of weeks with relentless pursuit, and, believe me, you could drive around Kabul in a thin-skinned vehicle. With that kind of relentless pressure, those guys were literally running for the hills, running for the lives.

When we transitioned to a very conventional military approach, that following spring, we have gone backwards ever since; we have basically replicated the soviet battle plan.

Now there’s a place, there’s absolutely a place for the conventional military. And that’s unfold a gap or in defeating Saddam’s conventional army forces. But you’re fighting now in Afghanistan against herdsmen, hillsmen, guys that will move into battle on foot, horse, or motor bike.

We’re not fighting motorized soviet rifle regiments. Let’s go back to what worked in the past. I wrote that op-ed a year ago May [2018] in the Wall Street Journal calling for a different approach. I wrote it for an audience of one to read, and it worked.

The President read it sitting at his desk; he circled it, and he called in the national security advisor. The President said, “I don’t like your plan. I like this one. Do this one.” This probably didn’t start off things on the right foot with General McMaster and me, but he is a 3-star army officer who wanted his 4 star. General Kelly, I don’t take anything away from his soldiering, very conventional, a 4-star general.

Secretary Mattis, 4-star Marine general, again, took a very conventional approach to the idea of changing the paradigm, going back to something unconventional, Haram, impossible. That being said, the White House still asked. They asked for a plan. They wanted a budget.

Having been in Afghanistan for a lot of years and run thousands of people there, I had 56 aircraft there at one point serving the US military, as big as the US military is with thousands of aircraft. Biggest Air Force in the world, the US Air Force; the second biggest
US Navy. Even despite all of that, they still needed different kind of aircraft to do that mission.

We had 56 birds there, so I went through a plan with my old team. And came up with the following: We had to address three, I think, fatal failings, and even Secretary Mattis, once I gave him the brief at the NSC, he said my analysis of the root problems were the best that he saw.

One, we have never figured out or fixed the continuity issue in Afghanistan. US military deploys, maybe the Marine Corps goes for six months, the army for 8 or 10 or 12 months or maybe a little bit longer. They spend the first few months getting to know the area. Next few months, they are productive. The last few months, they’re making sure everybody goes home: pack up the inventory, turn over, leave. You lift that unit up, send it back to the States, never to return again to the same area ever. Send a new unit in, and repeat. We have done that 30 rotations now. Einstein had a word for that. It’s called insanity. You have no continuity in that area.

But the Taliban—they are not commuting to war. They have been there. The Taliban that have survived are smart, smart soldiers; they know exactly how long US aircraft takes to show up. How they target, how the US patrols, all of the rest.

I figured basically replicating the Afghan commando model, mentored and trained by the US special forces counterparts—and let me just add one difference, and this is again a different role between special forces and conventional forces—in a special forces unit, you equip the man. The man is the weapons system because you’re not carrying a lot of stuff into battle with you. In a conventional military, it’s the artillery, the rockets; armor does the heavy fighting and the killing. You man the equipment. It is a fundamental paradigm difference, and we need both.

But fighting against guys on motor bikes and flip flops, you probably need to fight a little lighter and a little faster, so using that Special Forces model to put a 36-man mentor team into every Afghan battalion, and, because they are special forces veterans,
chances are they have been to that area before. We have already used that skill set. The taxpayers have already paid for it.

Everybody loves to praise veterans on Veterans Day. But then they like to call them mercenaries if they go back as contractors. No, they are veterans volunteering to serve their country yet again. But I can pay them to go in there longer term. Going to go in for 90 days, home for 30, back in for 90, home for 30. But they will go there two and three and four years to the same valley with the same battalion. They know good mullah from bad mullah; they know the village chief; they know the orphan or widowed lady on the corner. They know the area. Believe me, they have continuity of the unit and that bond of brotherhood in war.

Those mentors will make darn sure that the Afghan battalion is paid on time and fed on time, that they are supplied, and they are trained, and they operate. And those mentors, they are not going to be using excessive force. And if they are, there’s a means to that. We’ll get to that. But they are going back to the same area in that same valley. They have to build that continuity in that area to dominate that battle space.

If the Afghans know that there’s a professional, that their big brother is with them and going outside the wire with them every day—I went with a 36-man team. Normally you have a 14-man Special Forces A team, and they say an A team can build a battalion. I needed a bigger, a fatter mix this time so that we had enough mentors to go down to the company and even platoon level, so when an Afghan unit left the wire, there would be professionals with them so they could call in air, fire support plan, medical communications. Those essential combat enablers. So that’s one.

Another important part of that: They would not be serving as US military contractors; they would be serving as Afghan army, as adjuncts in the Afghan Army, which by UN definition makes them not mercenaries. They are in the Afghan chain of command. If we believe in an Afghanization of the effort, then let the Afghans hire for it; stop dictating everything from the Pentagon and from
CENTCOM. Give the Afghans a little bit more means to sort it out. You can give them more operational control. The financial control can still stay with the US control structure.

Second, air power. Just like what worked with special forces guys on horseback calling in B52s, having reliable air power is essential. I cringe, I get really angry when you read on an almost daily basis about yet another Afghan base getting surrounded and overrun and annihilated and 30 dead, 20 wounded. 60 dead, 20 wounded, 20 captured, and they are dying ugly.

Why? Because the Taliban rolls in with 200, 400, 500 guys. Amazing how, with all of our surveillance capability, the Taliban can still move that many people. I find that embarrassing, but if they do, it’s a wonderful opportunity to surround and maneuver on them and to destroy them.

The reliable air power. Again, contractor in one cockpit; Afghan in the other. Afghan tail numbers; Afghan rules of engagement.

To include strike aircraft, helicopter gun ships, lift, medivac, and resupply when that poor Afghan base commander right now is surrounded in Day 2, Day 6, Day 8, and no one has evacuated his dead or wounded, he’s out of ammo and finally surrenders and gets slaughtered. Come on, that’s unacceptable, but it’s happening on a weekly, if not daily, basis in Afghanistan today.

Despite the fact that we’re spending $62 billion. Who is accountable for that?

I used to have a lot of aircraft in-country. We went. In fact, we got into the air drop business because of the exact example like that.

In 2005, there was a company-sized unit of the 82nd Airborne in a big firefight, and some of their support guys came to us on the ramp, and they said, our guys are running out of ammo, no one will drop ammo to them because the air force won’t do it because it’s not a surveyed drop zone. Will you guys do it?

My guys, my airplanes, of course they said yes. Good Samaritan rule always applied in our company. And off they went.
The army guys put the drop zone panel on the hood of the Hummer, and the first bundle hit the hood of the Hummer less than an hour later from a cold stop, no prior planning. It’s not hard to do the basics right, but after 17 years, the Pentagon has bureaucratized itself into stasis, into the point of all of that stuff and all of those resources, and they can’t seem to organize to do some of those basics.

Again, if you have the Taliban that’s maneuvered, and they have 400, whatever conventional fight they are going to give you that day, that we’re not using our mobility capability to surround them because, remember, there’s not a lot of super highways in Afghanistan. There are no four-lane roads. Maybe one.

But when the Taliban is maneuvering, they are on motorbike or foot. The ability to block them in by blocking two or three arteries with a small blocking force like the fire force would have done to surround and destroy them, that’s why the fire force killed 87% of the people they came in contact with. We adopt that tactic in Afghanistan, and you’ll have a very different turn-around if you show video of 100 Taliban dead getting pushed into a ditch by a bulldozer; message sent. But we haven’t done that since 2001.

The third part, governance. Now this is not governance in terms of governing villages. I always say it’s in the logistics support of the Afghan military.

You have a huge ghost soldier problem, huge overreporting of middle commanders of the amount of people, because they are skimming the payroll, because you’re going to have mentors now at every battalion doing a head count and an ammo count and a weapon count. Very simple. Not only do you get a better promotion report as to who should be the next NCO or next officer based on merit—not based on the bribe or their tribe or their religion, which is how it works now in the Afghan forces—but you can eliminate the overpayment, the soldier issue. You have to make sure that men are paid, fed, and led.
There are seven Afghan corps and seven distribution facilities through which all of the food, fuel, parts, and ammunition flows. That’s your nexus of corruption. You put logistics controllers there, basically guys with clipboards and barcodes, and monitor.

Remember, this is just to control the $5 billion that you’re spending in the Afghan forces. All of the personnel I talked—about the guy on the previous panel said 6,000; that’s about right; it’s about 3,600 mentors, about 1,500 for the air wing, another 1,500 or so in governance support.

The other piece of governance support is combat medicine. You’re seven times as likely to die if you’re an Afghan soldier if you get wounded. A lot of times, guys are dying a week or two weeks later at a remote outpost because they can’t get antibiotics, so they are dying from a wound that goes septic. Unacceptable.

People fight harder if they know someone actually cares and will patch them up, and again we have violated that trust in Afghanistan. That’s why people are voting with their feet and deserting, and you have a 3% attrition a month. What does it take to do that? 6,000—you have 30,000 contractors in-country right now, so this is not a privatization. Any business guy would look at this and say that’s a rationalization.

The total bill for the 6,000 that I lay out with all of the aircraft, 91 aircraft, all of the food, fuel, ammunition, including all of the ordinance those aircraft would drop once a week (it’s heavy; I don’t do things light in that sense) comes to $3.7 billion.

You keep your 5 billion for Afghan security forces, 3.7. You keep another 2 billion for 2,000 US SOF to stay in-country. You keep a unilateral direct-action capability, and they are the quality oversight management. You embed some of those guys across every one of those battalions and so you have a US E8, E9, SF, NCO, or staff officer doing overall command and control and quality observation to see and to verify what’s going on. It allows you to do a real rationalization.
Like I said, 70% of the country is not under the control of the government. There’s lots of places to do a trial run. Rough places like Nangarhar, Helmand, and, sadly, many parts of the north. So we’ll see. Nothing lasts forever.

I know the President is upset about the total lack of progress. We were just about there in convincing him a year ago in August [2017]. But the race riot, the terrible thing that happened in Charlottesville pounded him politically, and he didn’t want to make a big change. But I think the Pentagon got everything they wanted, and I don’t think any observer, please be honest with ourselves, who can say that our 17 years’ trillions of dollars, 2,400 US dead, tens of thousands of wounded, has been a raging success? I would disagree.

And look, I’ve got a lot of other things. I spend most of my time mining and looking for natural resources in weird places of the world. This would be a passion project. The private sector can do this. The business of America is business; it’s not warfare.

And I think one of the real problem’s in our statecraft—call it the continuous statecraft—you have diplomacy, embassies, international conferences on one end, and on the other end you have strategic nuclear triad, carrier battle groups, armor divisions, and then you have that big mushy middle. Which is where the intelligence world should be.

You have political warfare, covert action, subversion, this is the kind of effort we should go back to again; what worked after 9/11 when the United States went into Afghanistan, it was under Title 50 authorities; the B52 pilot was chopped. His chain of command was the director of central intelligence. It was not CENTCOM; those SF guys went in under the authorities and direction of the CIA director. Title 50. When the SEALs went cross border into Pakistan to get bin Laden, Title 50. The Title 50 authorities have existed since 1947, and the intelligence act back then to handle these kinds of areas of the continuum in the middle. The problem
is when we’ve got away from doing that. It makes everything tilt towards a DOD solution, and with it comes a huge expense and a fairly clumsy approach in a lot of cases.

We’re trying to mow the lawn with a Porsche. You can do that, but it’s expensive, and it doesn’t help you get around the edges very well. Again, go back to what’s worked.

There’s a lot of noise made about Iran-Contra during the 1980s. There are 19 other covert action programs that were run directed at dropping the Soviet Union, and they did it by being clever and nimble and fast. And it worked.

We have a reservoir of talent and capability and innovation to do this. And let’s not get defeated by a bunch of barbarians that don’t view what we have here as a way of life that’s acceptable to them.

So with that, I’m happy to take any questions.

(Applause)

Q&A Segment

Audience Member 1: Thanks Erik; that was a great presentation. Two questions: can you talk about the length of time that you anticipate this type of activity would need to go on? We saw in Eeben Barlow’s presentation this morning one step back. What are your thoughts on how pervasive that would have to be? And second, where would you get the personnel that we would be drawing from?

Prince: Look, the time we have been there is 17 years. This is not a six-month fix, but what I will say, since I sold Blackwater in 2010, and for two-and-a-half years I was focused on counter piracy off the coast of Somalia; you probably haven’t heard of much piracy off the coast of Somalia anymore. Something worked.

But we’ve been looking for minerals, and there’s an enormous mineral and energy potential in Afghanistan. If you could just set security long enough. If you have a reliable battalion in the area
that can pacify an area, then you can attract the private capital to build. Sadly, the Soviets did a better job of developing the natural resources of Afghanistan than the United States has.

And if you build a mine, there’s a place like Mes Aynak, it’s fifty kilometers south of Kabul, it’s the largest copper deposit in the world with more than 6 million tons of copper. Do it manually: I employ 10,000 Afghans with picks and shovels, pay them $12 a day. Taliban is paying $10; we pay $12. You do that in enough places and literally suck the manpower away from the enemy. Most of the Taliban are not super-committed Islamists; most of them are fighting for pay.

So short answer, I would say the full model of what I lay out 6,000, you probably need that for the first year, year and a half, and you go in about a 20% a year drawdown down to zero—the East India Company lasted for 250 years with that model of one mentor to 19 locals, and I’m not saying we’re there to colonize Afghanistan. Quite the opposite.

We want an Afghanistan that can stand on its own and protect what’s inside its own borders. But you’re leaving some kind of skeletal structure support even if it’s very thin to make sure pay, manpower, supply is under control, you have a huge gap covered. And your second question was?

_Audience Member 1: (Off microphone)_

_Prince:_ Yes, I would use 60% American, 40% from NATO, Ausie, kiwi, South African. Anybody with a good rugby team.

(Audience chuckles)

_Prince:_ Look, the NATO countries, however well-meaning, are so fraught with political limitations, one group can’t cross a road. Another group can’t patrol at night. It’s a joke. It’s a joke because they
are being run by their bureaucracies back in their home countries, not by their leaders on the ground. Individual augmentees: a team of Germans, South Africans, French, Brits, Poles, would be very well together, and I want a little bit of competition between the battalion mentors for who patrols the most, who controls the most terrain, and I want that kind of innovation that comes from the experience they have had in different kinds of warfare all over the place.

The aviators, not hard to find, a crew to fight those kind of combat missions for 90 aircraft, the guys would be lining up—just like I know guys would be lining up for the mentor mission at the mere mention or the press reports; I have an inbox full of people looking to do that. And especially veterans who want to go back and do it right. And who care about seeing the mission done properly. And I think as a country, we want to see proper closure on this. America had a big scar for a long time because of Vietnam, and I don’t think anybody wants to see helicopters off the roof of the embassy or, actually the image that you saw in Vietnam, it was a CIA safe house. But all the same. That is a bad image for all of civilization if that happens, and if we abandon Afghanistan that’s exactly what will happen. Even Ghani himself, the President of Afghanistan himself, said without US support, we [Afghanistan] would last 6 months. I would say that’s a stretch. It’s way less than that.

Audience Member 2: Your views on China and Afghanistan, sir?

Prince: So China is very concerned about Afghanistan because the Uyghurs—they are a Turkic people who live up in the province up in the northwest. And the Uyghurs have had many hundreds of them fighting and learning and training in Syria and are some pretty committed jihadists, and there’s some sanctuary in the northeast part of Afghanistan where they can train, equip, and all of the rest.

The Chinese do not have an experience with dealing with counterinsurgency; they have had some really bad Uyghur terrorism
that makes them very, very concerned. Like in Nanjing, a train station, where there was a knife attack, and four Uyghurs killed 29 people with knives. Let alone if they have firearms or explosives or all of the rest.

Look, Russia is concerned about Afghanistan. Because jihad can work its way north from there, China has an issue. Pakistan, ah, here is another issue.

The Pakistanis have been sticking it to us for a long time and playing both sides, and for all of the noise about putting more pressure on Pakistan, the fact is we can’t because the very thirsty logistics lines of the Pentagon run right through Karachi. As tight as we want to squeeze Pakistan, they can choke those supply lines as well. If we go to a much lighter footprint like I advocated, you come in from the north, then you can put all sorts of pressure on Pakistan from there.

_Audience Member 3:_ To continue our conversation from lunch, if you were going to do a pilot program, just a piece of your concept, what piece would that be?

_Prince:_ At absolute minimum, the thing they need more than anything is air. Right now, if you had reliable air that would show up, as simple as—in Vietnam, the Puff the Magic Dragon guys would actually give out cards with a radio call sign and frequencies that when you’re to be under attack, you call, we haul. They show up, and they do it. At minimum, we should be doing that. It’s the same thing we did for US forces. But there are so many places that are in such bad guy hands that there’s lots of places to do this without stepping on DOD toes. A few mentor teams, but I wouldn’t put mentor teams in without our own reliable air to show up because I have that little confidence in the US military showing up in a timely manner—not because of individual pilot’s bravery but because of bureaucracy that literally prevents them from doing...
their job. We have allowed lawyers to become in America what zombolot officers were in the Soviet Union. If you don’t know what zombolot is, watch the movie *The Hunt for Red October* because the Soviets on every ship, every squadron, every division would have a soviet political officer whose job was to make sure the unit was complying with the whim of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and, sadly, I think lawyers have restrained the individual field commanders’ leeway to go do their job.

*Audience Member 4:* This is more a comment than a question. I was just struck by, firstly, the almost the same kind of ideas generating by Eeben this morning and how it corresponds with what you are saying. Secondly, if you have done a study of the counterinsurgency campaign in Namibia, you will find a lot of what you are talking about in the campaign that the South Africans conducted in the 1970s, 1980s, and it basically boiled down to take local forces, train them well. Let them be led very well by –

*Prince:* Keep training wheels on them, like a bike.

*Audience Member 4:* Oh, yeah, absolutely. But you basically are fighting the war with locals who are very well led, very well trained, I’ll say, and you support them with air power, medical, and intelligence, and what goes with that.

*Prince:* Yeah.

*Audience Member 4:* I should say Namibia is probably one of the most stable democracies in the world at present.

*Prince:* Right; I don’t claim any original genius on this; this is just applying the lessons of what’s been done hundreds of places elsewhere in history.
Audience Member 4: What do they say in response to you? I mean inside. I read the articles and all of that, the criticism, but when you talk to serious people . . .

Prince: I’ve heard some people saying they are adapting my plan. They are not going public with it because they don’t want to give any credit. That’s fine. I don’t care. But, and then there’s others—look, the military industrial complex is very real. The amount of money. Someone talked about it at lunch, about another boondoggle. We’re giving them 170 Blackhawk helicopters. It’s an $8 billion program for Lockheed Martin. You want to talk about occupied territory in Washington, Capitol Hill is occupied by a battalion strength of lobbyists for those big defense contractors. They are very happy to see the annuity of $62 billion a year to continue. I take great umbrage when people say, “Erik Prince wants to privatize this and make money.” Yeah, I would try to make money, but anybody who can go from burning $62 billion to less than $10 billion total for the whole thing—hey, I think that would be a public good.

Audience Member 4: What they say is (off microphone) Mattis says we shouldn’t do this.

Prince: Mattis just says that because it doesn’t make the Pentagon look good. What else can they say? Who can defend 17 years of what we’ve been doing? I challenge them, and if somebody has a better idea, please sound off; I’m all ears. But this is not a theoretical exercise for me. I’ve had thousands of people on the ground doing the mentoring job and all of the rest. We backed our way into the mentoring business because we at Blackwater were hired to build the Afghan border police, built the bases, trained thousands of folks. We had to change the curriculum at the beginning because we had to do like an intro to toilet use. Because these are literally guys who were illiterate coming from the boonies who had never used a flush toilet before. Never
lived in a building, never been in a building with electric lights, but once they did all that, they saw for 10 weeks exactly what it’s supposed to look like three meals a day. Instructors who knew what they were teaching. The vehicles had fuel. The batteries were in the radios. We had a comm plan. There was ammo for the guns. Holy cow, this is a vision of what my life could be like if we can continue on. And those guys were so proud of graduating from that class because it was the first thing they ever graduated from because they probably didn’t go past grade 4 or 5 in school. They fought hard. They paid attention. And we kept asking the Pentagon to let our instructors go with these guys once they graduated to be mentors in the field. And they kept resisting. Oh, it’s too dangerous; it’s this, it’s that, no. They finally relented, and we were allowed to do it, and the success rate of these guys was phenomenal. Because they had that training-wheel adult leadership, because you can’t take somebody who’s illiterate and in 10 weeks teach them to be the equivalent of a US customs and border policeman operating in a war zone where their mortars and fighting the Taliban. You can’t do that in 10 weeks, but you can, with some adult leadership that goes with them—do more on-the-job training, and it worked. The amount of bomb makers we seized and all of the rest it was amazing. My inbox was full of guys sending me pictures of the people who were wrapping up. Because it worked.

You know the Defense HUMINT Service, the guys who are supporting to be providing intelligence were not allowed to leave the base to meet their assets. If you’re a spy spying for America, you had to come up to the front of the US base because the US guy was not allowed to leave the base because of force protection requirements. That’s a microcosm of why we are failing in Afghanistan. Come on. Let’s not worship procedural-ism. Let’s focus on results. Sir?

*Audience Member 5*: You make a good point after 17 years that US reputation could probably use an overhaul or some attention. So my question . . .
Prince: It’s still US veterans getting it done.

Audience Member 5: Well, no. Oh, and the other part of your proposal which I think accounts for that is it’s still US forces on the line because you have 2000 special forces.

Prince: That’s right.

Audience Member 5: And it’s still under a US commander. So I think you addressed that in the core proposal. I just would be curious because—if you can say a little bit more about the innovations that are going to accelerate that success. One, of course, is the idea that there’s non-rotational; these advisors, these mentors will be there for over—that’s one. That’s a huge thing.

Prince: Multi-year.

Audience Member 5: What else is in there that you think will help accelerate that so that, while I know you don’t expect another 17 years, what’s going to get that time down to being even more cost effective?

Prince: I would say effective use of assets. Simple things like a side fire gun ship that will fly in the daytime. You have a wonderful AC130; since 1991, the US Air Force won’t fly that in daytime. They won’t even fly it at night if there’s more than 70% illumination. The most effective counterinsurgency fire-support platform in existence today, and it’s limited to a few hours a month. I’m going to put pilots who will fly that sucker 24/7. How many aircraft have been lost over in Afghanistan to enemy missile fire? Zero.

There’s been 92 aircraft lost to ground fire. PKs, DShks, RPGs against helicopters; there’s no manpower threat. We don’t need supersonic jets hitting tankers bombing from 25,000 feet dropping
a $50,000 bomb to hit two dudes in a pickup truck. Put the close back into close air support.

Altering tactics, adjusting for the realities on the ground, instead of adopting the air operations Bible that they have adopted from a Cold War mentality. Those are the kinds of changes we make on the periphery that matter a lot.

Afghans will fight harder, and they will hang on, and they will not surrender if they know somebody is coming. Our model would use fast jets. Again, with an Afghan on board, so it’s not a contractor dropping a bomb; it’s the Afghan in the aircraft releasing that weapon, an Alert Five status out of Kandahar. I can have a fast jet over anywhere in Afghanistan in less than 30 minutes. They will hang on for that long.

**Audience Member 6:** If the US military were to follow your model, what US forces would transition out of Afghanistan using your smaller model, and how long would it take?

**Prince:** Less than a year. And pretty much all conventional forces would rotate back. The SOF guys would stay. And maybe military medicine unit could. But I think we could actually outsource all of that, as well.

Look, the Pentagon has a—we talked about transitioning from counter-terrorism, the new force posture of the US military transitioning back to dealing with state-on-state threats. Okay. Fine. Let’s recapitalize.

Let’s save $50 billion a year and recapitalize our conventional capabilities so that we don’t have a peer competitor anymore and stop wasting money and stop wasting young peoples’ lives and limbs.

Anybody else? Going, going, gone. Thank you.

(Applause)
Thank you so much for that kind introduction and for the invitation to speak at this conference. As a lawyer and a legal scholar who has been working on these issues for more than a decade, I’m truly honored to be here.

I believe this conference is surely going to make a difference to leaders in confronting issues related to the use of private military and security contractors. I think it’s essential that leaders confront these issues as we can see PMSCs are here to stay. And I think, as we can see from the presentations, there are going to be some tough decisions on the horizon.

So the massive outsourcing of foreign affairs functions is not new, as Mr. Prince noted. But we did see an upsurge in outsourcing at the end of the Cold War. And at the high points of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, as was noted, we had about 260,000 contractors, a ratio of contractors to troops that hovered around one-to-one. And this outsourcing posed a threat to what I have called public law values. These are the values embedded in international humanitarian law, also known as the law of armed conflict and international human rights law.
One of the big issues was that it was unclear how these bodies of law—which were designed to address the use of force by governmental actors—how they would apply to contractors in conflict zones. And so the stage was set for abuses and problems.

One of the most notorious incidents, of course, was the Nisour Square incident, also the use of contractors in interrogation at Abu Ghraib prison, and part of the issue was that at this point, contractors were not subject to the same kind of training, oversight, and accountability as troops. Even as the US military got blamed for what contractors did.

We also saw the Commission on Wartime Contracting report note that there was upwards of $30 billion, between $31 billion and $60 billion, of waste, fraud, and abuse during this period. Now, in the last five years, we have seen a big improvement in the oversight and accountability of contractors. In particular, some categories of contractors, including the ones that have been the most controversial: private security contractors.

What do our experiences with private security contractors tell us about potentially new uses of contractors in conflict zones? That is going to be the focus of my remarks. And the short answer is that I think we should be wary of proposals to throw contractors at a problem, particularly when they are doing new things in new ways.

Using contractors can bring significant legal and policy risks that might be hard to see at the outset. So I think we should take a look at the past and try not to repeat our mistakes. And I should note that these issues face many countries around the world. Whether a country is hiring contractors, whether a country is hosting them on its soil, whether a country is sending its nationals to become contractors.

But because the focus of my research has been on the United States, that’s what I’m going to focus on in my talk today. Also, because I am a lawyer and a legal scholar, I’m going to start by
talking about legal issues, and these are very important issues because law goes to the heart of legitimacy.

So first, when we turn to contractors in this post-Cold War period, one of the big legal issues we saw were legal framework issues. It was unclear the precise legal framework that governed contractors and how it governed contractors.

We’ve made a lot of progress. So the Swiss government, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), in partnership with many governments, and the industry—the United States played a key role in this—they developed the Montreux Document on pertinent legal obligations and good practices for states related to the operation of PMSCs. This was tremendously significant, and it is an ongoing process and a forum where states can meet to discuss these issues.

The document makes it clear that contractors, such as private security contractors, must follow the law of armed conflict and human rights law where applicable. And this was very important. In addition, there was an offshoot from this, which was the development of a Code of Conduct for private security contractors specifically. And this was quite significant because the industry came together with civil society, including human rights groups and governments, to work out very concrete standards that should apply to private security contractors in conflict zones.

We also saw the development of business management standards that translated these principles regarding the use of force into clear standards that companies could understand and apply in practical terms.

So, for example, we have the American National Standards Institute standard PSC1 which has been very significant and is terrific substantively. And also a comparable international standard, as well. And states have made an impact by applying these standards to their private security contractors. But I should note that it took us a long time to get here.
What about other types of contractors?

The Montreux Document addresses some of these other types of contractors, including advisors to local forces. But the standards are much less well developed, and it’s not even clear whether Montreux applies to advisors of partner forces. So with respect to these other kinds of contractors, we are nowhere near where we are now with PSCs.

There’s also no spinoff code of conduct for these contractors. That has been an important development. We don’t have that. So we’re way behind even in defining the clear rules and best practices that might apply to these kinds of contractors. But we do know from Montreux that states are on the hook legally for their use of contractors.

And now, if contractors were embedded with local or partner forces, that could present some pretty tricky legal issues and some problems for states both under the law of armed conflict itself but also under the law of state responsibility under which states can be responsible in certain circumstances when they advise and assist. This is significant because it affects a state’s legitimacy if a state is bearing legal responsibility for the action of contractors when things go wrong.

There could also potentially, if things went really wrong and I’m not saying they would, but if they did, there could potentially be problems for a state and state actors under international criminal law. Under the doctrine of aiding and abetting. And I don’t think we can dismiss this because there have been developments in this body of law recently that pose a significant issue here.

Another significant problem is the fact that PMSCs can act in ways that could constitute taking a direct part in hostilities under the law of armed conflict.

Now, the United States has managed this with respect to PSCs by drawing a line between offensive and defensive actions. We have drawn a line; we have said: We’re not going to let PSCs do offensive
action. That line is actually not recognized in law of armed conflict. But, as a practical matter, that has reduced the instances in which there is a risk of this.

If we’re using new categories of contractors in ways—for example, for embedding them for local forces—I think there are real risks in this area that could pose significant legal problems for states such as the United States.

Okay. So far, we have looked just at the legal framework. What about implementation? What about oversight on the front end? And accountability on the back end? Because this is how law gets meaning in application.

What we have seen with PSCs is that even with the significant efforts and the significant accomplishments that we have made over the years, there still is a significant way to go.

Let me start with contract.

I’ve been a big proponent of using the tool of the government contract to bring public values into our use of private military and security contractors. And there have been great strides made in this area. The contracts are now written with more specificity and with the issues related to public values translated into the terms of the contracts themselves.

The other thing that’s happened is, of course, the development of those business management standards that I mentioned, PSC1 and the ISO standard. Because now, states—including the United States—are requiring security contractors to be certified under those standards which, again, have quite good substantive rules regarding the use of force and so on translated into business terms.

That being said, well, we don’t have anything comparable for other categories of contractors. And even with PSC1 and the ISO standard, the systems for management of contractors, while they have improved as we have seen based on some of the earlier comments today, they still have a way to go. And why is that?

Well, it still remains hard to incentivize contract management personnel to go to conflict zones. And to get enough of them to do
that. So that’s a big one.

Another problem is that accountability on the back end for contractual problems and violations has proven very difficult. Only limited categories of entities can actually enforce contractual violations, and the debarment process has been notoriously ineffective.

So now let’s turn to criminal accountability.

As was noted, the US Congress expanded the reach of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) to cover contractors. This is significant. But it’s been rarely used. And there are some pretty big potential constitutional problems with using military justice for contractors. Not necessarily insurmountable, but they are big lurking problems out there.

What about civilian criminal accountability?

Well, Congress has had on its plate for more than a decade the civilian extra territorial jurisdiction act which would close important loopholes in providing US courts with civilian criminal jurisdictions in the case of extreme violations when things go bad with contractors. They still haven’t passed it. They have a lot of other problems.

But [passing this] would be a really important development. Now, we still have the military extraterritorial distribution act; there are big loopholes; it covers DOD contractors and any other contractors who are supporting a DOD mission. But that leaves a lot of gaps with respect to, say, state department contractors and others, and even apart from these jurisdictional gaps as a practical matter, implementing criminal accountability for things that happen in war zones is very, very difficult. As we have seen with the repeated failed prosecutions in the Nisour Square incident case.

So all this shows that the criminal accountability framework remains riddled with problems seventeen years after the beginning of the conflict in Afghanistan.

Now, there are some other areas of accountability where, if you’re a human rights organization and you want to see accountability,
there are openings. But if you’re the government and if you’re a contractor, there are areas of concern. So one is tort liability.

So contractors are not subject to the Feres Doctrine, which is a doctrine that says US troops can’t sue the government, so there’s room for contractors to sue the government if things go wrong. Also, third parties might try to sue contractors. And there are pretty broad defenses that have come into play, such as the political question doctrine, or battlefield preemption, which would limit the ability of courts to address these issues. But the courts are kind of all over the map on this.

And from the US government’s perspective, the prospect of litigation could expose the government to political decision making and ill repute. And this has happened arguably in some cases, and there are a number of cases that have settled—for example, a case involving the two intelligence contractors who reportedly were involved in the development of the waterboarding techniques that were used in the early days of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, Mitchell and Jessen; that suit recently settled. There was also litigation against other security firms that settled.

And I would just say that, if more contractors were operating in different roles, these kinds of issues under tort would likely be exacerbated. Certainly, we would see more litigation. And that litigation has costs for the government, you know; there’s the cost of defending that or deciding whether to get involved in the lawsuit and the cost of doing that. But also, some of the costs that contractors pay in litigation would get passed on to the US government in some context.

We also have issues with respect to host nation accountability processes.

So, for example, security and defense cooperation agreements, while they immunize US troops from prosecution in host nations, some of them, for example, the Afghanistan agreement, would not immunize contractors. Does not immunize contractors. And
litigation in Afghan courts against contractors could pose problems for the United States, both in terms of the actual litigation costs but also reputational costs and costs potentially to the US mission. And there’s another issue that’s quite significant in Afghanistan. There is a long-pending decision by the International Criminal Court (ICC) on whether to go to the next level in terms of authorizing an investigation in Afghanistan. This would include investigation into alleged violations with the law of armed conflict in 2003 by US forces and other personnel.

Now, private military personnel are often viewed, rightly or wrongly, as more likely to commit abuses than uniformed soldiers. And I’m not saying that they are. But I do think we have to consider what the risk might be if we put contractors in new roles in Afghanistan, that this could tip the scales for the ICC’s prosecutors’ decision, excuse me, the [International Criminal] Court’s decision to move forward with an investigation in Afghanistan, which would then put our troops at risk.

Now, you could say, *Well, there are other ways of dealing with the ICC*. Some people have argued we should go after the ICC. But, on the other hand, that might not serve our strategic goals as well. And there are certainly long-term costs to the United States in our relationship with our allies if we do that.

Okay. So turning from law to policy, I think we would do well to consider the lessons learned from our use of PSCs in Iraq and and Afghanistan on the policy front. One of the things we discovered, and this has been raised by other speakers, is that supervising contractors, particularly ones in conflict zones who are authorized to use force or who are implicated in the use of force, turns out to be pretty difficult.

That’s partly because of the legal framework and accountability issues discussed above. Including things like training and vetting. But it also has to do with the organizational structure in the fact that contractors, as we have noted, are outside the chain of command.
Certainly, in the early phases of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, we had massive coordination problems. Now we have sorted some of that out with respect to PSCs, particularly now that we have a smaller number of PSCs. But it really did take a long time to do that. And I think adding new types of contractors to the mix and fundamentally changing the proportion of contractors to troops and those overseeing them could present real challenges on this front.

The other thing I should note is that contractors don’t typically have the equivalent of military lawyers working with them, embedded with them, helping to vet the decisions about the use of force. And, again, I come back to the fact that law is key to the legitimacy of our military operations. And we have some of the most phenomenal military lawyers in the world working for the United States. And so, one should be very careful about thinking about using contractors in a way that could implicate the use of force without having the benefit of that legal advice.

I would like to turn now to legitimacy. Again, I’ve been saying law is linked to legitimacy. And I want to emphasize that when things go wrong when contractors are acting, particularly when they are using force and things go wrong, the US military inevitably gets blamed. And that affects the legitimacy of the US military’s mission, and it can affect the legitimacy of larger US foreign policy objectives.

Now, we’ve fixed this problem to some degree for PSCs, so that is a source of optimism. But I think the length of time in which it’s taken us to fix that problem should lead us to be wary of putting contractors into situations where they could be implicated in the use of force and undermine that legitimacy.

I want to turn now to the concept of inherently-governmental functions. And I put this under policy because the international law on this is actually pretty murky; there have been efforts to define mercenaries that are riddled with loopholes and difficult to apply, so I would not say that that has been clearly addressed as a matter of international law. And, domestically, we have dealt with it
through policy, through our policy in the United States on what is inherently governmental and what is not.

US policy draws a distinction between offensive combat and defensive uses of force. And we’ve made a decision that offensive combat should not be outsourced, and that’s reflected in various policy directives [and] also in the 2011 Office of Federal Procurement Policy letter, which was really a significant development here. And there are a variety of reasons why we have drawn that distinction.

We have also retreated from some functions being outsourced. For example, we have largely retreated from the use of interrogation contractors. And that was a reaction to the abuses from Abu Ghraib and elsewhere.

It’s hard to maintain that line between offensive and defensive use of force. And we have seen that with PSCs. But it’s a relatively workable line. I think if we are going to put contractors into new roles, I think we have to be really careful about whether we might cross that line.

There’s also another way of thinking about this that’s reflected in that 2011 letter. And that has to do with core functions and proportions. The idea is that you don’t ban certain functions per se. But you want to look really carefully if you change the proportion of contractors to military and civilian personnel such that there’s a vastly reduced civilian and military personnel and a higher number of contractors in that proportion. You want to be really careful about what you’re doing there. And that is a problem with respect to inherently governmental functions.

Last but not least, I would like to talk about costs. And I think our experience with PSCs has shown us that we should be wary of arguments that it will be cheaper to use them. And, of course, one of the challenges here is that the political costs of sending contractors to conflict zones are much, much lower than sending uniformed troops, and others have mentioned elsewhere.

And that’s where I’ve argued in my book and elsewhere that US presidents—from Bill Clinton, George Bush, Barack Obama,
and now potentially President Trump—have found the use of contractors attractive. And I’ve argued, actually, that the use of contractors helps the Executive Branch expand executive power vis-a-vis Congress by arguing that, legally, our use of force is below the war threshold that requires Congressional authorization under the Constitution and the War Powers Resolution.

And, of course, in addition to these lower political costs, there’s also the point that a lot of advocates of the use of more contractors make which is that it will be cheaper, more effective. But I think we have to be really careful about how we think about what the true costs of using contractors really are.

And as I mentioned, the Commission on Wartime Contracting concluded in 2011 that the earlier widespread use of contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan cost American taxpayers $31 to $61 billion in waste, fraud, and abuse. That wasn’t a projected ex-ante cost, but that was something that emerged after the fact.

And that, of course, doesn’t include a lot of other financial costs such as litigation costs that I mentioned earlier. Nor does it include potential costs to legitimacy of US missions, particularly if contractors are using new roles without a clear legal framework and accountability mechanisms that work.

So to conclude, I think that the lessons of the past fifteen years tell us that we have to be very careful before adding contractors to conflict zones, particularly when they are performing new functions where they might be implicated in the use of force.

And our experience with PSCs tells us that we can improve oversight and accountability for contractors that use force. We can improve that legal framework. But it takes a very long time to get it right. And even then, there are risks that remain. So I think we ought to proceed with caution, if at all.

Thank you.

(Applause)
Q&A Segment

Audience Member 1: I feel it necessary, since you brought up Nisour Square twice, despite the apparent foregone conclusion that the men were guilty there, they have been tried now three times, subjected to the full weight of the federal government. The first time, the case was thrown out for prosecutorial misconduct. The second time, it was thrown out on appeal. And the third time was a mistrial.

   Hardly a jury of their peers in Washington D.C. trying a wartime action and second guessing a split-second decision in a war zone. So I throw that up there.

   NEJA versus UCMJ, I would always go to UCMJ and have the investigation and the prosecution done as close to edge of battle as possible. Now question for you—

Dickinson: Can I say, though, there’s also the problem with the Constitution with UCMJ trying civilians.

Audience Member 1: When you sign up to the military, you sign over your rights and sign up for UCMJ and let a contractor do the same thing; anybody that’s willing to go there and do that. Trust me, the people who have been subjected to the nonsense of the federal court system back here trying cases would much rather [be] tried by a jury of their military peers in a war zone. I think it’s wonderful for you to look at all of these issues, but I would ask the question, what do you tell that Afghan mother if you are going to deny the ability to put mentor forces with her son and deny the medivac they need to keep them alive, since they are dying at a rate of seven times what a US soldier is, what are you going to tell that Afghan mother? Sorry, we can’t get there because of the law of armed conflict in a letter that some Swiss guys made? And are you willing to send your son or daughter for another seventeen years for the same thing we have been doing in Afghanistan?
Dickinson: First of all, about the Constitution. There’s a case called Reid vs. Covert where the United States Supreme Court said it’s unconstitutional to try a civilian in a military court, and so I think there are really serious constitutional questions about whether you could try contractors in military courts. That’s not to say that it’s—you could say that, but again how do you get around Reid vs Covert? Maybe you can, but it’s a really important point that can’t be overlooked.

Second, with respect to the Afghan mother, what happens if there’s a targeting decision that goes bad, and there are US contractors embedded with Afghan forces killing that mother’s children? What happens to the legitimacy of the US mission in Afghanistan to our relationships with our allies and to our foreign policy objectives? That’s my question for you.

[Unreadable audience input] Well, if you put a US-funded contractor in there with the Afghans, the United States government very likely will bear legal responsibility if things go awry.

And not only will they bear legal responsibility; they will bear moral responsibility and responsibility in terms of legitimacy.

So there’s. . . I’m just—

Audience Member 1: [Unreadable input] . . . you’re saying if our son or daughter to do the same thing for seventeen years?

Dickinson: I would be ready to send my son to serve in our military, and I also think . . . Excuse me?

Audience Member 1: [Unreadable input] . . . to Afghanistan, to do the same thing we’ve been doing for seventeen years?

Dickinson: Yes, I would. I would.

[Unreadable input; different audience input] And it’s inappropriate for any of us to talk about [if] I would send my child. They
have the right to decide for themselves, and the sidebar here is good. But with respect, if you can let some other folks get some questions.

**Audience Member 2:** Over here. I had a question.

**Dickinson:** Please.

**Audience Member 2:** So you talked a lot about risks. The US military faces a lot of issues in itself with just who they hire and who goes on deployments and such, like there are a lot of issues especially in the early 2000s with actual gang members joining the military from, like the Latin kings joining the infantry to get training specifically so they could come back and use it in a gang. There’s also notable issues of rape within the military and such.

So my question is, what—how much higher do you think the risks of having professional contractors to have been in the area, have more experience, and are there for that specific job, do you really think the risk is higher to have humanitarian crisis with them or with American soldiers who don’t have as much experience?

**Dickinson:** Yes, I think the risks are greater. That’s the short answer.

The reason is we have a very-well developed system, and it doesn’t always work perfectly, of accountability, oversight, good order, and discipline with our military, and it doesn’t always work perfectly. But we do have that military justice system. We do have those military lawyers.

Again, I’m not saying there isn’t a problem with respect to sexual assault and accountability, but we do have that system in place. And that is part of what gives our military operations legitimacy.

**Audience Member 3:** Hey, you talked a lot about legitimacy. But if you could unpack exactly what it means that United States would lose
legitimacy? What does it mean if I’m not a lawyer or if—I mean, because it seems that it goes above us.

Dickinson: Well there are different ways of defining legitimacy. Two ways might be kind of compliance with rules that the international community has long accepted. Like rules regarding targeting. You don’t target civilians. You don’t do disproportionate targeting; things like that which have been long accepted in international law. So if you change the way that you are using force and using different actors who may not have the same training or same knowledge of or respect for those rules, then you undermine that, that system.

But it also has to do with public perceptions. That would be a different definition of legitimacy; it would have to do with public perceptions of, for example, the public in host nation where your military is operating, perceptions in countries of allies who are partnering with you in your military operations. And again, when actions violate the law or appear to violate the law, it can affect legitimacy in that sense, as well.

Audience Member 4: I was kind of stunned when you said we have the best military lawyers that are working with military commanders for the engagement of lethal force. At what level do you think that might be too much? I’ve been out for quite a while. I’m Vietnam era, but we didn’t have lawyers, you know, at the company level, battalion level, I don’t even know at the division level. I mean, I don’t know if that’s a good thing because you have to make split decisions. At what level do you think legal advice should be brought in?

Dickinson: Look, it’s a fair point and true; there’s a greater role for JAGs post-Vietnam. Part of that is a response to some of the issues that took place in Vietnam; some people argue we have gone too far with that.
One of the issues that happened, I would say, at the end of the Obama administration was not so much the law but the development of very restrictive policies that went over and above the requirements of the law and imposed even higher standards and required decision making at a really high level, and reports are that some of those restrictions have been lowered.

So I think some of the issues that you’re talking about are not so much a matter of law as of policy. And at the end of the day, you need to have military lawyers. They play a really important role in training and providing advice. It’s actually required by the law of war. Those treaties that the United States has signed actually require the use of military lawyers and the provision of military legal advice.

Obviously, the commanders are the ones who make that decision. So you can change, you know, the decision-making hierarchy, the point in the decision-making hierarchy where the lawyers are operating or how high up the chain it has to go. And what the rules are for dynamic targeting as opposed to deliberate targeting, but I think the role of lawyers is essential.

Audience Member 5: Thank you. No pressure at all.

(Audience chuckles)

Audience Member 5: Just a question, but broader, to what extent has this phenomenon of legalizing or legitimizing the use of security contractors gone global? In a wider sense. Have you picked that up?

Dickinson: Well, my focus is mostly on the United States, and my base of knowledge is mostly the United States, but I would say for PSCs, it has gone global to some degree. That Montreux Document was the initiative of many, many states. And the industry was very involved in that and the offshoot, the international code of conduct, I think that’s terrific.
I mean, we talk about legitimacy. The industry has a stake in this. The industry has a stake in accountable use of contractors. And many in the industry recognize it. That’s why they got behind the code of conduct. That’s why they got behind PSC1; that’s why they got behind ISO. Because that’s what—that’s part of what gives the industry legitimacy.

(Applause)

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation.]
I’m going to talk about a study that we did a couple of years ago at RAND looking at contractor health and well-being.

Okay. So why did we do this study? Well, prior to this work, the health and well-being of private contractors in conflict environments had not been well understood and [was] under-researched. So, we looked at this because we thought this could actually be an issue, because contractors are an essential component of the force in many theaters of conflict, as we’ve been talking about the last couple of days, and are likely to be exposed to the same deployment stressors as military personnel. And extensive research has been done by a lot of my colleagues at RAND on the military health of military folks transnationally, but very little has been done on this issue.

So we conducted an online survey to address this gap in the research. It was fielded for two months in early 2013, and you were eligible to complete the survey if you were a contractor who had been employed currently or recently with a private contracting company that provides services to a theater of conflict. That’s how
the language was written in the survey. You had to have deployed in the contract in the last two years. We did that because we wanted to show findings that were relevant at the time. We did get some pushback from folks who wanted to complete the survey but were not eligible to do so because they had deployed before 2011. You had to be over age eighteen, just for legal purposes, and you had to provide informed consent.

So, as anybody who has conducted a survey knows, you have to sign those papers at the front. It was online and openly available, so we had quite a broad sample that responded, and I’ll talk about the demographics throughout this. In the survey, we adapted standardized scales to measure deployment experience health and health care use for this population. And I’ll talk about this in a moment, our survey questions and design were informed by an extensive literature review as well as interviews with contractors to baseline test the wording and make sure it made sense.

So bottom line, up front, this is my teaser slide for the rest of the briefing: contractors in our sample were found to have higher rates of probable mental health problems, both PTSD, and depression, than military personnel and civilians. Contractors reported overall good health, but many had ongoing health problems they attributed to their time on contract, and only a third of contractors in our sample who were screening positive for probable mental health problems were receiving treatment. About 70% were reporting that there were significant barriers to treatment, such as being stigmatized, and they were unlikely to want to reach out and seek help.

So there were some strengths and weaknesses of our study method. This was the largest known study to date on this. There was not much on this before we looked into it. In our literature review, we were able to find only two studies on private security contractor population. One had been done, it was published in a journal article of South Africans, South African contractors; I
think they had done a survey of about 75 or 80 contractors, and another had been done by one of the big US-based private security companies, and that was not published, but we actually talked to the psychologist who had used to be on staff there, and he told us what the results were. We can’t report any of that; we did that for our own background knowledge.

So this was the largest study to date on the issue. We had 660 people start the survey, meet the eligibility criteria. About 512 finished the survey, and the only reason we think for people dropping off was it was probably a bit too long. So for each question, we utilized the total number of people that had applied. This was a transnational sample; it was online, so if you were English-speaking, it was easily accessible to you. I’ll show the breakdown of the nationalities, but we had primarily US and UK citizens responding, but we had twenty or thirty other countries were represented as well, and there were multiple job specialties and mission categories represented as well. It was not just security contractors, so I’ll talk about those demographics in a minute.

One of the weaknesses of the survey was that it was a convenient sample, meaning we don’t know the total number of people that potentially saw it and decided not to respond. We don’t know what the denominator is there on the response rate. We couldn’t think of a way to get around this, just in terms of wanting to get it out to as broad of a population as possible. We wanted it to be out to a transnational sample, not just one company and to folks who were doing a variety of different specialties, and there’s no one big database of contractors for the world, so this was the best we could do. I will say this, two other studies that we had seen showed very similar rates of PTSD, like within a percentage point or two, so we think our findings were pretty robust. And we had a limited study scope, in that we were looking very much at mental and physical health problems. So really, this was intended to be a very large scale and transnational but also the first cut at this issue.
So, how did we reach out to people and advertise the survey? We tried to get around this of not having one big database of folks to look through by triangulating and sending it out to as many different recruitment channels as we could. So we used our personal networks, the researchers who were working on this; we went directly through several private contracting firms—two in the UK and two in the US—and they sent it out through their HR [human resource] arms. We went through several contractor trade associations, international stability operations association which is having a state conference up in DC this week. We went through them and a UK-based security contractor trade association. We also went through relevant listservs; if anybody is on Doug Brooks’ AM/PM list or PSCs list, we went through those, I think that helped most, probably, because he has about 20,000 readers. We went through the relevant blogs and tried to target a couple of contractor relevant blogs that were seen as robust, such as, I think, Danger Zone Jobs and Feral Hundee was another.

We assessed multiple characteristics, assessed demographic characteristics. One characteristic we did not assess was gender-based, because we did not want to have such a small number responding in a certain way as to be identifiable, and, because there are so few females in the industry, they might be identifiable. So we didn’t ask about that but did ask about age, citizenship, education and marital status, and we asked about deployment experiences. We utilized standardized scales to look at mental and physical health, and we looked at health care use.

To get into the demographics of who responded to give you an idea of what the population looked like, the majority of respondents’ most recent contracts were for the department of defense and department of state; but as you can see, we had a diversity of folks working across a lot of different kind of contracts. Most, on their recent contracts, had a training, advising or land security job; we distinguished land security which was convoy security, static site
security, personal security details—as opposed to maritime security. So as you can see, even though we weren’t just targeting private security contractors, they are fairly heavily represented here.

As I mentioned before, most respondents were either UK or US citizens, again, probably not that surprising. It was an English-speaking survey. We put it out to two US and two UK firms, but Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand were also represented, and in this 25% bucket there were twenty-five different countries, including Italy, Macedonia, all across the map. So looking at research questions, and I will talk about the findings, the first was looking at the deployment experiences of contractors in conflict environments, and again, this was relevant to try to figure out how closely were contractor and military experiences mapped on top of each other and what would you expect about their health care needs and the types of issues they might face.

We found that length of deployment amongst our respondents varied quite widely. I would say the things to focus on here are the seven-plus months—which is about one-fifth of our sample—who had deployed that long on the most recent contract, and fully one-third of the folks who were responding to the survey were currently deployed. I’ll get back to this in a second but remember that that’s really relevant.

With regard to pre-deployment preparation, we asked these questions, and they basically had to say yes or no. The interesting thing here was that we found that most people answered fairly negatively; only about a quarter were in agreement with the statement, “my contracting company provided me with adequate stress management training,” so we found that that was potentially something for companies to focus on moving forward. We also were looking for levels of combat exposure, talked about deployment stress for some of the deployment health issues that some of the military were at risk for, and 73% were exposed to some sort of combat.
With regard to other deployment experiences, we found that the military and contractors were the level of preparedness for deployment was similar on average to what we had seen on similar military surveys. Interestingly, contractors, for the most part, were reporting better living conditions while deployed than the military, and we hear about this in an ad hoc session, but I thought this was an interesting finding here.

So getting into the real meat of the survey, looking at the mental health status of contractors. We did use standardized self-reporting scales, and what I say, what I mean [by] that, I’m not a health expert, but the woman I did the study with, Carrie Farmer, has done a lot of surveys, and I took her recommendations, and we used several standardized scales to do this. Basically, people were self-reporting, but they were not saying, “Yes, I have been diagnosed with PTSD [post-traumatic stress disorder].” They were going through a series of questions that would end up giving them a score that would help us to understand if they had PTSD or depression or unhealthy alcohol use, which has a specific connotation. So we found that mental health issues are more prevalent, 25% of probable PTSD is quite notable when you consider among US military populations scores for probable PTSD rate range from 8 to 20%, depending on how you’re measuring it. So 25% is quite high. So probable depression, 18% higher than we see amongst military. Alcohol misuse, 47%. When Carrie briefs this part, she said most of us would probably score in the alcohol on misuse. That’s [when] you have to drink something like two times a day several times a week. So that is not surprising that that’s quite high, but high-risk drinking, 18%, that’s quite high, extensive use, and tobacco use is quite high.

So the numbers are cut when you cross here at the bottom, but when you look at how they’re cut when you cross-tabulate them along folks’ specialties, job specialties, the highest percentage for PTSD (the blue line) are amongst those folks performing
transportation duties. So these are truckers, for the most part, and not surprising, given the fact that a lot of them had just come out of theaters where they were getting hit with improvised explosive devices (IEDs) pretty frequently, and these are people who don’t necessarily have prior military experiences, so they may not have had any sort of resiliency training for something like that. But the transportation sample was fairly small. I’m trying to remember what the numbers were, but something like sixteen people or something. So the 50% there might look a little bit deceiving. The trainers in land security was also quite high; as I note before on that pie chart, we did have very high percentages of folks in those areas that responded to the survey. The other interesting thing we always like to note here is that maritime security contracting is apparently a very safe one to go into to avoid mental health problems because only 4% of maritime security contractors were showing any problems.

We briefed this all over the place when the study came out in late 2013; we traveled over to London and briefed audiences in the UK and in Washington as well. When we briefed it to UK audiences, I have to say they don’t look surprised at all and I’ll say that UK citizens have more of a stiff upper lip than folks from the US. They were quite serious about that. But US citizens are showing much higher rates than UK citizens rates or citizens from other countries here. We did not hypothesize as to why, but that would be an interesting thing to research more in the future. Longer deployments were also associated with probable PTSD and depression, and that makes sense because they have more time to have some sort of traumatic event, but this is why I told you to remember how high the proportion of folks were who had gone on long deployments in our sample and who are currently deployed.

So if you remember, 33% of the sample were currently deployed while they were completing the online survey. If they had internet access, they could do that while deployed. 23% of those were
screening high for probable PTSD, and, as I will show in a later slide, most of these people were not seeking treatment for it. So we found this to be one of the more troubling findings of the survey. PTSD is a very treatable condition, but it definitely, if it’s not treated, it can lead to problems with productivity, occupational functioning, and so this needs to be addressed amongst the contractor population.

So what other health issues with contractors, starting to look at the physical health issues? We did focus a lot on mental health issues in the study, but we found it interesting that, on the one hand, respondents responded, for the most part, they were pretty healthy but about 40% also reported having had a physical health problem as a result of a deployment contract. And these went across the map. Some of the labels got knocked off here when I was reformatting this last night. I apologize about that. But the top, the most extensive finding we had were that orthopedic problems were the biggest one which is perhaps not surprising. Respiratory findings were high, and we hypothesized that may be due to the burn pits that contractors were asked to run or were exposed to, but as you can see this went across the map. For this one, we did not have a standardized scale. We had an open textbox, and they had 150 characters to write about physical health problems, and then we went in and coded them.

So we went down to Leishmaniasis, due to sand fleas. I had no idea. A couple of these things that people wrote in the boxes were mental health issues, and we took those out, when we were looking at those, so we crossed out anxiety, substance abuse, relationship issues, and put those in the mental health bucket. Physical health conditions also varied by specialty. Transportation, very high. Very risky job for those contractors. Training, advising, and land security, also pretty high. Maritime security, still very low. The mental and physical health issues really did map on each other in terms of who was affected by these. Again, US citizens were reporting more physical health problems than other nationalities, and we’re not
sure why, but there are definitely different hypotheses about that. And looking at access to care. This was completed before the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was in place in the United States, so this probably has changed to some extent since the ACA has been in place. But before that, we found that most of the respondents were insured, but US citizens were less likely to be insured, and interestingly one of the things we found, and if you are working as a contractor, you typically only have insurance from the company while you are on the contract. Sometimes you’ll have it for a couple of months past the end date of the contract. There is something called Defense Base Act Insurance, and there have been numerous reports on this; T. Christian Miller in ProPublica has written a number of reports about problems with the Defense Base Act and how it’s essentially put out there to be government insurance, government-sponsored insurance, for anybody supporting the United States operations on an overseas US base, but we found there were some problems with that.

The US line is the blue line, the UK the red line, the other countries were the green line. The US folks, about a third of them had insurance from their contracting companies, and then they had potential [insurance] from other sources. Interestingly, when you cross-tabulate those findings with the findings on PTSD and depression, we found that nearly a quarter of those with mental or physical health conditions were uninsured. [slide changes] Here we go, the DBA claims. This was what I was just talking about.

We asked one question in here about whether folks had ever filed a DBA claim and we found in the literature that they were being held up or denied without cause, particularly for mental health problems because it was difficult for any contractor with a deployment mental health issue who had been a veteran previously of a state military to prove their deployment-related mental health issue occurred while they were working on contract and not while in the military. If that is the case, if it’s difficult to prove, then you
don’t get your claim approved. The other thing that we’re hearing was that the DBA claims were held up in an appeals process for sometimes years, and people were having a really hard time getting their claim passed.

Interestingly, though, when we asked about this in the survey, we did not get much traction with the findings. Very few of our sample had filed a DBA claim, but the majority of those who had filed one, it had been approved, and you can see the blue slices, those who had filed for a physical health claim, the red is so small that you can’t see it, 0.2%, that was just for mental health claim. The green little 2.5% is for both physical and mental health claim, and almost 84% [of respondents] said they had never filed a claim. So either they don’t know about it, or they weren’t working for a US funder and weren’t eligible for it.

US respondents did have higher rates of health care use in general, when we asked about that. Again, the United States is the blue line here; so they had more visits on average than most other nationalities to a healthcare provider in the past year. Most respondents with probable PTSD or depression who had received no mental health treatment. And respondents also reported low access to company-provided mental health resources, and we thought this was an interesting finding and, again, spoke to something the industry could do to help out this population. So 23% reported that they had received adequate stress management training before their recent deployment on contract, 26% reported that they had adequate resources to help with stress when being deployed, and 17% had access to help with post-deployment stress problems. Most were unlikely to report a mental health condition to a supervisor or official, which we found troubling, and we did brief this pretty extensively across the industry in the US and UK. I think there have been some slight changes made on a company-by-company basis, but not big things done to address this population as far as I know. Interestingly, this gets into why folks would not
want to self-report these problems and seek help. I think it’s really interesting that 70% of those who met criteria for PTSD or depression thought it would harm their career if they actually reached out on this. So the messaging needs to be changed on this. 68% thought that their colleagues might have less confidence in them, and 71% felt their supervisor or other officials at their company might treat them differently.

So then, finally, again, when we went on our speaking tour about this, what were some of our recommendations? We did argue that both companies and clients, including the department of defense in the US and UK, need to increase access to stress management and mental health resources, including training, pre- and post-deployment training for folks leaving and coming back on contract, and resources in the theater for contractors, we found that contractors were pushed out of some of the military mental health resources, and they were not given access to those and then to post deployment resources as well.

And finally, you really need to implement strategies to reduce the stigma here on this issue, and so we recommended corporate messaging but also team leader training, so your team lead might be able to recognize if one of his team has any of these issues and help encourage him or her to seek help.

And then, of course, we’re RAND, so our thing is to always recommend additional research, because we’re interested in doing research. This is not just a pitch. But the additional research that we recommended, looking at questions such as these, how can companies balance vetting options with treatment options and the provision of resources, and what types of resources are provided and are there to cope with stress, and are these effective, or how can they be made more effective? What are the economic benefits and risks in providing or not providing these types of resources? Why are there differences by job specialty in rate of health problems, and how can those be mitigated? How does prior
military experience affect the mental health of contractors, and what physical health problems are associated with deployments on contract, and what causes those specific problems so drilling deeper into the physical health side of things—not just in the context of yesterday’s conversation, I think it would be interesting, and I wish Erik Prince were still here—how would you propose addressing these things if we were to go into a theater, vetting for these issues; not that folks with PTSD or depression are more likely to have any sort of violent interchange with locals, but it does impact their productivity. There’s been a lot of research on that. So I think it’s an interesting dialogue and one that needs to keep happening, which is why I keep briefing this four years later.

Thank you. I’ll be happy to take your questions.

(Applause)

Q&A SEGMENT

Audience Member 1: Thank you, Molly, for a very informative talk. Do you have any data that correlates the number of deployments with any of these manifesting themselves in the contractors?

Dunigan: There was one slide that shows, it was pretty early on here, that shows that more seven-plus deployments is a much higher rate of these things, much more likely, yeah.

Audience Member 2: Molly, thank you. That was great, excellent presentation, and I just want to add some things. Scratching the surface on this particular subject, just in the last month, on this particular subject, just did a charity organization in South Africa. What I found in South Africa, it’s a very unmanly talk to have. We were brought up not to talk about these kinds of problems, and it stems from our [indistinguishable] days as well, and what I’ve seen with friends, and with colleagues, definitely, some of the signs you’ve mentioned, maybe drinking is one problem, marital
problems, and it’s a wonderful exercise this, and I would like to, you know, look in South Africa, how we can maybe add to this study and how we can take it further. A lot of things they don’t understand like DBA, especially—so if I talk about Iraq, 2003 to 2011, when the US forces were through, and still pretty powerful currently, and in all the data, we work mainly on [US governmental] contracts and we had insurance, but it was never explained to us in South Africa, so a lot of people got injured and had mental health problems, but they never knew how to claim, and they don’t want to talk about it in fear of losing their work, and the people just stayed in theater, because they needed to keep working to feed their families.

So that was a big problem. They had observations—a lot of the third country nationals like the Ugandans and even the local nationals like the Iraqis that worked on the same contracts as us, the internationals, the first exposed, and they were the shields, and a lot of them were killed and maimed, and I found that a lot of them never received any treatment or any compensation from the companies. We’re talking about mostly about Westerners and foreigners in the country, but not talking about local nationals, and there’s a big problem, I think, from the companies that employ these people, first of all, not explaining and not helping them. I’m busy with a DBA claim myself for over a year and I’ve met a lot of resistance, but—in Washington, sorting, so on, and these I think not the existence, but they seem to be very difficult to get claims done, by foreigners, especially, so—and PTSD is something that needs to be addressed. I think it’s a wonderful presentation. Good work done. It’s just some observations that I had from my side. Thank you.

Dunigan: Thank you so much for sharing that. Now, to elaborate a little bit on the DBA thing. The DBA is a law that’s been in place in the US since the early 1940s, sort of post-World War II, and the actual insurance program itself is run by the insurance company
AIG, so I’ll refer to you T. Christian Miller who has done some wonderful work, nine or ten articles, exposing the extent to which AIG tries to make it difficult to file these claims. The government does not make it clear, the process for doing so. Clients don’t make it clear to the companies who are hiring—particularly foreigners—how to do this and that they are eligible. So if an Iraqi is working on a DOD-funded contract, they are technically eligible to file a DBA claim if they get injured, but most don’t know that and the information is difficult to track down.

What we’ve heard anecdotally and through T. Christian Miller’s work, is you have to get a lawyer, and it can take over a year, and you have have the money to pay the lawyer. So it’s an uphill battle. But I will say in conversations that we’ve had, and I just had this conversation with Erik last night about how he handles these things with his company, and a lot of the company officials do say, well, you know, once the contract ends, they’re eligible for DBA insurance, and DBA has been around since the 1940s, so it’s glossed over as being a band-aid which is not actually there for most people.

Audience Member 3: Do you suppose that the—I’m struck by the disproportionate number of US versus UK and others. Do you suppose that’s because we have an extremely loose definition here for what constitutes a symptom of PTSD? For example, the VA, at the VA, there is a presumption that just by having been deployed to a combat theater that you are a candidate for PTSD.

Dunigan: Well, for the mental health findings, they were not self-reporting those. They were filling out questionnaires with types of questions like are you having nightmares, you know, different things like that, that would then give us a score, and we could score them. So—I think—again, we did get the one hypothesis put forth by folks in the UK that they just have a more stiffer upper lip. I think there could be some mores, when it’s appropriate to talk to these
things and when to keep them inside, what the cultural stigmas are there. That’s probably the questions but we didn’t get into it.

*Audience Member 4:* Molly, as a follow-up, have you compared the numbers for PTSD and depression with the overall American population?

*Dunigan:* Yes, and the overall American population is lower than the US military. So, again, US military is 8 to 20%, depending on how you’re measuring it, and the overall population is something like 4 to 7%. So this is quite high. And, you know, I mean, I think, our hypothesis right now about why it’s so high is that treatment is stigmatized and not provided. I think the if military did not have as many treatment programs to catch these things and treat them as they do at this time, then the military numbers could be that high as well.

*Audience Member 5:* Hi, my name is Kim Massey, I’m here at UNG and also a nurse practitioner for those returning from combat or in the active military, so I wanted to speak, because my research background is with military fathers, particularly, of young children, and their deployment to combat. So what I wanted to just kind of review yesterday’s presentations, and I know Colonel Cancian talked about how contractors are being used to augment the United States military, he referred to the Reserves and the National Guard being brought in [in] the 1970s, and now there are no benefits to support these contractors. And Chris Rothery said in New Zealand, how the veterans coming back from military or from contracting were having issues, extreme issues, especially with PTSD, and, of course, Erik Prince talked yesterday how his plan for these contractors is to embed them in country for longer periods of time, and we know by research these long, frequent deployments with very short at-home recovery time leads to greater mental health issues.
So if they’re not providing in benefits for these contractors, male or female, during the deployment, and then especially when they return home to support their post-deployment issues, are we, as you know, in our government, at DOD levels and Department of State levels, are we looking at discussions to provide support to these contractors?

_Dunigan_: It’s a great question; I’m glad that you asked it. So there’s this whole issue of duty of care, right? So when we briefed this to both contractor officials and CEOs as well as military and department of defense officials, they really get into a very heated debate about whose responsibility it is to care for this population. So the client funders often say, well, it’s the company’s responsibility, and the companies say, well, that should be, you know, they have DBA insurance, or this should be DOD’s responsibility or whoever the big client is. So the personnel themselves just sort of fall down into that gap. It’s an ongoing debate. Like I said, we did the research about five years ago, and we briefed it very, very extensively. We’re working hard to get full on research on this, because it was quite important. And we just kept getting stuck in that loop of whose duty of care is it. So I think it’s really important to keep talking about [this] for that reason. And, you know, I do think that if we are going to privatize the war in Afghanistan or do any big deployment like that, this needs to be part of the debate and contractually inserted into the language of the contract before we go in.

_Audience Member 6_: Thanks, Molly, for a great presentation. I wanted to follow up some of the discussion about stigma, and I know at RAND, a couple of possible ways to reduce stigma in accessing mental health care are access to chaplains and and access to embedded health care in medical care teams and I wonder—
Dunigan: Those are great ideas. Further work along those lines should definitely help them.

Audience Member 6: Molly, a great presentation. I wonder, have you looked at the impact on the families? Where I’m staying, I see the impact on the families, and it’s really, really disruptive. You have a dad that’s flying in every six months for two weeks and splashing a lot of money on to the family, and then he’s out.

Dunigan: So we have not done research on them, but I think it would be also a really interesting vein of work to look into. We’ve done a lot of work on military families and different issues about reintegration, post deployment, I mean, DOD has a lot of reintegration programs and military family support, so that would be an interesting line of research to look into as well.

Audience Member 7: Molly, did your research look at the quality of pre-deployment vetting by the company?

Dunigan: We didn’t go into it. We asked the extent they had been doing, if they had gone through any sort of vetting, not just a check, but like a pre-deployment resiliency training, and we find that it was really, really minimal.

Audience Member 8: I just want to make the point that in my presentation I talked about the process of bringing reservists into the total force, thirty or forty years to work through all the processes and mechanisms, and this is one of the issues that they face, because reservists—when they come back from deployment—they don’t go to a military base for the most part; they’re out in the community and didn’t have the resources that active did so they there were
programs that they could get the care for the problems, but it took a long time, and this is part of the process for contractors, and it may take a while to get there.

*Dunigan:* That's great context to keep in mind. One more question.

*Audience Member 9:* Thank you for your presentation. I'm a civilian, always have been, trying to sort through a lot of information through this very powerful symposium, from my perspective. But have there been any, has there been any research done or post research looking into the overall societal costs? Not only from the experiences of veterans trying to get assistance from the VA but also contractors trying to get public or private health coverage, stigma, not because there's a political element in there as well, where there's stigma coming from. Well, I hate to mention it, but the incident recently in California, when you see individuals need a lot of professional help, the cost societally, to families and individuals, but also, to communities at large. Has there been any research done on that?

*Dunigan:* I'm not familiar with any research done on that, but I think that would be a really interesting area to look into further.

   Thanks.

   (Applause)

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
Thank you very much for hosting me in this great conference, a spectacular conference, and all of you should feel very lucky that they got Eeben Barlow yesterday; he doesn’t come out much. I would say, treasure that. That’s a rare opportunity.

I’m going to talk to you a little bit today about the future of the privatization of war and what it means for you and future leaders, typically, future leaders in national security, which many in this room will become. This is a speech given by General Patton, the day before D-Day, “Americans hate to lose. Losing is hateful for Americans.”

The problem is, ever since 1944, America and the West has not decisively won wars. And the question is, and this is provocative, is why. Why is that the case? Korea was a stalemate. Vietnam went Communist. Afghanistan, Iraq, many would call that a victory, and made a case why we should privatize Afghanistan, because it’s not a success. Not successes are sometimes called failures.

This book asks this question. Why is it America—and not just America, but the West—why has it stopped winning wars? And the implications of that are terrifying, if you think about it. One reason is, another question is, the West, those who represent militaries in this room have the best troops, have the best training, have the best technology, have the most money. So what’s the problem, right?
My favorite is this thing right here, the F-35. It costs $1.5 trillion for this program. That is more than Russia’s GDP. Think about that. If this plane were a national economy, it would rank eleventh in the world. All right? US has fought, as allies, two long wars. How many did this plane see? Do we know? Zero. Zero. The measurement of any weapon is its utility. And we’re still buying a lot more of them, right? Meanwhile, things that do work, like infantry, special operations, and others, not enough there. Are deployed over time.

The reason I say in this book why we are struggling is there’s something I call strategic accessing. And it’s not just me. It’s also the Secretary of Defense Mattis. It means low strategic IQ. That’s what I said, not Mattis. Low strategic IQ. We need to rethink war. The problem is this: There’s a saying that generals always fight the last war. What it really means is, generals always fight the last successful war. For the West, that was World War II. And the paradigm of warfare remains World War II, a conventional war, interstate war, fought by industrial-sized militaries, fueled by nationalism and patriotism, and it’s a sort of laws of war-type context, we know, we’ve seen the World War II movies still being produced to this day.

This fuels things like Red Storm Rising, Tom Clancy’s huge international bestseller of the 1980s and all the lookalikes since then. This book imagines World War III, a hyper-aggressive Soviet Union fighting the West, fighting NATO, using conventional war. Nukes were conspicuously absent in that, making it highly unrealistic, but the world embraced it. Do you know what was the Soviet Union was doing in the 1980s when this book came out? It was busy imploding. And the guys who proposed to Washington that the Soviet Union was a huge threat because he had been reading too much Tom Clancy and not enough tables, was Bob Gates, CIA, head of the analysis of the CIA on the Soviet Union, one of the greatest intelligence failures in history. Of course, he got promoted, which shows us a bit of how D.C. works.
If we ask people what they think the future war is, it’s World War II with greater technology. That’s what the national defense strategy that just came out reiterates. Things like *Call of Duty*. Anybody play that? Raise your hands. We know who you are. *Call of Duty*, it’s very tactical and kinetic.

Meanwhile, we see people like Putin in Russia taking over vast swathes of land like the Crimea, not with tanks and bombers, but through other means, including mercenaries. We see what the Chinese are doing in the South China Sea. How many carrier troops do they have? Zero. So the utility of force for the 21st century is going down. This is dangerously wrong. It puts us on a strategic IQ path. War has moved on. And we have to move on with it. Our adversaries know this, and they’re not just states, as you know. Conventional war is basically state on state warfare, and that’s what the book is about. It proposes ten new principles of war, for how to win. How to reimagine war and warfare for the 21st century and what we need to do to win. It’s meant to remedy strategic atrophy. Now, a few heads will explode in the Pentagon over this book. That’s okay. But what I want to talk about is rule number six. Mercenaries will return. Mercenaries are returning, present tense. That is one of the new rules of war. Okay?

First of all, mercenaries are the second oldest profession. The Bible mentions them several times. Romans lived off of them. The Roman empire, think about it. They had twenty-six to thirty legions throughout their entire empire. You know how many people are in a legion? About 6500, 6000? Who is everybody else? A good number of them were mercenaries. All right? In the Middle Ages, war was done by mercenaries. That’s how wars were fought. The reason is obvious. Standing armies are extremely expensive. Renting is cheaper than owning. Also, standing armies, when I was in Africa doing some strange work, one of the heads of the UN mission there said that armies in Africa are only good for playing cards and plotting coups. Having a standing army around is very dangerous.
Our country knew that. In our constitution, is there a standing army clause? No. There’s one for the navy but not for the army. Congress has the power to raise an army. Such was the distrust of standing armies. In the Middle Ages, or early Renaissance, mercenaries were not called mercenaries, they were called condottiere, which in old Italian means contractor, like today. They formed multinational transalpine corporations, just like today’s private military and security corporations, with hierarchies of leadership, and booty clauses, and not the booty you think out there, but it’s your share of the wealth; they were professional, organized mercenary forces. Everybody hired them; Popes hired them; everyone hired them. Mercenaries were around for a very long time. There’s a relationship between private military force and world order.

Second oldest profession, most of military history is privatized history, privatized military history; mercenaries were never stigmatized, they were just seen as a bloody but an honorable trade. You had sons of aristocrats becoming condottiere captains, very famous ones, taking over states. The Sforza, which means force in Italian, took over Milan and became the Duke of Milan. That’s how many dukedoms occurred. By force. The market has always been there, because private military force is cheaper. In our own country, the congressional budget office ran a study comparing the costs of battalion infantry with a comparable unit of Blackwater and found that Blackwater is cheaper in wartime, and what is cheaper in peacetime, Blackwater or the infantry? Blackwater is cheaper because the contract goes away; there’s zero costs. Whereas if you’re paying an infantry battalion to be at Fort Bragg doing their thing. So if contracting in the short term or the long term is cheaper; it’s up for debate.

The Thirty Years’ War was a war from 1618 to 1648 that wiped out more Germans than World War II. It was devastating. It was fought mostly by mercenaries. You had an armies, 50,000 by 50,000, mostly mercenaries, and it was destructive, and mercenaries would
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prey on the people. It was horrible. In 1648, the Peace of Westphalia occurred. This is where most political scientists, international relations theorists believe that the nation states were birthed. That’s up for debate. We’re not going to have that debate today. But one of the things that nation states did is that they monopolized the marketable force. They seized control of the market by investing in powerful standing military. And they outlawed mercenary forces and chased them away or killed them. This is the origin of the stigma against mercenary force. It only occurred a couple of hundred years ago. But mercenaries were used extensively until the mid-19th century. Mercenaries and privateers, which are the mercenaries of the high seas. We used them until the 1850s, the Crimean War, the Treaty of Paris of 1856. Warfare became exclusively at this point state on state. The norms of the battlefield which were codified in the Hague and Geneva Conventions came from this period. And what informed the in the Hague Convention is what happened here with the Lieber Code in the Civil War, right? But this is our paradigm.

I’m tracing back the lineage of this idea of what warfare is in the conventional mind. This is the Westphalian order. It’s state-on-state conflict; mercenaries are not a part of it, and we think of it as universal and timeless because it was spread in the age of empire through colonies, but it’s not universal; it’s less than 200 years old, which is nothing in human history. And guess what? We are going back to status quo. Mercenaries are back. This is normal. This is not abnormal. Most of human history has featured private military force. And there is no stigma. Now, these mercenaries are American, ex-SEALs, ex-Green Berets, now being hired by the Emirates in the war in Yemen. The world, once again, has become what I call durable disorder through an endless persistent conflict, but it’s not a situation where the sky is falling, we have to invest in more sky. It’s going to look a little bit like the Middle Ages, but not getting into that right now.
We’re seeing mercenaries pop up everywhere. I’ve seen a lot in the Wagner Group, a very interesting development. We see mercenaries helping terrorists like the [indistinguishable]. There’s Uzbek Sunni mercenaries who did professionalize and train them around around Raqqa; we’re seeing mercenaries all over Kurdistan, [indistinguishable] is kind of like a mercenary Mecca for lone guys showing up to do something, to kill ISIS, sort of like that bar from Star Wars. It’s become a huge area, especially in 2014, 2015, when ISIS was at its peak. We are seeing Latin American ex-special forces mercenaries hired to go kill mercenaries in Yemen. They’re very effective. They’re good value because they’re tough soldiers who have combat experience fighting narcos, and they’re about one-quarter the price of Erik Prince or me. I’m not doing it anymore. He is. We saw in Nigeria, what we call the Executive Outcomes, the Alumni Network, what we saw in Nigeria in 2015. Nigeria is a regional hegemon in West Africa. The military is not weak. For six years, they could not deal with Boko Haram. They hired some of Barlow’s old guys and some others who took care of it in six weeks. We can debate how much they took care of it; they pushed them out into their neighbor’s backyard, which is a classic military strategy, but it’s effective. And the problem is, people think that mercenaries are like the 1960s, they show up with a lone kalishnakov. No, they showed up with MI24s, helicopters; you can rent the special forces teams. They can be very good. Very good. We’re seeing what I call privateerism, maritime security; we have hackback mercenaries companies, which are like cybermercenaries, and we’ve seen all over Africa, a big place.

Erik Prince, right, privatizing the war in Afghanistan. Most in Washington find this to be an absolutely ridiculous idea. There’s some good reasons and some bad reasons for that. My only thing is he’s never done this. He was basically a body guard company in Iraq for diplomats. I spent several years in Africa raising small armies for US interests, and his plan is not going to work. We can do that
in Q&A. It’s a simple solution for complex problems, guaranteed failure. That’s all I’ll say.

So, why are military contractors coming back? One, it’s inevitable. It’s a part of warfare. The last 200 years have been the exception, not the norm. Then there were people like Executive Outcomes which pioneered it, but it wasn’t until the experience in Iraq and Afghanistan that launched this industry by infusing with a few billion dollars of capital.

Now, to the point here, this shows you, contractors are in red, troops in blue. You can see this pattern. In Afghanistan, there are more contractors than troops. Like a three-to-one ratio, versus World War II when it was 10%. Now, to be fair, only 12 to 15% of these contractors were trigger-pullers. So most of the contractors, the vast majority, are serving chow or preparing trucks. That’s not what I’m talking about. I’m talking about the trigger-pullers. And the difference between a private military contractor and a mercenary, in my opinion, in my book *Modern Mercenary*, which is an academic book, I go into some of the nuance, but the bottom line is this. If you can do one, you can do the other. It’s a question of market circumstances and the individual’s decision. That’s what it comes down to. You can do one; you can do the other. It’s a very blurry line. This 15%, though, is enough to launch a worldwide industry, because after the US left Iraq and Afghanistan, they are not reservists from World War II who demobilized and integrated into the civilian workforce. They sought new clients. And others have imitated this model, like the Wagner Group.

Can the US really wag its finger—excuse the bad pun—at Moscow for using them when we have done this? We can say it’s not the same thing. But that’s not what Moscow hears. Why hire mercenaries? To wage war. One of the people who hire these things are extractive services. There’s a market glut of military contractors coming out of Afghanistan and Iraq looking for work. Guess what? There’s supply and demand. And you want them for plausible
deniability, and this is very powerful for the future of war. We live in an information age. In such an age, plausible deniability can be more powerful than firepower. Look at how Moscow took over the Crimea. Russia has the ability to do a blitzkrieg in the eastern Ukraine, but they chose clandestine means, like mercenaries, proxy militia, and their huge media machine, propaganda. They blew up Boeing 777 out of the air, and nothing happened. They stole the Crimea, and nothing happened. One of the reasons for that is by the time the tanks and the ships showed up, it was *fait accompli*, because their clandestine means had already seized everything that needed to be seized. That’s the way warfare is going. It’s going underground. Mercenaries are cheaper. We talked about that. They’re bloodless. Americans hate seeing Marines coming back in body bags. They don’t notice contractors. And Russia is the same way. One reason Moscow uses the Wagner Group is that no one is too fussed in Russia about dead contractors. Americans killed more Russians in February 7 this past year than during the entire Cold War, in one battle. It’s amazing to think about it.

Mercenaries hire niche capabilities. If you want to rent a soft team or MI24 gunship for three weeks, you can do it; you don’t have to pay for a whole program now. You can use to professionalize your security, and for loyalty. Everybody thinks of Machiavelli. Mercenaries are faithless. I spent the past three months this past year in Florence. Machiavelli was simply an incompetent assistant secretary of defense who got burned by his mercenaries and was bitter and came out in his book, *The Prince*. We know that. Then, two centuries before, there was one John Hawkwood, he was a mercenary who served Florence for years. Mercenaries can be loyal. They’re loyal to the paycheck. They’re not loyal to political factions.

Now, implications for leadership. First of all, in the future, these are McFate’s predictions, okay? We’ll see mercenaries increasingly seen as legitimate and we’ll see the stigma fade. That is already happening. If you talk to field grades retirees in this room, I know
there’s a couple, a two-star; if somebody told you thirty years ago
that the US in the world would be hiring trigger-pullers in a combat
zone, would that seem incredible? Would that seem not likely? I’m
not going to ask you. We’ve got a ringer in here. Most people would
have said there’s no way the world’s going to be hiring mercenaries.
If it happens, it’s completely in the shadows; it’s going to be like
wild geese or something. Also, that mercenaries can be a force for
good or for evil. You might see a megachurch hiring mercenaries to
do humanitarian things interventions in an ISIS type environment.

Why do we assume they’re evil? Because Hollywood tells
us so? No. They’re an agent. The morality can be indeterminate.
Mercenaries, they can start wars for profit. In between contracts, they
can become bandits and predators. They can engage in racketeering.
So, for example, in the city of Siena in Italy, small mercenaries will
show up in a city, surround it and say give us 1,000 pounds of gold
and pepper (pepper was all the thing back then, by the way) or we’re
going to sack you. And that’s bad for your daughters.

And so Siena runs around, every piece of gold they can find
they hand over to the mercenaries, and the mercenaries say thank
you, we’ll be back next year. Happened a lot in Siena, in particular.

Regulating the industry—I’m skeptical. Mercenaries, when
you commodify conflict, it’s the one commodity that resists law
enforcement. The reason is because mercenaries can kill your law
enforcement. Who is going to go into Syria or Yemen and arrest the
mercenaries? The 82 Airborn Division? No. If you can find them,
who is going to arrest them?

Now, you could say, I’m going to arrest their clients, like whoever
hired them. What if whoever hired them is Russia or Nigeria or
UAE? What if it’s Exxon Mobil; are you going take on Exxon Mobil?
Exxon Mobil has more power in the world than most states. So
law enforcement is not the answer. We’re going to have to wait a
generation or two for a Geneva Convention on this type of warrior.
I don’t think we’re going to have it. In this world too the super rich
can become a super power. The papacy was. Hired mercenaries a lot, to do crusades. And strategy changes. And we’ll end here.

When you privatize war, warfare changes. Think of Clausewitz meets Adam Smith, one of the founders of economics. The problem is our general officer class; I teach at the National Defense University; I run the strategy program at my college. We focus on Clausewitz, not economics. And economics apply to warfare when you privatize it. We are not ready for this. Here are some examples. I’m looking back at the early Renaissance, at the Italian wars. There are historical examples for some of these strategies. I want you to read them during that time. Here are some for sellers. And forced buyers are those who hire mercenaries. Forced sellers are mercenaries. Warfare now changes. How war is prosecuted completely changes. It’s marketized. Now, CEOs are savvy to some of this, but our current four stars are not. Because they were not raised on this, because they were raised in a World War II like paradigm, right? It’s pretty scary. Let’s not forget also that mercenaries do not want to work themselves out of business. That’s another problem. So we must prepare for war as it is and not as we wish it. And that is the point of this book. With that, I’ll turn to questions.

Q&A Segment

Audience Member 1: A question about recruiting. That cadre of people is limited, and it seems like if mercenaries, if armed contractors were going to expand to be really a major military player, they’re going to have to bring in more people, maybe train them or, you know, bring in more of the regular infantry. When you look at a regular army, there’s only a handful of very skilled people and most of them are eighteen-year-olds with some basic training. Does that put a cap on the market?

McFate: It’s a great question. And we pay most attention to the ex-soft guys because they’re the sexiest, right? A lot of the guys
out there—I’ve never seen a female mercenary. That doesn’t mean there aren’t any. I’ve just never seen one. And Fed Ex security stuff, a lot of the infrastructure of defense, but they’re definitely military, not police. Paramilitary. I’ll say this, a lot of the industry, it’s an illicit industry in many ways, a word of mouth recruitment. What that means for recruitment is it’s separated into command language groups. You have English speakers like the NATO countries; you have the Russian speakers, the ex-Soviet, and you have the Latin American types like you’ve seen in Yemen. Those are the three big ones. We have the smaller versions of this from France, Israel. Everyone is watching, looking at China because China has the largest domestic security population in the world, and that’s just like, you know, it’s not paramilitary. But it could be a game-changer if they decide to do it, and there is a China mercenary company in South Sudan; they’re getting hit by the rebels there; unlike the Russians, they don’t have combat experience. They’re getting chewed up, so I’m told.

Audience Member 2: You alluded to it. What are your objections to the Erik Prince plan?

McFate: I wish Erik was here. Erik and I know each other; go back a ways, kind of go round and round. 6,500 mercenaries isn’t going to fix Afghanistan. 145,000 in 2011 couldn’t do it, and that’s when the Taliban was not rising like it is today. Taliban controls more in Afghanistan than the government. And I agree with him, and Erik Prince doesn’t get credit. The widespread problem; his solution was tactical. He wants to do training and equipping, and we have to raise a military, and not just train and equip an existing one. How do you create institutions of leadership; how do you create a Ministry of Defense and make sure they’re not corrupt? As it is, corruption in Afghanistan. Putting people at the company grade level for a year as mentors, all that does is give you soldiers who
shoot straighter and wear better uniforms. It doesn’t give you a professional military ethos. There’s no equivalent of this college in Afghanistan. His answer for fighting corruption—I asked him, How do you fight corruption? His answer: A smart guy, a clipboard, and a motor pool can take care of that. I say, no, they can’t.

How do you create ministers of defense? Look at what happened in north Iraq in 2014, when ISIS was coming, taking it over; they took over Mosul. You know how much effort the US military put into training the military of Mosul? A small terrorist force takes off, and the army there throws off their uniforms and flees. And it’s not because they didn’t have good training and mentorship. It’s because the bad guy put idiots, who are the generals, who are political cronies and not really leaders, no Pattons there, and as soon as they saw them come over the berm, they got in the helicopters and fled. How long does it take to create a colonel in an army? 20 years. If you create an army from scratch, you have an army of privates. So operations—we would never put a soldier on the street here or a policeman without a background check. You can’t do a background check in Afghanistan. There are so many operational problems. Some of the ideas are not wrong. Not everything Erik says is wrong, and I think the idea of a privatized solution, a hybrid solution should be considered if we want to stay there.

_Audience Member 3:_ You compare, you know, the cycles between the conventional force and the mercenaries, and for conventional, it’s between war and peace, and when there’s no war, there’s peace. The conventional forces has all the privileges and the funding and the aircraft and all that. So one would say, somewhat cynically, force is interested in peace but we funded for war. For mercenaries, it’s work or no work. If we go down that path, do you think that you instead of durable disorder would get the permanent war situation, or the no peace, or is there no peace—going down that path?
McFate: Well, first of all, you’ll see on rule three here is that I think there’s no such thing as war and peace. What we see is that there are powers like China who leverage the space, our imagined space in the war and peace for victory. That’s what’s happening in the South China Seas. They go right up to the edge of war and stop, and we freak out, but they keep what they’ve got, right? That’s a strategy. And they’re exploiting it because we have an old-fashioned notion of war and peace. Here’s the problem with mercenaries. They’re on a market cycle, not an international political cycle. And, yes, we saw in the Italian wars, they show us what the phenomenon is that lays it are the most. This is the never-ending war that we’re seeing today in Iraq and other places like this; this would only intensify it. My concern about mercenaries as a future leadership for our future leaders, we have a burgeoning industry, no one is trying to stop it or control it. What happens if we have an industry and put it into a conflict zone. And what happens? And this should worry us all. It destabilizes everything; it may not destabilize the United States or New Zealand, but destabilizes regions we care deeply about.

Audience Member 4: Two different, connected questions. Comment on the funding for PMCs, not necessarily state funding. That’s part one. Part two, Wagner Group is supposedly incorporated in Buenos Aires. Talk about the future of the Wagner Group.

McFate: Tracing the money, it’s sort of like the narco world. There’s a book called *Illicit*. We can learn from researchers. How do you trace the money? I think we should take lessons from narco researchers, if that’s even a term, and apply it to the industries. The Panama Papers reveal some of this, and we shouldn’t be worried about the state companies. It’s the nonstate companies that worry me most. The Fortune 500 companies. The vast majority, when Exxon, again, shows up to the shores of the Gabon, are they always in charge because there’s a state? No, of course not. And we should
be worried. And I’m not saying that Exxon Mobil is going to get a private army, at least not yet, but why not? What happens when an oligarch or a random billionaire wants to seal a legacy by ending a genocide just by swiping a check? That’s fine if it works, but war’s number one rule that’s not on here, doesn’t need to be, is unintended consequences.

So I agree with you, but I don’t have an answer for that. I’m not like a narco—we still are not able to track Paris financing 100%.

The second, Wagner is really fascinating to me; I think we have to be careful about separating noise from signal on Western analysts. I have Russian analysts who also track this. Basically, it’s seen as a GRU-type of extension. But for how long, and what happens, and we assume that all Russians are in the Wagner Group; it’s not. Why would we assume that, right? I see a lot of amateur analysts looking at this, assuming it’s some sort of cheap proxy Sputnix thing, and it’s not. So, you know, in terms of Brazil, Brazil [is] making geopolitical plays right now. Any other questions? Yes, sir.

**Audience Member 5:** Rule number one. Excuse me, is conventional war and unconventional war, are they, in fact, mutually exclusive? Don’t we need both capabilities?

**McFate:** Thank you, great question. This presentation was not on rule number one. There’s no such thing as conventional or unconventional war. There’s just war. The spectrum of conflict includes everything. It’s not that you cross a certain threshold. You can do them in tandem, with bits of one and pieces of one another. One of your colleagues is Frank Hoffman, the originator of the idea of hybrid war, and it looks at this very composition, and he was the primary penholder of the new national defense strategy, okay? Here is my only issue with conventional war. When people think of great power competition between, say, the US and China, why do we assume it’s going to be conventional? Why do we assume
that? We do we assume that? That’s the World War II paradigm I’m
talking about. You could argue we’re already at war with China. We just don’t know it. Was the Cold War a war or a metaphor? You could say the same thing today about China or Russia, India, Pakistan, Algeria, Morocco; it’s all over the world. When I’m saying conventional war is dead, it’s provocative to make us rethink. It becomes serious when you add aircraft that cost billion dollars apiece before you add aircraft and people. So it’s consequential for military planning. Thank you very much.

(Applause)

[See Appendix for corresponding PowerPoint presentation]
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Agenda

- Introduction
- The Proposal
- Objections
- PMC as State Proxy
- Conditions for Legitimacy
  - Just War Tradition
  - Moral Hazards
- Norms for PMC Employment
The Proposal

- Replace 23,000 multinational forces and 27,000 contractors with 6,000 contractors and 2,000 Special Operations forces
- 6,000 contractors would embed with the Afghan Armed Forces and provide “structural support,” eliminating the need for U.S. conventional forces. No rotation of advisors.
- Special Operations Forces would be responsible for direct action and be “lead element.”
- Contractors would supply air assets for medevac, close air support, and lift.
- Accountable under the UCMJ

In this role, Prince’s organization would not be simply supporting the U.S. effort in Afghanistan; rather they would be acting as proxies for U.S. military personnel who would otherwise be serving in that role.

Objections

Public

- Contingent
- Accountability
- Financial motives
- Lack of transparency
- Lowering the threshold for decisions to use force

Private

- “Deeply Problematic”
- Legitimacy

Contingent objections can apply to public militaries as well, resolved through improved regulation/oversight; deeply problematic have to apply to all PMCs providing similar services, and not to regular state armed forces; can’t be solved by simply improving regulation/oversight

Conditions for Legitimacy

Conditions for Legitimacy: PMC subject to public norms; measures in place to manage moral hazards

Inherently Governmental
- State provides public goods

Cumulative Legitimacy
- Effective
- Democratic Control
- Fair treatment of personnel
- Communal bonds

State Proxy
- State authorizes/PMC provides

Proxy relationships involve the use of a surrogate to replace, rather than simply augment, the assets or capabilities of a benefactor.
Jus Ad Bellum

- Just Cause
- Proportionality
- Right Intention
- Legitimate Authority
- Public Declaration
- Last Resort
- Reasonable Chance of Success

Employment of a PMC won’t make an unjust cause just; an illegitimate authority legitimate; or a wrong intention right. Can make the disproportionate proportionate; alternatives to fighting less appealing; and affect the state’s calculations regarding its chances for success.

Just Cause: Aligning State and PMC Interests

- PMCs, to include individual members, have an obligation to assess the justice of any cause before determining whether to provide any support for it.
- Realization of the State interest should realize the interest of the PMC.
- State-PMC relationships should align the gap between “doing well” and “doing good” by ensuring PMC capabilities and services contribute to peace, stability, and order where they are applied.

Reasonable Chance of Success: Proportionality; Last Resort

- Judgments about the future are difficult if not impossible to anticipate, making success difficult to assess.
- State-PMC relationship just as likely to escalate the conflict, increasing costs as well as decreasing chances for success;
- Perceived lowering of political/physical risk for the state could make reasonable, but costly alternatives to war less appealing.

The introduction of a PMC does not so much lower cost to the State but rather complicates how these costs are calculated and incurred.
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**Public Declaration?**

- Public Declaration: gives adversary a chance to address injustice and one’s population to determine if war/intervention worth it.
  - State-PMC relationship should be disclosed and transparent
  - Exceptions
    - Public disclosure reduces space for non-violent resolution/alternatives.
    - Public disclosure could lead to escalation or otherwise make conflict more difficult to manage

Disclosed or not, all State-PMC relationships should be subject to democratic oversight

**Legitimate Authority**

- The state is the only legitimate authority to authorize force; however, the state can delegate the provision of force to others.

PMC legitimacy depends on fighting for the right cause (*jus ad bellum*) in the right way (*jus in bello*).

**Moral Hazards**

- Divergent interest
  - Public-Private relationship ensures structural tension between market demands and moral demands.
- Underestimating costs and risks of violence
  - Market forces can incentivize downplaying costs and risks
- Diffusion
  - PMC capabilities can spread to other conflicts
- Dirty hands
  - Necessary vs Moral
  - Complications: A greater injustice will arise if the PMC fails than the injustice represented by its *jus in bello* violations.
Norms for Proxy Wars

- PMCs are responsible, morally if not legally, for the justice of any cause for which they provide services. (Just Cause)
- State-PMC relationships should align the gap between “doing well” and “doing good” by ensuring PMC capabilities and services contribute to peace, stability, and order. (Just Cause)
- Employing PMCs is permissible when they provide capabilities without which the State would not be able to successfully prosecute a just conflict and for which there is no better public alternative. (Costs of War)
- The employment of a PMC should make any particular war or contingency more likely to terminate successfully faster and more proportionately than any public military alternative. (Costs of War)
- PMCs-State relationships should be fully disclosed and transparent. Exceptions: serves the interests of all parties to the conflict, including the adversary, by either ensuring a faster, less-violent resolution or by facilitates non-violent alternatives to continuing to fight. Always subject to regular democratic oversight. (Public Declaration)
- States retain the monopoly of the authorization of force; however, may delegate the provision to force to non-governmental actors. (Legitimate Authority)
- States employing PMCs should hold them accountable for unjust and illegal acts. The means of accountability should be integrated into the contract and adequate relative to potential violations. (Legitimate Authority)

Norms for Proxy Wars

- Realization of the States interest should realize the PMCS; or at least to the termination of the relevant contract. (Divergent Interests)
- States should account for all costs of a conflict, as if the state were to bear them all, regardless of PMC role. States should only employ PMCs in situations where, if the PMC were not available, the State would still be compelled to act. (Underestimating Costs/Risks)
- In calculating costs associated with any proposal, PMCs should err on the side of caution, assuming the high end of costs and risks. (Underestimating Costs/Risks)
- States should ensure PMCs are regulated in such a way that capabilities and services provided do not extend past the limits of the contract. (Diffusion)
- PMCs should never be in a position where their personnel have to decide between morality and necessity. All such decisions must be made by an appropriate state official, who is fully accountable both under the law and to the public he or she serves. (Dirty Hands)
- Where members of a GMC act wrongly, but ending the contract risks a greater injustice, states should take extra measures to hold violators accountable and ensure jus in bello norms upheld. PMCs should demonstrate an increasing ability to prevent violations or hold violators accountable. (Dirty Hands)

Questions?
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Norms for Proxy Wars

- PMCs are responsible, morally if not legally, for the justice of any cause for which they provide services. (Just Cause)
- State-PMC relationships should align the gap between “doing well” and “doing good” by ensuring that PMC capabilities and services contribute to peace, stability, and order. (Just Cause)
- Employing PMCs is permissible when they provide capabilities without which the state would not be able to successfully prosecute a just conflict and for which there is no better public alternative. (Costs of War)
- The employment of a PMC should make any particular war or contingency more likely to terminate successfully and more proportionately than any public military alternative. (Costs of War)
- PMCs-State relationships should be fully disclosed and transparent. Exceptions serve the interests of all parties to the conflict, including the adversary, by either ensuring a faster, less-violent resolution or by facilitating non-violent alternatives to continuing the conflict. Always subject to regular democratic oversight. (Public Declaration)
- States retain the monopoly of the authorization of force; however, may delegate the provision to force to non-governmental actors. (Legitimate Authority)
- States employing PMCs should hold them accountable for unjust or illegal acts. The means of accountability should be integrated into the contract and adequate relative to potential violations. (Effective Authority)

- Realization of the States interest should receive the PMCs; or at least to the termination of the relevant contract. (Divergent Interests)
- States should account for all costs of a conflict, as if the state were to bear them all, regardless of PMC role. States should only employ PMCs in situations where, if the PMCs were not available, the State would still be compelled to act. (Underscoring Costs/Risks)
- In calculating costs associated with any proposal, PMCs should err on the side of caution, assuming the highest costs and risks. (Underscoring Costs/Risks)
- States should ensure PMCs are regulated in such a way that capabilities and services provided do not extend past the limits of this contract. (Dilution)
- PMCs should never be in a position where their personnel have to decide between morality and necessity. All such decisions must be made by an appropriate state official, who is fully accountable both under the law and to the public he or she serves. (Dirty Hands)
- Where members of a PMC act wrongly, but ending the contract risks a greater injustice, states should take extraordinary measures to hold violators accountable. (Dirty Hands)
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The evidence: Contractors as the 4th element of force structure
• Army support structure
• Contractors in CENTCOM AOR over time
• What contractors do

Why now?
• Continuing high level of deployments
• High cost of military service members
• Troop caps in theater

So what to do?
• DOD already doing a lot
• Full costing and function clarification
• A parallel? Integrating reservists as part of “total force”
The Evidence: Army “Brigade Slice”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Historical Brigade Slice</th>
<th>Actual Brigade Slice in Iraq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combat (in division)</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Support Outside Division</td>
<td>9,750-10,500</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14,250-15,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brigade slice excludes Host Nation Support and non-combat missions. Data from CBO, DOD’s Desert Storm Report to the Congress, Martin Van Greveld Fighting Power

Contractors in CENTCOM AOR

Ratio of contractors/military 1:1 at height of conflicts, increasing in Afghanistan (now 2:1), but lower in Iraq (~1:2)

Source: CENTCOM, July 2018
What contractors do in CENTCOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Iraq and Syria</th>
<th>Afghanistan Only</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>3,877</td>
<td>4,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>2,085</td>
<td>2,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT/Communications Support</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics/Maintenance</td>
<td>1,722</td>
<td>8,252</td>
<td>9,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/Administrative</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1,688</td>
<td>1,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical/Dental/Social Svcs</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (PSDs)</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>4,158 (2,002)</td>
<td>4,522 (2,002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,455</td>
<td>1,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translator/Interpreter</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>2,053</td>
<td>2,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>1,678</td>
<td>2,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,323</td>
<td>26,922</td>
<td>32,245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contractors in CENTCOM: Who and Where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Military</th>
<th>Total Contractors</th>
<th>U.S. Citizens</th>
<th>Third-Country Nationals</th>
<th>Local/Host-Country Nationals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan Only</td>
<td>11,958</td>
<td>26,922</td>
<td>10,128</td>
<td>10,527</td>
<td>6,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq/Syria Only</td>
<td>5,765</td>
<td>5,323</td>
<td>2,651</td>
<td>2,210</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Locations</td>
<td>~18,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>7,111</td>
<td>9,810</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR Total</td>
<td>35,723</td>
<td>49,245</td>
<td>19,890</td>
<td>22,547</td>
<td>6,808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Why Now?: Continuing Burden of Deployments on a smaller force

Active Duty Personnel

Military Personnel: Expensive and Few

Military recruiting challenges
- Only 29% of youth qualified to enlist
- Contractors
- Less expensive when fully burdened costs and rotation base considered (CBO)
- Easier to release when task completed

Source: Harrison and Daniels, *U.S. Military Budget in FY 2019*, CSIS
Troop caps in theater: Every president uses them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>President</th>
<th>Cap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trump</td>
<td>Afghanistan (+3,900 in 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama</td>
<td>Afghanistan (9,800 in 2017), Iraq (3,550 in 2015/2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush</td>
<td>Iraq (Rumsfeld’s limits on troops in 2003 invasion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>Bosnia (20,000, 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy/Johnson</td>
<td>Vietnam (every escalation step had a troop cap; for example, 125,000 in July, 1965)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different counting methodologies, but all exclude contractors

So what to do? Conscription is not the answer

Unresolved questions about:
- Numbers. 4 million young people turn 18 every year
- Fairness. Who serves when not all serve?
- Cost. Pay conscripts less?
- Effectiveness. How to make short term conscripts useful?
- Political toxicity. Unpopular with public and politicians
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DOD already doing a lot

- Created deployable contract specialists
- Established Integration Board to coordinate policy.
- Established Support Office to provide program management.
- Assigned contract support planners at the combatant commands to integrate contract support into operational plans.
- Gathers and disseminates knowledge through lessons learned processes and professional military education.
- Published guidance directives, DOD and Joint Staff
- Created annual contracting specific exercise
- Legal foundations: expanded UCMJ to contractors
- Economic efficiency: More competition in LOGCAP

Few recent incidents or complaints about lack of contractor effectiveness

More to do

Full costing of manpower categories: active duty, reserves, gov’t civilians and contractors
- For contractors but also active/reserve mix
- Costing structure established but no numbers
Clear delineation of who does what
- For contractors, esp. the Personal Security Details and use of lethal force
- But also for the “blue haired soldier” problem and Space Corps
Analogy to integrating reservists:
Total Force Policy of 1970

- Is their use appropriate and ethical in regional conflicts?
- Will they show up?
- Will they be qualified?
- Will their use be politically acceptable?
- Are command and control mechanisms adequate?

Took 30+ years before planners had built adequate procedures and C&C mechanisms and were comfortable relying on Guard and reserve forces.

Questions?
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DOD Budget History

“Visions without resources are hallucinations”

DOD Service Contract Obligations, all kinds
Private Military Security Companies’ Influence on International Security and Foreign Policy

### Force Structure Plans and Tradeoffs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BCA Caps LT effects (&quot;Sequestration&quot;)</th>
<th>Obama FY 2017 FYDP goal</th>
<th>Trump Campaign (9/2016)</th>
<th>FY 2019 Budget</th>
<th>FY 2023 FYDP Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army manpower (active/reserve)</td>
<td>421,000/498,000</td>
<td>450,000/530,000</td>
<td>540,000/563,000*</td>
<td>487,500/543,000</td>
<td>495,000/544,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army BCTs (AC/RG)</td>
<td>53 (27/26)</td>
<td>58 (30/28)</td>
<td>68 (40/28)</td>
<td>57 (31/26)</td>
<td>57 (31/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy carriers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy ships</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force TacAir A/C (4th/5th generation)</td>
<td>1,015 (668/347)</td>
<td>1,101 (699/402)</td>
<td>1,310 (837/473)</td>
<td>1,141 (961/180)</td>
<td>~1,200*** (900/300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMC manpower</td>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>242,000 (!)**</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>186,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### The US Manpower Spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Duty</th>
<th>Active Reservists</th>
<th>DoD Civ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,338,100</td>
<td>818,000</td>
<td>745,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inactive Reservists</th>
<th>DoD Contractors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>410,000</td>
<td>-- Procurement of supplies and equipment ~1,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Services: Base, logistics and HQ Support 561,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Battlefield (&quot;Operational&quot;) Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Iraq at 2008 peak: 35,000 US (+60,000 other countries, +169,000 locals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Today: 46,000 total (19,180 US)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FY2019 requested manpower levels
Active duty excludes mobilized reservists and full time reserve support
## Contractors – 3 major kinds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service: HQ and base support</td>
<td>Information tech, utilities, food service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational (battlefield) support</td>
<td>Overseas logistical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of equipment and supplies</td>
<td>Production workers building ships, A/C, trucks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Comparing Costs – A Key (and Difficult) Issue

Military ~ 25% higher than equivalent civil service ranks if all costs considered

Example: FFRDC @ $280,000 per man-year

Cost of active duty personnel has risen 30% in real terms since 2001

Recent instructions on cost comparison
From Supply to Demand: South Africa and Private Security
Abel Esterhuyse

Aim & Scope

Provide a brief analysis of both foreign and domestic private security from a South African perspective.

- Always more context to context.
- Private Military Companies – into Africa and the world.
- Private Security Companies – the domestic security domain.
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Introduction

Private security is a **practical reality** for South Africans.

Closely interwoven with the birth and development of a democratic South Africa.

A significant element of both the South African domestic and foreign policy domains.

Not necessarily informed, driven or controlled by government.

Always more context to context

SA - push and pull factors in the development of PSCs/PMCs.

**End of the CW & democratisation of the early 1990s**
- South Africa welcomed back into the international community.
- Educated and well-experienced South Africans have workable skills & demand for such skills internationally.
- Money to be made and, whilst the rest of the world was still somewhat cautious to explore opportunities in Africa and other risky areas of the world, most South Africans were not.

**The downsizing of militaries globally**
- The ending of the wars in Namibia and Angola + the peace process inside the country, + changing budgetary and other priorities.
- No employment by government and access into the South African economy because of BEE.
- Individual resumes contain nothing else than extensive military and policing skills and experience.

**Changing domestics security priorities**
- Human security framework + demilitarization of domestic security + culture of violence + economic inequality = domestic security void.

South African – 2 pieces of legislation

**PMCs**
- The purpose to:
  - Permit, monitor activity.
  - Regulate the provision or sale of military or military-related goods to a country of armed conflict.
  - Regulate the purchase of South African citizens or permanent residents in other armed forces.
  - Regulate the provision of transactions in the country of armed conflict.
  - Provide for the investigating jurisdiction for the courts of the Republic with regard to certain offences.
  - Provide for offences and penalties, and to provide for matters connected therewith.

**PSCs**
- Security Industry Regulation Act (Act 56 of 2001)
  - The role and nature of the private security industry in the domestic security domain.
  - To provide for the regulation of the private security industry.

- Private Security Regulation Amendment Bill
  - Highly controversial & not yet been signed off by the President.
  - Limited foreign ownership of PMCs that are involved in the domestic security domain.
  - Regulate security services outside the Republic.
South African definitional perspective

**PMCs – an input perspective (to be):**
- Legal and above-board nature of their clients - contracted by governments.
- Self-regulatory through a mixture of governmental and cliental laws and regulations, self-imposed ethics, and accountability to owners and shareholders.
- Reputation management and the impact thereof on possible future contracts.
- Registered corporate entities and, as such, have legal personalities.
- Typical military command structure and hierarchy & manned by retired ex-special military, police and other state security personnel.

**PMCs – an output perspective (to do):**
- Capitalize on the entrepreneurial spirit of market-driven capitalist economies with open-ended roles defined by market forces.
- More cost-effective and efficient than traditional military forces.
- Not supposed to profit from conflict or insecurity situations other than the payment they receive.
- In Africa more effective, moreordable & more important than the armed forces.
- Engage in armed combat in support of a recognized government & fulfill a wide range of military-related tasks.
- PMCs clearly focus on the nature of armed and security forces and the course and outcome of armed conflicts.
- Offensive-oriented military advice, services, and capabilities.

South African definitional perspective

**PSCs**
- Focuses on protection services for individuals and property.
- Focus mainly on issues of law and order, from crime prevention and public order to private guard services for government and private installations and individuals.
- Oriented towards police and guard services and not necessarily towards services of a military type.
- Do not focus to influence the outcome of a conflict.
- Whereas PMCs is more oriented towards the provision of defence security-related services, PSCs are also providing...
- Defensive services to protect individuals and property.

PMC: Into Africa – and the world

- **Out of Africa:** worldwide involvement in conflict zones (Iraq, Afghanistan, and others) - individual and institutional capacity.
- **In Africa:** SA PMCs successful in bringing about peace and security in extremely complex security situations in the continent.

The nature of African security

The nature of African armed forces

The contribution of PSCs to both the African security and African military domains.
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Into Africa – African security

- Africa remains one of the world’s most insecure regions.
- Good governance are at the heart of many of Africa’s security problems.
- The discontent with African governments is rooted in bad governance and the inability of state structures and institutions to fulfill people’s need for recognition, representation, well-being, and security.
- The conceptual and functional dichotomy lines between governments and insurgents are often very hazy. Insurgent movements fulfill many of the functions of government, while the aims and behavior of some governments may not necessarily differ from that of the insurgents they are fighting.
- The African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA) is not only massively under-resourced, it is primarily dependent on national military structures and capabilities in operationalizing its peace efforts.
- PSCs have primarily been involved in state-based conflicts in Africa through the strengthening of the capacity of statutory armed forces.

State-based conflicts in Africa are on the rise:

- The war centered on northern Nigeria involving Boko Haram.
- The civil war and NATO-led intervention in Libya.
- The resurgence of having rebels and various (anti-) insurgents in Mali.
- The series of mutinies and subsequent attempts at ethnic cleansing in the CAR.
- The spread of the war against al-Qaeda across north-central Somalia and north-eastern Kenya, and
- The outbreak of a deadly civil war in South Sudan.

Into Africa – African militaries

- Recent changes in conflict trends in Africa:
  An upsurge in the deliberate targeting of civilians “...by a range of belligerents, including governments, rebels, and other nonstate actors”. An explicit rejection of “...the whole edifice of the modern laws of war” by especially, religious fundamentalists.

- Military unprofessionalism: “...the vast majority of Africa’s military forces are far less capable today than they were forty years ago”.

- African states rely on external military support.

- Opens the door for mercenary-type of support to government and rebel forces.

- CMR in Africa: Emphasis on subordination instead of military effectiveness and efficiency.

- Fear for political intervention = a preference for more traditional, almost conventional, type training.

- Rely almost exclusively on the doctrinal manuals of non-African conventional armed forces of the northern hemisphere.

Into Africa – PMCs

- South Africa-related PMCs quite successful in their missions: Angola, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria

- Combining an entrepreneurial spirit with an innovation and adventurous mind-set allow PMCs to be more effective and efficient than traditional armed forces. There is almost no bureaucratic corporate army and all the energy and resources can be directed towards the field army.

- The personnel contingent of most PMCs is normally highly experienced special operational forces with a high level of expertise and motivation.

- A high level of impartiality; they do not necessarily have an institutional memory and emotional attachment to the situation at hand.

- Normally reliable and operationally effective – as long as they are being paid.

- Used battle-tested realistic training and doctrine.

- Full tactical and operational integration with statutory armed forces.

- Tailored their personnel for the mission and to bring to the specialists that are required and needed in a specific situation.

- Personalised and flat organizational, command and control structures for quick decision-making and effective communications.

- Logistics: freedom to procure what is needed, through streamlined processes that allowed them to tailor the equipment for the situation at hand.

- Combined the sustainment of operations over a period of time with a high tactical tempo of operations.

- Combine quick disengagement at the tactical level with an exit strategy at high levels if dictated by realities.
Foreign policy

1. PMCs assisted the South African government “... by employing and the moving to foreign countries, ex-SADF soldiers who could have threatened the political transition” in South Africa.
2. Achieved a South African foreign policy objective at no financial and military cost to South Africa.
3. Earned valuable foreign exchange and shared valuable information with the South African government.
4. The South African government does not actively use or view PMCs as a useful part of South African foreign policy.
   - turn a blind eye to what these companies are doing in Africa, in particular as long as these companies do not secure their relations or foreign policy interests with states in Africa, or as long as what they are doing is in line with South African government interests.
   - South African government is not comfortable with the idea of South Africans serving in PMCs in foreign war zones or as individuals in foreign armed forces. Yet, it is a case of partial compliance in which government does not approve but it also does not have the capacity to actively and comprehensively police and enforce the legislation to stop South Africans from participating in PMCs.
5. When is the terror threat to come home? There is no inherent danger in South African involvement in foreign war zones in an individual or institutional capacity, especially in the fight against terror, and the way it exposes the country as a whole to terror attacks by foreign groups.
   - South Africans in general do not consider the danger of international terror as a serious threat against the country.
   - The general state of decay and crime in the South African intelligence and other security services.
6. In a deeply divided society like South Africa, the skills and expertise of these PMCs in particular, are also for hire in the domestic security domain.
   - No guarantee that neither the PMCs nor their personnel are not internal security risks for the South African government or any other political entity that are willing to foot the bill for political purposes.
7. War zones have a tendency to turn to mark on people, irrespective of your role or position in the conflict.

Securing the Shopping Mall

PSCs = an important and critical tool in South African security.

- The whole economy is dependent on private security for protection, investment and job creation.
- 806 PMC members per 100 000 vs 288 police members per 100 000
- R45 billion ($3bn) a year on private security measures.
- 2nd biggest employer in the economy – agriculture biggest.
- 50% of all households paying for private security.
- PSCs in South Africa is growing in number and in size.

Factors contributing to the growth of PMCs in SA:

- Unemployment
- Conflict in African countries
- Growing instability in Zimbabwe and other neighbouring countries
- Increased strain in the police
- Brain drain in the police
- Expansion of roles and growing support to/for the police in SA.
- Job creation
- Growth in the economy
- The perceived contribution of PSCs in stabilising the country.
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Securing the Shopping Mall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province/Region</th>
<th>Number of active registered businesses 2014/2015</th>
<th>Number of active registered businesses 2015/2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauteng</td>
<td>3,177</td>
<td>3,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpumalanga</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Cape</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Cape</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free State</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cape</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>1,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,195</strong></td>
<td><strong>8,692</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of registered PSCs per province in South Africa

Securing the Shopping Mall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of security services</th>
<th>Number of businesses 2014/2015</th>
<th>Number of businesses 2015/2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security Guards</td>
<td>3,942</td>
<td>4,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Guards – Cash-in-Transit</td>
<td>1,157</td>
<td>1,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Guards</td>
<td>2,041</td>
<td>2,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Consultant</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>3,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed Services</td>
<td>2,219</td>
<td>2,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management / Venue Control</td>
<td>2,967</td>
<td>2,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Security Assessment</td>
<td>2,512</td>
<td>2,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Investigator</td>
<td>1,698</td>
<td>1,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventeers</td>
<td>2,164</td>
<td>1,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Equipment Installer</td>
<td>2,066</td>
<td>1,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security / Home Consult</td>
<td>1,735</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Control Room</td>
<td>2,043</td>
<td>2,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>3,113</td>
<td>2,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Wash</td>
<td>1,798</td>
<td>1,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thieves</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Loss Control</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Prevention and Detection</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting Officers</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog Training</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armoured Vehicles</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Protection</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of Security Devices</td>
<td>2,173</td>
<td>1,446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Categories of service provide by PSCs in South Africa: 2015/2016.

PSCs - conclusions

**PSCs replacing the police:**
- Crime prevention & enforcement of law and order
- Crime investigation
- Crime intelligence

**PMCs proactive & police reactive / overwhelmed.**

**PMCs highly adjustable, adaptable & flexible + flat organizational structure.**

**Community based – security from below.**

**Privatisation of public order policing.**

**Security in South Africa is co-produced – various sources.**
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Paradox: SA is deeply in need of security – yet, the general attitude and approach of the South African government in dealing with the industry in both the domestic and international domains is characterised by disapproval - sometimes animosity.

Hybrid Conflict and the Impact of Private Contractors on National Security
Edward L. Mienie, Bryson R. Payne, and Bradford T. Regeski
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Outline

• Overview
• Introduction
• National Security from a Human Perspective
• Outsourcing and PMSCs
• Case Study: Outsourcing in Cyber
• Recommendations and Conclusions

Overview

• Private military and security companies have become increasingly relied upon by nation-states to support mil. ops. and protection of life and property
• But are private, for-profit PMSCs contributing more to national security, or to state fragility?
• Case study: cyber operations and hybrid conflict
• PMSCs can bolster military, intelligence and security forces
• Wholesale outsourcing of highly specialized roles could contribute to lack of nation-state capabilities

Introduction

• PMSCs = force augmentation – “hybrid conflict”
• Human security theoretical framework
• Human security = universal problem - relevant to rich & poor
• Components: crime, famine, pollution, terrorism, drug trafficking, ethnic disputes, and social disintegration = interdependent
• HS = not concerned merely with weapons, but with human life & dignity = freedom from fear, freedom from want
• People-centered answers to the questions of: whose security; security from what; security by what means?
National Security from a Human Perspective

- Three schools of thought = narrow, broad, and European (combination of the first two)
- Propose: security functions of the state should be discussed within the context of the human security debate
- HS = not a defensive concept but an integrative one
- HS = 7 components = personal, community, economic, political, health, food, and environment
- Private security diversified

Outsourcing and PMSCs

- Outsourcing of security functions = stability of the state
- Advantages & shortfalls
- Complicating factor
- Danger = encroach upon the jurisdiction of national security agencies
- Nation-state’s Constitution

Case Study: Outsourcing in Cyber

- Offensive intrusion, private monitoring development industry
  - Purpose
    - Development of a cyber-arsenal
- Apparent rise and benefits
  - Blurring of private security, private intelligence and private military
    - Historical PMSC’s into the cyber-age of surveillance.
  - Positive outcome of innovation with respect to the development of monitoring tools
- Impact on the broad (holistic) view of security
  - Positive: The use of monitoring and intrusion tool in regard to criminal interception
  - Negative: The underlying motivation to improve on breaches of privacy on citizens
Case Study: Outsourcing in Cyber

- Case Study Creation/Growth/Result Timeline

  - Formation in late 1990s/early 2000s
  - Commercialization of popular intrusion tools
  - Vending to municipal law enforcement
  - Supplying monitoring software vertically
  - International transactions for continued profit margin increase
  - Security updates unlocking offline privacy and security

Case Study: Outsourcing in Cyber

- The duality of the for-profit monitoring industry
  - Their primary motivation:
    - Development of criminal interception, technical innovation and profit
    - Their potential negative causality to fragile nation-states
      - Outsourcing source code (core competencies)
      - Vulnerable monitoring software
  - Security breaches on Cyber PMSCs
    - Impact on nation-state security for their clients
    - Impact on the overall citizens of each state in relation to the concept of security

Case Study: Notable Profiles

- Hacking Team
  - Milan based, one of the largest PMSCs in terms of negotiated contracts and total client revenues
  - On July 5, 2015, the official Twitter account and internal network of the company was compromised, and a 400 GB file consisting of internal e-mails, invoices, and source code of multiple enterprise products was posted by Wikileaks
    - Hacker “PhineasFisher” compromised the internal network in “under 5 minutes”.
  - Operating today, and currently vending to Saudi Arabia (€600,000, €45,000) and directly towards Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
    - Alleged to have authorized torture and execution of dissidents (Jamal Khashoggi)
Case Study: Notable Profiles

- FinFisher (Gamma Group)
  - FinFisher, remains a widely popular surveillance/intrusion software developed by Leech IT Solutions (a subsidiary of Gamma Group International).
    - April 30, 2013, Mozilla legal cease-and-desist order
    - According to the order, Gamma Group had secretly delivered the FinFisher intrusion software to some private computers under the masquerade of a modified Firefox browser program
    - Gamma Group never publicly confirmed or denied using the Firefox browser as a payload device

Case Study: Notable Profiles

- DigiTask
  - Cologne Customs Criminal Office Incident of 1999
    - Repurposed as a Government IT training platform

- Citizen Labs
  - University of Toronto-based Internet rights watch-dog
  - Hosted the 400 GB Hacking Team leak with commentary

Case Study: Case for the Industry

- Adversaries’ rising use of end-to-end encryption and advanced cryptography protocols across the globe directly propels the development of more complex and subversive technologies whose main purpose is to penetrate systems and obtain mission critical data that would prevent a potential terror attack
- With the financial motivation to evolve the current surveillance technology, the private industry will only continue to thrive in assisting the governments across the globe fighting local terror and crime
Conclusion

- Private military and security companies are likely here to stay
- But private, for-profit PMSCs may be contributing more to state fragility, especially for smaller nations
- PMSCs are being used widely by nations and by non-state actors in traditional and especially in cyber and hybrid conflict
- PMSCs can bolster military, intelligence and security forces
- Wholesale outsourcing of highly specialized roles contributes to lack of nation-state capabilities, and to state fragility for smaller states

Conclusions (cont.)

- Smaller states may also be more susceptible to instability due to PMSCs employed by larger nations and non-state actors
- Perceived higher pay (notwithstanding lack of job security, pension, medical and other benefits) of contractors can lead to
  - animosity between governmental military, intelligence and security forces and private contractors
  - brain drain – soldiers, officers, agents, police, etc. may be tempted by 2x, 3x or higher salary to do similar work as private contractors, without considering overall/long-term consequences

Recommendations

- Some in literature have advocated for outsourcing of non-core functions or specializations that are too expensive to maintain
- However, some high-specializations, such as offensive cyber ops, may also fall under force-short-of-war or warfare usually only exercised by governments
- Embedding/cross-training of national forces with PMSCs could offer benefits of outsourcing with less brain drain, greater sustainability
- Training and education of next generation of military, intelligence and security officers is critical for nations large and small
The Influence of Private Military Security Companies on International Security and Foreign Policy

Eben Barlow
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Opening Notes

• Am an African
• Have witnessed conflict first-hand in Southern, East, West, Central, and North Africa
• Believe I am semi-qualified to talk about African conflicts
• I am critical of foreign PMSC engagements in Africa as successes are very limited
• Often ask the question WHY?
• Criticism doesn’t make me anti-West/anti-East – am pro-Africa
• **Opinion**: Conflict and wars must be sustained for economic and influence purposes
• This has become a ‘business model’ for many PMSCs and NGOs

Case Study: Nigeria and BH
Nigeria and Neighbours

- Nigeria is one of 54 African countries
- Approx 186 million inhabitants – more than 300 tribes
- Religion includes Christian, Muslim, and others
- World’s 32 largest country
- Boasts Africa’s largest economy
- 923,768 km² (356,669 sq mi)
- Has varied landscape
- Tropical forest in south, to savannah to semi-desert in central and northern Nigeria

Case Study: Boko Haram

- BH originated in Nigeria in 2002 (Borno State) – ‘Western education is a sin’
- Is a radical Islamic sect
- Nigerian Islamists returned after collapse of Libya: experienced, trained and often equipped - an unintended consequence
- Commenced a campaign of armed terrorism in NE Nigeria
- Rebranded as ‘Islamic State of West Africa’ (2015) – aligned with ISIL/ISIS/IS
- BH campaign spill-over into Chad, Cameroon, Niger, and elsewhere
- Considered one of 4 most deadly terrorist groups
- NA has been beneficiaries of foreign training for several years
- Most foreign training has been ‘window dressing’ training
- Discipline is poor as is standard of training
- Trg has been ineffective due to doctrinal blindness, poor TTPs and battlefield failures
- BH has outfought/outmanoeuvred NA
- Have witnessed AGFs in other countries achieve similar results
- Why??
STTEP’s Mission

- Launch rescue mission (3 month sub-contract) to release 200+ Chibok girls kidnapped in 2014
- Selection of NA troops (ALL foreign trained)
- Majority from NA Special Forces
- Forced to stop selection after day 3
- Standard of training: Poor – WHY??
- ‘Empty room’ training
- Inappropriate doctrine
- TTPs unsuited for terrain/enemy
- Had to redevelop a ‘new doctrine’
- Had to combine basic training and specialist training in very limited time

Mission Transition

- After week 5, trg mission changed
- 7 Div ‘about to be overrun’ by BH
- STTEP initially requested to independently intervene with haste - refused
- Asked to change mission and mentor
- Immediately deployed an intelligence cell to Maiduguri, HQ 7 Div
- **Aim:** Independent intelligence collection and intelligence liaison with NA
- Developed new doctrine and TTPs
- Rapidly trained a ‘mobile strike force’ (72 Mobile Strike Force)
- Poorly equipped
- Ammunition shortages
- NA lacked appropriate medical training, etc
- Raced from NASI to Maiduguri
- STTEP given independent command over 72 MSF
- STTEP helped to reconfigure 7 Div’s campaign strategy
Broad Campaign/Operational Design: 72 MSF’s Operation Anvil

- **Phase 1:** Aim: Divide BH AO and annihilate enemy in area
  - 72MSF retake Mafa – Dikwa access
  - 72 MSF exploit 10 kms beyond Dikwa
  - Elements of 7 Div to actively patrol/dominate the ‘wedge’
- **Phase 2:** Aim: Retake/dominant BH strongholds south of wedge
  - 72 MSF retake Bama and Gwoza
  - 7 Div to occupy key areas/terrain (STTEP elements train NA)
  - 72 MSF locate and annihilate BH elements
- **Phase 3:** Aim: Retake/dominant BH strongholds north of wedge
  - 72 MSF to retake Damasak, Diffa and Baga
  - 7 Div to occupy key areas/terrain
  - 72 MSF to locate and annihilate BH elements
- Govt pressure/time constraints forced change in campaign design
- Only retook Mafa and Bama – foreign pressure on Nigerian govt to terminate engagement (not first time this happened)
- Pres Jonathan saw Op Anvil as election advantage – ultimately ousted
- 1 month’s combat operations – retook terrain larger than Belgium from BH
- NA ‘advised’ to disband 72 MSF
- Intel predictions/warnings were ignored
- BH has returned

Summation and Lessons Learned

- Operation Anvil entirely realistic, feasible, and sustainable
- Nothing wrong with African soldiers if well trained and led
- Intelligence vital to allow adaptability, flexibility, prediction
- Logistics vital to maintain momentum and operational tempo
- Africans understand Africans
- Exploit technology - lack of technology gave BH some respite
- Willingness to adapt campaign design to align with government strategy
- BH surprised by aggression, speed, and tempo of 72 MSF operations
- BH has numerous vulnerabilities - must be exploited
- 72 MSF had both will and intent to achieve operational success
- All available assets must be aligned and synchronised
- Tactical successes do not equate to strategic victories
- Poor battlefield coordination resulted in STTEP/NA casualties – false media reports
- Soldiers can only do what they are trained to do – train well and they will do well
- Violent and radical AGFs can be defeated!
View of PMSCs – Personal Opinion

PMSCs can make a positive impact on security and policy IF...

• Understand OE, AO, NS, NMS, and address doctrinal gaps
• Arrogance is left at home
• Add value
• Training priorities are determined
• Produce positive results - will enhance Intl security and foreign relationships
  (Current failures impact on above – does not endear good relationships)
• Dedicated and not cash-driven
• Selected on results
• Controlled and work in accordance with African govts directives
• Prepared to work with minimum equipment
• Prepared to share hardships with troops – accommodation, meals, etc
• Set an example to military and civil society
• Implement social responsibility
• Remain good guests – and leave as friends that will be missed

Comments on African Governments

• Need to accept responsibility for strategic direction taken along with failures in governance
• Failure to develop national unity
• Need to reject ‘pseudo-democracy’
• Must stop accepting bad foreign advice
• Need to realise that ‘free advice/training’ isn’t free – always strings attached
• Need to develop independent political will
• Lack of governance/political will has contributed to conflicts
• Bloated armies cannot win wars
• Unrealistic strategies lead to failure
• No or faulty (bad) intelligence guarantees failure
Politics, Strategy and Doctrine

- African political/security environment is increasingly complex, hostile, unstable, and violent
- Lack of NS/NSS/NMS results in ill-fated political and security trajectory
- Lack of credible, realistic intelligence results in poor decision-making
- Lack of intelligence and strategies impacts negatively on all security-related operations
- PMSCs need to understand political and military environment and strategic direction where they operate
- Often no NMS apart from unrealistic strategic vision – must operate within confines
- Need to understand the enemy/culture
- Cannot turn African armies into clones of Western/Eastern armies
- Antiquated doctrines do not work
- TTPs need to be adapted to terrain/enemy
- There is NO template for training/mentoring/combat operations
- Money cannot fix bad training/poor campaign strategies
- Problem amplified when foreign support is given to both govt and AGFs

Comments on PMSCs

Most PMSCs:
- Arrive with unfounded arrogance
- Have no skillset to train/mentor in Africa
- Have no experience of African OEs/AOs
- Don’t understand impact of colonialism, tribalism, clannism, and beliefs
- Lack understanding of African culture and traditions
- No/poor track record of success – training is one thing, results another
- Often engage in despicable activities/abuse power
- Do not understand mindset of African troops
- Need to realise Africa is low-tech environment
- Lack flexibility and adaptability
- Don’t understand the political/religious/clan environment
- Are unable to lead/mentor African troops
- Do not understand they are guests in Africa – impact on civil-military relations
- Refuse to integrate

This has negative impact on the foreign policies of their countries of origin
Thank you

South Africa’s Paradox
Edward L. Miene

South Africa’s Paradox: A Case Study of Latent State Fragility
Dr. E. L. Mienie

Nov 14, 2018
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South Africa’s Paradox

Aggravated Robbery 2004 – 2017

Source: ISS, 2017

South Africa’s Paradox

Trio Crimes 2002/03 – 2016/17

Source: SAIRR, 2018
South Africa’s Paradox

Murder and Attempted Murder Trends 1994/95 – 2016/17

![Graph showing murder and attempted murder trends from 1994/95 to 2016/17.](image)

Source: ISS, 2018

Farm Attacks & Murder

![Bar chart showing farm attacks and murder from 2010 to 2016.](image)

Source: AfriForum, 2018
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South Africa’s Paradox

Unemployment, Total (% of Total Labor Force) in SA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Bank, 2018
**South Africa’s Paradox**

**Total Number of Registered Private Security Officers, PSCs (Active and Inactive) - 2018**

2,365 million

**PSCs Growth**

**1997 – 2018**

Active Registered PSCs
4,437 – 8,916 = 101%

Active Registered Security Officers
115,331 – 522,542 = 353%

Source: SAIRR, 2018
Outsourcing Security

Main services:
- Security guard (Industrial & Commercial; Cash-in-transit)
- Body-guarding
- Armed reaction
- Special events

South Africa’s Fragility - SFI

1995 13/25

2016 8/25

sfi 25 = extreme fragility
sfi 0 = no fragility
South Africa’s Paradox

Public Safety Spending

- 669.80%
- Rbn
- 1994/95
- 2014/15

South Africa’s Paradox

Striking miners shot dead at Marikana (44)
August 16, 2012

SA’ns protesting against local government - Avg. 3,000 service delivery protests p/m
South Africa’s Paradox

- Marikana Massacre - August 16, 2012

“Truth buried at the Marikana inquiry”
Clause 1.5 deleted from Commission of Inquiry Report by President Zuma:

“The role played by the Department of Mineral Resources or other government department or agency in relation to the incident and whether this was appropriate in the circumstances and consistent with their duties and obligations according to law” (IOL, May 11, 2014, p.1).

General Elections - May 8, 2014

Eligible voters: 31.4 million  Stay-away: 12.8 million
Total Number of Registered Private Security Officers, PSCs (Active and Inactive)

State Fragility Index (SFI) Indicators

- Security
- Political
- Economic
- Social

Effectiveness & Legitimacy

Include measures of:
- General security
- Vulnerability to political violence
- Regime durability
- Total number of coup attempts
- Current leader’s years in office
South Africa’s Paradox

- **SA’s paradox**: SFI = low fragility levels juxtaposed against serious challenges to human security

- **Research Question**: Do existing measures of state fragility really measure fragility?

Research Methodology

- **Mixed-methods approach**: quantitative secondary data analysis & 45 semi-structured lengthy interviews government officials, security practitioners, MPs, and leading experts in the field

- **Hypotheses**:
  - **H1**: Outsourcing of basic security system functions to PSCs is indispensable to maintain an efficient security system in SA
  - **H2**: Human security decreases as the effectiveness of the security system decreases
  - **H3**: The effectiveness of the security system is directly correlated with political effectiveness and good governance
Research Methodology, Cont’d.

- Data Collection
- Limitations
- DATA ANALYSIS
  - Coding Process - NVivo
  - Inter-coder Reliability
  - Validity, Reliability, Ethical Considerations

South Africa’s Paradox

- Security System Deficit
  - Flawed application of identity group based preferential treatment policies
  - Backlog in court cases
  - Lack of ADR mechanisms
  - Lack of public trust
South Africa’s Paradox

- Security System Deficit (cont’d.)
  - Abuse of power
  - Cadre deployment
  - Loss of specialist expertise
  - Loss of control over some territory
  - Corruption in SAPS & criminal justice system

South Africa’s Paradox

- Socio-economic challenges and successes
  - social welfare program – 16 million
  - housing; electrification; running water
  - service delivery strikes
  - identity group based preferential treatment

- Corruption
  - tender system
  - political interference – crime intelligence

- Crime syndicates
Sub-optimal police leadership and management
Lack of capacity & capability of the SAPS
Ineffective & flawed application of BEE and AA policies
Insourcing instead of outsourcing ➞ SAPS loss of forensics & intelligence-gathering expertise
Findings, Cont’d.

- Effective security a necessary condition for economic growth and job creation
- Unequal access to socio-economic opportunities could lead to deep-rooted conflict
- PSCs the salvation...? Contribute to legitimacy of SAG...?

Policy Recommendations

- Greater collaboration SAG & private security industry regulation and control
- SAPS
  - Provide intercultural dynamics training and education
  - Improve leadership
    - Change flawed recruitment procedures
    - Reverse current lack of specialized and ongoing training
    - Improve sub-optimal working conditions - low salaries
  - Return to a service not a force
Policy Recommendations, Cont’d.

- SAG
  - Economic security
    - Restructure hiring program – AA & BEE positions - other population groups
    - Decrease gap between haves & have nots
    - Provide basic artisan skills training & job creation
    - Arrest & reverse endemic corruption
  - Personal/Community security
    - Restore public trust – make good on promises of economic prosperity for all SAn’s
    - Abolish cadre deployment practices
    - Introduce ADR programs

Policy Recommendations, Cont’d.

- Political security
  - Apply demographic proportionality → provincial supersede national demographics
  - Repeal AA & BEE
  - Utilize existing think-tanks to compile and analyze crime statistics
  - Reinstate independent, politically neutral police inspectorate
  - Vet private security industry by intelligence agency
South Africa’s Paradox

Direct & Structural Violence
- high violent crime → personal security
- poor service delivery - especially provision of security to population → personal & community security
- endemic corruption → economic security
- high unemployment & poverty rates → economic security
- identity group based preferential treatment → political & economic security
- social disparities → political security

Non-traditional indicators of state fragility
→ Latent State Fragility

South Africa’s Paradox

Is latent state fragility present in SA?
- Personal & Community security threatened
- Economic security threatened
- Political security threatened

YES!

DV & SV measures
Future Research

Take model of latent state fragility and apply it in another country context to test the concept of latent state fragility.

South Africa’s Paradox
Laura Dickinson

Outsourcing PMSCs: Lessons Learned and the Path Ahead

Laura A. Dickinson

Leadership in a Complex World: PMSCs’ Influence on International Security and Foreign Policy

November 14, 2018

Post Cold War Outsourcing Boom

- Former Yugoslavia
- Conflicts in Iraq, Afghanistan
  - At high point, about 260,000 contractors performing wide range of functions
  - Ratio of contractors to troops hovered around 1 to 1
Risks to “Public Law Values

- Human dignity, embedded in IHL/LOAC, IHRL
- Legal frameworks designed for an era when governments largely performed these functions
- Nisour square incident
- CWC: $31-60 billion in waste, fraud, and abuse

Legal Issues: Framework

- Steps forward
  - Montreux Document & process
  - ICoC
  - PSC 1 & ISO standard
Appendix

Legal Issues: Framework

- Challenges re: other types of PMSCs, such as advisers
  - No comparable code of conduct
  - State responsibility
  - Aiding and abetting under ICL
  - DPH

Legal Issues: Oversight/Accountability

- Contract
  - Big reforms for PSCs: terms, business management standards, transparency
  - Management still a challenge in conflict zones
  - Enforcement still limited
  - Nothing really comparable for PMC advisers
Legal Issues: Oversight/Accountability

- Criminal
  - Military justice
  - MEJA
  - BUT no CEJA
  - Investigation, evidentiary problems

- Tort—potential opening for HR groups but legal risks for USG
  - No Feres
  - Uneven application of PJD, battlefield preemption
  - Litigation costs
Appendix

Legal Issues: Oversight/Accountability

- Host nation accountability processes
  - Security and Defense Cooperation Agreements
- ICC
  - Afghanistan investigation

Policy Issues

- Coordination and training problems
  - Better now for PSCs, but still challenges
    - Training still hard
    - Military lawyers don’t play same role re: use of force decisions
  - Took a long time, reforms don’t apply to many types of PMSCs
  - Problems worse if contractors disproportionate
Policy Issues

- Legitimacy of mission
  - Experience with PSCs: blowback on military
  - Better now but could recur if PMSCs in new roles, such as advising related to use of force

- Inherently Governmental Functions
  - International law unclear
  - US policy draws lines: mostly prohibits contractor interrogations; offensive/defensive
    - Has been (largely) worked out for PSCs
    - Embedded PMC advisers could pose significant problems
Policy Issues

- Costs of outsourcing
  - Political: reduces political cost of war
  - Structural: expansion of executive power v. Congress
  - Financial: potential personnel savings v. waste, fraud, and abuse
  - Litigation
The Health and Wellbeing of Private Contractors Working in Conflict Environments: Individual and Strategic Considerations

Molly Dunigan

DoD’s Strong Reliance on Contractors is Unlikely to Wane in the Foreseeable Future

Declining Military Force Structure
US Army force structure is set to decline, but the set of possible conflict scenarios is expanding. Our key NATO allies are also shrinking their force structures drastically (UK, France, Germany).

Reliance on Contractors for Training on Prepositioned Stocks
Increased US Army and Air Force dependence on prepositioned stocks around the world requires high levels of contractor support early on in a contingency for rapid training on new platforms.

Reliance on Contractors for Rapid Repair Capability
Increased risk of 800k in general brings the likelihood of widespread damage to ground combat vehicles and helicopters. Rapid repair capability now rests almost exclusively in the contractor force.

Operational Flexibility and Capacity
Contractors allow for flexibility in timelines and additional boots-on-the-ground (B OG) capacity.

Comparative Cost
Contractors are arguably less expensive over the long term due to lack of disability/retirement and other long term benefits.

Political Flexibility
Contractors allow for political flexibility to intervene in areas outside of the view of the democratic public.
DoD’s Strong Reliance on Contractors is Unlikely to Wane in the Foreseeable Future

Extensive privatization of the force in any existing conflict raises numerous issues nonetheless

Key Points for Consideration

- From what labor pool is the private force in question to be drawn?

- Security contractors “co-deployed” alongside regular troops may decrease military effectiveness, due to coordination and C2 issues

- In a counterinsurgency, contractors can work at odds with U.S. policy to “win hearts and minds” of locals
Key Points for Consideration

- From what labor pool is the private force in question to be drawn?

- Security contractors “co-deployed” alongside regular troops may decrease military effectiveness, due to coordination and C2 issues.

- In a counterinsurgency, contractors can work at odds with U.S. policy to “win hearts and minds” of locals.

Staffing Matters

- As of October 2018, there were 25,239 DoD-hired contractors already operating in Afghanistan.

- At key points in OIF and OEF, firms’ vetting and hiring standards varied and were at times relaxed in order to hire a large number of contractors quickly.

- Citizenship matters
  - If non-U.S. citizens – security risks.

- Unaddressed contractor health issues raise serious concerns about productivity constraints.

Key Points for Consideration

- From what labor pool is the private force in question to be drawn?
- Security contractors “co-deployed” alongside regular troops may decrease military effectiveness, due to coordination and C2 issues
- In a counterinsurgency, contractors can work at odds with U.S. policy to “win hearts and minds” of locals

Multiple U.S. Government Reports Dating Back to Early in the Iraq War Highlight Problems of Field Coordination Between PSCs & Military

- “. . . U.S. forces in Iraq do not have a command and control relationship with private security providers or their employees.”
- “The military commander has less direct authority over the actions of contractor employees than over military or government civilian subordinates . . . Short of criminal behavior by contractor personnel, the military commander has limited authority for taking disciplinary action.”

The majority of reported blue-on-white incidents during this period involved coalition forces firing upon PSCs.

One-Fifth of Surveyed U.S. Troops Reported Having Some Firsthand Knowledge of Armed Contractors Falling to Coordinate with the Military (2006)

"During your time in the region during OIF, how often did you have firsthand knowledge of armed contractors falling to coordinate with military commanders?"

Respondents who had sometimes or often interacted with armed contractors (n=152):
- 45% "never"
- 20% "rarely"
- 20% "sometimes"
- Over 10% "often"
### Barriers to Field Coordination Include: (1) Structural Constraints and (2) Challenges In Terms of Individual Perceptions of the Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Contractors Say</th>
<th>Structural Issues</th>
<th>Identity Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communication issues</td>
<td>• Perceive military as “conventional,” “slow,” “inefficient,” “dismissive of PSCs,” “envious of PSC wages,”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of doctrine for PSC-military coordination</td>
<td>• AOR commander’s personality determines military-PSC relationship in theater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of military pre-deployment training on PSCs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of standard procedures for approaching checkpoints/convoys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Problems identifying PSCs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communication issues</td>
<td>• Perceive PSCs as “disrespectful,” ranging from “professional” to “pseudomenenaries” and “cowboys”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of doctrine for PSC-military coordination</td>
<td>• Varying PSC identities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of pre-deployment training for both military and PSCs on field coordination</td>
<td>• PSCs and military have different operating cultures/styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of knowledge of PSCs’ location / PSC failure to notify commander when in the</td>
<td>• PSCs and military have different mission sets and overall strategic goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of formal C2 relationship over PSCs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resentment over pay differentials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Operational Contract Support
- Description and Subordinate Functions
  - Contract Support Integration
    - The process of planning, organizing, training, coordinating, and implementing contractor support integration, ensuring smooth operations.
  - Contracting Support
    - The execution of contracting activities related to the integration of contractor support.
  - Contractor Management
    - The oversight and management of contractor personnel and associated activities.

Source: Joint Publication 4-10, July 16, 2014.
Key Points for Consideration

- From what labor pool is the private force in question to be drawn?
- Security contractors “co-deployed” alongside regular troops may decrease military effectiveness, due to coordination and C2 issues
- In a counterinsurgency, contractors can work at odds with U.S. policy to “win hearts and minds” of locals

There Have Been Numerous Reported Incidents of PSC Abuse of Iraqi and Afghan Civilians

- Shooting Iraqi/Afghan civilians, arguably without cause
  - Triple Canopy - Iraq, 2006
  - Blackwater - Nisour Square incident, Baghdad, September 2007
  - Paravant - Kabul incident, May 2009
- PSC aims to “protect the principal” can lead to operational activities that conflict with stated U.S. counterinsurgency policy
  - Evasive driving techniques; throwing water bottles at civilians to clear areas
- These incidents raise the question of whether local civilians distinguish between contractors and the U.S. military:
  - If not, bodes poorly for Iraqi perceptions of the entire occupying force
  - When asked if he had learned who perpetrated the Nisour Square shootings after-the-fact, a family member of two of the Nisour Square victims answered, “You mean, like, security company? What difference this makes? They are Americans” (Renee Montagne and Dina Temple-Raston “Iraqis See U.S. Contractors, Troops the Same,” National Public Radio, December 17, 2007 ).
Nearly One-Fifth of Surveyed State Department Personnel Had Some Firsthand Knowledge of Armed Contractors Mistreating Iraqi Civilians (2008)

Respondents with 1 OIF assignment (n=519):
- 61% “never”
- 12% “sometimes”

Respondents with 2 or more OIF assignments (n=263):
- 47% “never”
- 16% “sometimes”

Half of Surveyed State Department Personnel Thought PSCs Did Not Display an Understanding and Sensitivity to the Iraqi People and Their Culture (2008)

Respondents who sometimes or often interacted with armed contractors (n=782):
- 30% “typically true”
- 49% “typically false”
- 22% “no opinion”
Over One-Third of Surveyed State Department Personnel Thought PSCs Did Not Respect Local and International Laws in OIF (2008)

Key Points for Consideration

- From what labor pool is the private force in question to be drawn?
- Security contractors "co-deployed" alongside regular troops may decrease military effectiveness, due to coordination and C2 issues
- In a counterinsurgency, contractors can work at odds with U.S. policy to "win hearts and minds" of locals

Policymakers must address these issues if proposing to outsource substantial elements of an existing COIN fight such as is currently seen in Afghanistan
Back-Up Slides
2010 RAND *Hired Guns* Report Provides Some Insight Into Extent of Field Coordination Issues in Iraq

- Funded by the Smith Richardson Foundation in 2006
- Originally intended as a small study based on interviews and documentary analysis
  - Interviewed armed contractors (active and retired), analysts, trade association representatives, employees of DoD, DoS, USAID
  - Reviewed government reports, memos, newspaper accounts, scholarly articles
- Military survey - begun in 2006
  - Total sample size: n = 1,070
  - 249 completed surveys after 20 weeks in the field
- State Department survey - begun in 2008
  - Total sample size: n = 1,727
  - 834 completed surveys after 33 days in the field

We analyzed the survey data based upon the expectation that armed contractors serve to augment military forces

Surveyed State Department Personnel Also Felt That Armed Contractors Made an Effort to Work Smoothly With the Military (2008)

*Armed contractors make an effort to work smoothly with U.S. military personnel.*

Respondents who had sometimes or often interacted with armed contractors (n=787):

57% "typically true"

But 16% of both the experienced and inexperienced groups felt this statement was "typically false"
Majority of Reported Blue-on-White Incidents From November 2004-August 2006 Involved Approaching Checkpoints and Following/Overtaking Convoys

Surveyed Military: PSCs Behaving in an Unnecessarily Threatening, Arrogant, or Belligerent Way Was Not Entirely Uncommon in OIF (2006)

*During your time in the region during OIF, how often did you have firsthand knowledge of armed contractors performing an unnecessarily threatening, arrogant, or belligerent action?*

Respondents who sometimes or often interacted with armed contractors (n=152):
- 56% "never"
- 19% "rarely"
- 20% "sometimes"
- 5% "often"
The Vast Majority of State Department Respondents Thought Armed Contractors Made an Effort to Work Smoothly with State Department Personnel

Respondents who had sometimes or often interacted with armed contractors (n=790):
80% "typically true"
14% "typically false"

To Overcome Coordination Challenges, Solve Structural Constraints First

IDENTITY PROBLEMS

HIGH

LOW

STRICTURAL PROBLEMS

HIGH

Coordination difficulties; Low integration; Low responsiveness; Low skill; Moderate to high quality (IRAQ, AFGHANISTAN)

Confusion; Coordination difficulties; Low integration; Low responsiveness;

Moderate skill; Moderate to high quality

LOW

Coordination better; Integration varies; Responsiveness varies; Low skill; High quality

Good coordination; Good integration; Good responsiveness;

High skill; High quality (GOAL)
Contractors Currently in Afghanistan Span a Range of Mission Categories

Lack of Knowledge of PSC Positions Can Have Tactical, Operational, & Strategic Effects

Fallujah, March 2004

- September 2007 Congressional Inquiry:
  - Blackwater personnel arrived at wrong base the day prior to the attack; did not have maps; mission was not sufficiently planned.
  - Prevented from traveling further that night by a military checkpoint.
  - Military not involved in helping the convoy chart a safe course through the city or blocking off roads for the convoy.
  - Blackwater convoy entered Fallujah by bypassing a Marine checkpoint without the Marines’ knowledge.
  - Marines first learned of the ambush from television reports.

Blackwater deaths directly led the Marines to launch a major offensive on the city 5 days later – Operation VIGILANT RESOLVE – resulting in up to 600 Iraqi deaths (many of them women and children), 7 Marine deaths, 100 wounded Marines.

“US military commanders who had no advance knowledge of the convoy’s presence in Fallujah were ordered by Washington to change tactics and pound the city into submission, inflaming the Iraqi insurgency to new heights.”
The Future of Private Warfare
Sean McFate

The Future of War
Is Not What You Think

Sean McFate, PhD
Associate Professor, National Defense University
Adjunct Professor, Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service

"Americans play to win all of the time. That’s why Americans have never lost nor will ever lose a war, for the very idea of losing is hateful to an American."

George S. Patton’s speech to troops before D-Day
Appendix

Why has America stopped winning wars?

We have the best troops, training, technology, equipment, and resources

So what's the problem?

Strategic Atrophy
Most think the future is dangerous with better technology

War has moved on and we must move on too

Rule 1: Conventional War is Dead
Rule 2: Technology Will Not Save Us
Rule 3: There Is No Such Thing as War or Peace
Rule 4: Hearts and Minds Do Not Matter
Rule 5: The Best Weapons Do Not Fire Bullets
Rule 6: Mercenaries Will Return
Rule 7: New Types of World Powers Will Rule
Rule 8: There Will Be Wars Without States
Rule 9: Shadow Wars Will Dominate
Rule 10: Victory is Fungible
Rule 6: Mercenaries Will Return

The second oldest profession

Relationship Between Private Force and World Order

- Most of military history was privatized, and mercenaries seen as bloody but honorable trade
- Market for force always thrived because it’s cheaper to rent than to own
- Peace of Westphalia (1648) and the emergence of nation-states
- States monopolize market for force with large standing national armies and outlaw private force. Hence the stigma against mercenaries
- Warfare eventually becomes exclusively interstate, birthing “conventional” war
- “Westphalian Order” spreads globally via colonization and now internalized as timeless and universal. But it’s less than 200 years old.
Mercenaries are back

War is becoming (once again) privatized

World order becomes “Durable Disorder” once more

Wagner Group in Syria defending the regime. Jihadist mercenaries fighting the regime in Aleppo. Mercenaries in Iraq and “Kurdistan.”

Appendix

“Privateers.” Hack Back Africa.

Why Military Contractors are Back

[Note: Only 15% of contractors were trigger pullers in Iraq and Afghanistan]
Why Hire Mercenaries?

- Wage war
- Plausible deniability
- Cheaper
- Bloodless wars
- Niche capabilities
- Professionalize one’s security services
- Loyalty

Implications for Leadership

1. Mercenary legitimization increases and stigmatization decreases
2. Mercenaries can be a force for good or evil
3. Mercenaries can start and elongate conflicts for profit, and engage in racketeering and criminality. More mercenaries = more war.
4. Regulating the industry may be impossible
5. The superrich can become a new kind of superpower, enabling wars without states
6. Strategy changes: Clausewitz meets Adam Smith

The Italian Wars (1494-1559)
Strategies for Force Buyers

- Renego on paying mercenaries once they complete a military campaign
- Bribe enemies’ mercenaries to defect
- Retain all available mercenaries to deny enemy a defense
- Plausible deniability: Useful for conducting wars of atrocity or “zero footprint” operations
- Give a larger mercenary unit a short-term contract to chase off or kill your opponent’s mercenaries
- Hire mercenaries to conduct false flag ops and pit enemies against each other
- Manipulate the winds of war by buying all the mercenaries available, driving prices up, then dumping them on the market, driving prices down
- Sacrifice your mercenaries to appease enemy

Strategies for Force Sellers

- Sell out your client to his enemy
- Blackmail or threaten the client for more money at a crucial moment
- Start or elongate a war for profit
- Accept bribes from a client’s enemies not to fight, or deliver your client to his enemy
- Bribe your enemy’s mercenaries to defect, saving you battle costs
- Between contracts, become bandits for profit and artificially generate demand for protection services
- Practice extortion and racketeering
- Play multiple clients off one another to foster mistrust that leads to more war

We must prepare for war as it is
Not as we wish it

Questions?

www.seanmcfate.com

Rule 1: Conventional War is Dead
Rule 2: Technology Will Not Save Us
Rule 3: There Is No Such Thing as War or Peace
Rule 4: Hearts and Minds Do Not Matter
Rule 5: The Best Weapons Do Not Fire Bullets
Rule 6: Mercenaries Will Return
Rule 7: New Types of World Powers Will Rule
Rule 8: There Will Be Wars Without States
Rule 9: Shadow Wars Will Dominate
Rule 10: Victory is Fungible
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